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EDITORIAL 
Wow, what a response we receivedfrom the last issue ofNEXUS! Apartfrom 

being our best seller to date, the article on "The Cause and Cure of All 
Cancers" has already resulted in several people recovering from severe cases 
of cancer or, should we now say, from parasite infection. i'm also most encour
aged at the growing number of doctors finding success with alternative treat
mentsfor so-called 'incurable' diseases like cancer and AIDS. 

I would also like to report on the huge success of the recent NEXUS 
Conference, a one·day event held in Amsterdam in late October. An enthusias
tic crowd of over 850 people completely filled the grand ballroom of 
Amsterdam's Grand Hotel Krasnapolsky, to hear a wide range of speakers 
including George Wingfield (UK), David Hatcher Childress (USA), and Jdhn 
Searl (UK). 

The success of our European office's conference has prompted us Down 
Under to organise a similar but bigger event for Australasia. For more deiails, 
please refer to the advertisement on page 4, or contact our office direct. 

Speaking of conferences, there is to be a dental conference in Australia next 
February, presenting peer-reviewed information on the dangers of mercury 
amalgam fillings and root canal therapy. I suggest you make a copy of the 
advert on page 48 and send it to your local dentist, If he or she is uninterested 
in staying informed on matters relating to your health, change dentists immedi
ately! Your life could be at stake. 

Now, I promised in the Letters to the Editor section, that I would address the 
question, "If NEXUS is publishing the truth, why hasn't it been closed down?" 
Well, the reason I did not answer the query in our Letters s-ection was because I 
do not know the answer to this question, I was hoping that by discussing it 
here I would buy time to come up with some convincing explanation but, alas, I 
still have no real answer. Of course, we continue in our quest to present you 
with unusual and hard-to-get information, but it's up to you to deeide for yout
selves whether you believe it or not. 

I have had a couple ofAmericans point out what they consider to be spelling 
mistakes in NEXU5---cases where there is an "s" instead ofa "z", I would like 
to point out to any other illiterate Yanks out there that we use the English lan
guagefor NEXUS, not the Amerkan. 

Inside this issue you will find some great information. For the 'mad scien
tists' out there, we have several 'hands~on'  items which should get you scurry
ing off to the lab or out into the field for experimentation. 

We also feature an article promised long ago, on the Hollow Earth Theory, 
This is a line of research that even the most open-minded NEXUS reader is 
going to have trouble digesting. What can I say, except read the article and 
keep an open but not hollow mind. 

The article by Patrick and Gael Crystal Flanagan on the remarkable proper
ties of water (now considered a liquid crystal by many researchers) is highly 
recommended reading. You will be thoroughly amazed, as I was! 

Despite the growing number of predictions for a total stock-market crash in 
1995, I and the staff at all our NEXUS offices wish all readers everywhere a 
very happy festive season and a prosperous new year. 

Duncan 

WARRANTY AND INDEMNITY 
Advertisers upon and by lodging material with the IPubllsher for publication or authorising or approving of the publication of any materia'IINDEMNIFY the 
Publisher and its servants and agents against all lia'bility claims or proceedings whatsoever arising from the !publication and witho.u~  limiting the generality 
of Ithe foregoing to indemnify each of tFiem in relation to defamation, slander of title, breacb of copyright, infringement of trademarks or names 01' publicar 
tion titles, unfair competiti.on or trade practices, royalties or violation of rights or privacy AND WARRANT thattne materialcompliE$ with all relevaotlaws 
'and regulations and that its publication will not give rise to any rights a~ainst lor lia.bilities un the Pub.lish.er, its servants or ag'ents and in particular that 
nothing therein i.s capable of being misleading or aeceptive or otherwise In breach of the Part v of t.he Trade Practices Act 1974. All expressions of opin" 
ion are published on the basis that -they are not to be regardedl as expressing the opinion of the Publisher or its servants or agents. 'Editorial advice is not 
specific and readers are advised to seek professiona'i help for individual problems, 
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Re: NEXUS Enigma? 
Dear Duncan: Firstly, I would 

like to commend the efforts and 
courage of yourself and your staff 
on researching and even printing 
matter of this nature. 

I have been buying NEXUS for a 
little over six months now and! I've 
found, as we soar through the 
months, that the information 
becomes more intriguing, more 
'suppressed' and more desperate. 
One really begins to see the filthy 
deceptive cloud that has been 'put 
over' the general public so as 'to dis
tract them from the true nature of 
things, but I can't help but wonder 
how your publication can virtually 
come out of the blue with no appar
ent links to any(?) organisations 
and clearly blow this deceptive 
cloud over the people, completely 
out of the sky, with publications on 
internaJ.ional news-stands...and then 
have no authorities falling over 
themselves to jail you all or incar
cerate you or even ban publication 
on the premise of a bad joke threat
ening national and international 
security? 

Now, because of this curious little 
enigma, one can't> help but wonder 
what you are all so-called 'pulling 
over' us, your readers? Or maybe 
you are part of the cult phenome
non working in alliance with the 
government to brainwash the public 
(your readers) into 'your' way of 
thinking, i.e., New World Order, 
UFOs, etc.?? 

Why do you get such free access 
and freedom when the very people 
you write about, don't? Like others, 
I challenge you to print thi s. 

More answers, please! 
Anon., Burleigh Heads, 

Queensland, Australia. 
(Dear Anon,: Great/eller, / hope 

there are many more thinkers out 
there like you. Question every
thing, including what's in NEXUS, 
Above all, think for yourself For 
more response on this subject, see 
my editorial this issue, Ed.) 

Re: HAARP Patent 
Dear Mr Roads: In your April

May 1994 issue you included a 
short piece on the HAARP project 
currently being built in Alaska by 
the US Government in conjunction 
with the ARCO Corp. 

lust as a lark, I pulled up the 
patent number referred to in the 
article. Much ,to my amazement, I 
found everything in the article true. 
The capabilities of this device are 

uu1y mind-boggling I It seems our 
mad scientists have finally invented 
the 'weather machine' and 'death 
ray' eluded to in so many sci-fi pulp 
comics. 

The reason for placing this device 
in Alaska is twofold: (I) to take 
advantage of atmospheric condi
tions; (2) to take advantage of huge 
natural gas reserves which will be 
needed for tile energy tllis thing 
will 'need. 

Enclosed is the complete docu
ment on a diskette. I hope you can 
use it in some way. 

A loyal reader, Fort Worth, 
Texas, USA, 

Re: Weather Control 
Mr Roads: I read your magazine 

pretty regularly and I am not sur
prised by a lot of your articles for I 
have been following these types of 
things for years. 

I am writing in regard to your arti
cle on weather contro!. We live in 
the Darling Downs, one of tfJe hard
est-hit areas of the drought. 

For the past three years my wife 
and I have kept an acute interest 
in-how shall I put it?-the mili
tary's interest in our weather. What 
I mean is that whenever we get a 
cloud mass coming, we have 
increased air traffic over our area. 
Usually it is one of those large prop 
planes (big bell'y), not jets, and' after 
it has done its circles the clouds 
usually disperse and then disappear. 

When it happened at first we 
thought it was interesting, but when 
it continued we started alerting peo
ple to take note, Also, when I 
heard that Russia was working on 
weather control experiments and 
that there were bills passed in the 
United States about 'weather war
fare', it got me thinking. 

We have some friends who are 
devout readers of your magazine. 
They have noticed the same thing. 

1 have had thoughts of trying to 
check it out for myself, but if the 
Darling Downs is a 'military weath
er experiment', it is over my head. 
The clouds and planes are not our 
imagination: we have others to ver
Ify it. 

Because of Pine Gap and joint 
military exercises, and because it 
seems to be 'in vogue' for countries 
to experiment on their own people, 
it is not hard for me to think that 
this could be a USA-backed or joint 
experiment. 
If it was not you who I was writ

ing to, I do not think I would men

tion these things. We have shared 
it with some people who f'm sure 
thought we were standing off to the 
side a bit CI'm sure you Iknow what I 
mean). 

I understand that you receive 
large numbers of mail, so if you 
can't respond, that's okay, but I 
would like some sort of feedback if 
possible. 

lohn K., Warwick, Queensland, 
Australia. 

(For the sake of John's privacy, 
feedback can be sent to NEXUS' 
office. Ed.) , 

Re: Human Radiation Testing 
Dear Dun.can: In the Global 

News section of the last issue of 
NEXUS (2/22). I gave an inaccu
rate explanation in the item entitled 
"CIA Using Old Tricks Again" 
when I stated that ionising radiation 
causes tissue heating while non-
ionising radiation docs not. TItis is 
incorrect. 

Non-ionising radiation is radiated 
electromagnetic energy produced at 
frequencies below the visible light 
S,pectrum, which i,ncludes near-
infrared through microwave, nght 
down to brainwave frequencies. 
Significant tissue-heating e~fec~s  

begin at around 27 MHz which IS 
within the non-ionising frequency 

Body Electric (Morrow, NY, 1985), 
and also states, "Such a device has 
obvious applications in covert oper
ations designed to drive a target 
crazy with 'voices' or deliver W'lde
tectable instructions to a pro
grammed assassin" (p. 319). 

Despite my previously incorr~ct  ' 
defmition, there is no disputing the 
fact that the CIA's tactic of nOlI pro
viding Congress with documents 
penaining to experiments on the 
effects of non-ionising mOlation on 
human subjects is specifically 
enabling them to hide the history of 
such experimentation by the 
Agency. 

Glenn Krawczyk, Burleigh Heads, 
Qld. Australia. 

I 

Re: Fear and Freedom 
Dear Sir: The letter in NEXUS 

vol. 2/22, by Alf Finch of E~en  

Seeds, raises some interesltng 
points about the way informaJi~o  is 
presented in NEXUS. Mr FlOch 
accuses NEXUS of being one of 
those "who wish to funher their 
OWOl status by fear through one
sidedl 'scientific' arguments". , 

This question of usmg fear IS the 
crux of many a criticism of NEXUS 
Magazine. I'd like to address the 
issue here. 

Beauty is in the eye of the behold
range. It is t,~refore ~m:rect to saYer, the saying goes. Well, I submit 
that nQn-iomsmg radiatiOn can be that fear is also of the beholder. 
generated at frequencies and power When someone does something to 
densities that produce both thermal make you experience fear,lthey are 
and non-thermal effects. "not forcing fear onto you, they are 

Despite, the i!1a,ccm:acy of my 101

tial defmluon, IttS SIlU accurate that 
non-ioni~ing  radiati~n  (which the 
CIA oml!led from l.tS, docu~ent 

search on human radlaUon testmg) 
induces distinct biological and psy
chological effects in human sub
jects. A substantial number of pub
li~hed  biomedical papers confirm 
this fact beyond any doubt whatso

ever. , . 
In parllcular, I refer the reader to. I wants) to deal with our own fears 

tapping into your OW? ~~nate  fears. 
The fear is already IOslde due to 
early experiences, childhood issues, 
racial and cultural pallerns or 
maybe innate human subconscious 
fears. Whatever it ,is, it's inside. 
II Ibehoves all of us who are 

endeavouring to change the way 
this system operates. to change the 
present direction of humans on the 

planet (as I assume Mr Finch 

"Human Auditory Response ~o  

Modul,~ted Electromagnettc 
Energy, by Allan H. Frey, Gener:u 
Electric Advanced El~ctroOJc  

Center, Cornell Umverslty, New 
York, (published in The Journal ofl 
ApplIed PhYSiology 17(4~.689-92, 

1~62). This paper descnbes how 
microwaves can be used to bea.m
" h 'f d " 
t. e percepI,lOn" 0 soun. sIn 

humans standmg se~er~,  hundred 
feet from the antenna at .e.xu:~me-
Iy low average power densilles . 

Robert Becker describes the 
above experiment conducted by 
~llen  Frey in his book, entitled The 

when they arise in us. If it be a 
reign of fear from a dictator, a fear 
of AifDS, a fear of authority, a fear 
of the unknown-it all comes from 
within us. We have to come to 

terrns with our own internal fear to 
resolve the issues. 

So nobody makes us fear some
thi T accuse NEXUS of using

ng. 0 .
fear to boost its stat~s  is absurd. It 
would be better to concentrate on 
Wlderstanding the ,fears when they 

. 
anse. 

Continued on page 81 
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FDA SWAT TEAM SEIZES
 
GASTON NAESSENS
 

INFORMATION
 
Denial of the freedom of 

thought and speech has apparent
ly become an element of the 
FDA's drive to regulate medicine 
in the USA. In July, an FDA 
SWAT team invaded the New 
York offices of a publishing com
pany to seize information con
cerning the use of an unapproved 
material as a cancer treatment. 

Materials seized from Writers 
and Research. Inc. of Rochester, 
NY. included books and booklets 
on a controversial camphor-based 
treatment for cancer ca'lled 714X. 
developed by Gaston Naessens. 
Also seized was computer equip
ment, a s'eizure justified by an 
agent because it was "used to print infor
mation on a substance that is banned in the 
US". The drug itself was not the target of 
the raid-{)nly information about it, as well 
as files of people who had expressed inter
est in it. 

Writers and Research had contacted the 
FDA in the process of obtaining approval 
to import 714X into the United States. 
Towards this end, the company had consti
tuted an Institutional Review Board to 
examine the claims made for 7l4X, a step 
necessary to gaining FDA approval. This 
had been done two months prior to the 
FDA raid. The FDA had not disqualified 
this board, but had prohibited any reference 
to its findings before approval. 

In shon, the FDA raided a company prior 
to that company achieving its stated desire 
of gaining approval for an alternative medi
cine. They did not raid to seize medicine. 
They raided to stop dissemination of infor
mation about that medicine. 
(Source: Alier Hours. July-Sept 1994, Box 
5636, Colorado Springs, CO 80931, USA) 

BIG BROTHER & CLINTON'S 
HEALTH SECURITY ACT 

Clinton's health care plan ensurcs that 
everyone has access to medical care-and 
ravages the Bill of Rights in the process. If 
one reads the 1342-page Health Security 
Act, as Jarret Wollstein did, one wonders 
what Machiavellian mind devised it. Jarret 

6. NEXUS 

W ollstein, Director of the 
Inrternational Society for 
Individual Liberty and co-author 
of Lethal Compassion: Why 
National Health Care is the Cure 
that Kills, explained in an inter
view published by The Financial 
Privacy Report (May 1994) how 
Climon's health care bill affects . 
freedom of choice and mediCal 
privacy. 

First. Clinton's plan states that 
everyone "must enroll" in.,lf'gov
ernment-run health alliance and 
"must pay any premium 
required". The health premiwn is 
actually a payroll tax of 7.6% of 
the pay cheque, which· is about 
equal to the amount removed from 
employees' cheques for Social 
Security. Imagine trying to sur

vive on a minimum wage with another 
7.6% taken out. Where is the incentive to 
work if the pay cheque at the end of the 
month can't begin to pay for food and hous.
ing? The amount of this "premiwn" is set 
by the local health alliance and a politically 
appointed National Health Board at their 
discretion. No ceiling amount nas been set. 
Self-employed people who refuse to payor 
can't afford to pay are fmed three times the 
amount of ,the premium, or US$5,000, 
whichever is higher. If they don't pay, the 
government has the right to sefze their 
assets. In other words, we have no choice 
hut to pay for this plan. whether we want it 
or not. We don't even get to vote on it. 

But all of us will get the health care we 
want Of need under this plan, right? 
Wrong. As Wollstein points out, approxi
mately 37 million more people will have 
access to clinics and doctors. To regulate 
the increased flow, government "gatekeep
ers"---"not patients, not doctors-will 
decide who gets in to see a doctor or into a 
hospital. Anyone who tries to bypass the 
health plan and use his or her own money 
to pay for covered medical services fa'ces 
15 years imprisonment and fines up to 
US$50,OOO-that is, if you can find a doc
tor willing to risk the same penalties. 

Under the Health Security Act• .the 
Department of Justice also has the right to 
confiscate anything you own if you are 
accused, not necessarily convicted. of 
threatening the health of anyone or having 
a "significant detrimental impact on the 
health care system". Curiously, no monies 
have been budgeted to fund this new polic
ing bureau. In its own self·interest. the 
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bureau willi have to be zealous in its confis
cation of property. 

Finally, Clinton's Health Security Bill 
forbids doctors from wilhhording informa
tion about their patients from the govern
ment; medical privacy will no longer be 
honoured. Doctors can be fined up to 
US$lO,OOO per violation, wi,!.hout trial. 
This infonnation, according to the health 
act, can be used for any "lawful purpose", 
and the National Health Board is autho
rised to get other infonnation about indi
viduals from any other government agency, 
including the IRS. Why does a health 
board need such powers? 

The abridgement of freedom andl rights 
in this Health Security ACI is too high a 
price to pay for universal health care. 
Congress apparently agrees. Senate Bill 
1227 exempts members of Congress and all 
federal employees from any national health 
care plan. If they don't want it, why should 
we? 
(Source: Compiled by fule Klolter for 
Townsend Letter (or Doctors, November 
1994, from The Fjnancial Prjvacy ReDort. 
Box 1277, Burnsville MN 55337, USA) 

MARK THATCHER SCRUTINISED 
Senior Labour and Libcral Democrat 

MPs in the UK have called for a public 
inquiry into detailed allegations that Mark 
Thatcher received a commission of £12 
million on the huge Al Yamamah anns 
contract with Saudi Arabia, signed by his 
mother, Margaret Thatcher, when she was 
prime minister. 

It appeal'S that Mark has lbeen the subject 
of much speculation as to the source of his 
wealth. NEXUS is puzzled that the usually 
diligent British media snoops have not 
uncovered the published accounts of Mark 
Thatcher's cozy connections and business 
deals with arms dealers in OJile and South 
Africa during the mid- to late-'80s. 

Mark Thatcher rates several mentions in 
the book, Profits of War, by Ari Ben
Menashe (first published in Australia in 
1992). Author Ben-Menashe, fonnerly of 
Israeli intelligence, became the scapegoat 
for an operation that upset US interests dur
ing its execution. Upset at his abandon
ment by Israel, Ben-Menashe dctennined 
to publish the story of his life, resulting in 
this hard-to-get book. 

Part of his story includes his organisation 
of the Israeli intelligence operations against 
Cardoen Industries in Chile, a major con
duit for arms, explosives and chemical 
weapons to Iraq. In the course of evcnts, 
Carlos Cardoen introduces Ben-Menashe to 
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Mark Thatcher. An extract from the book 
follows: 

As [Carlos] Cardoen sat behind his 
desk and [Mark) Thatcher and I [Ben-
Menashe] sat on the other sjde, we 
moved on to pol itics. Thatcher spoke of 
how much he admired Pinochet as a 
leader. He glanced up at the president's 
portrait as he spoke. 

"I don't understand why the Americans 
knock Pinochet for human rights abus.es. 
Why do they do that? I haven't seen or 
heard of any atrocities." 

I asked him about the Falklands war. 
''Chile was a great friend to Britain during 
that war," he said. 

I was well aware that Pinochet had 
allowed the British landing rights in 
Chile, which was crucial to the 6ritish 
war effort. After the war, President 
Pinochet and Prime Minister Thatcher 
had struck up quite a friendship-and 
Thatcher's son, not coincidentally, had 
sold 48 Chieftan tanks to Chile. 

It was obvious Mark Thatcher did not 
like my line of questioning. He stood up. 
"I hope you'll excuse me,· he said. "I 
have to go." Turning to Car.doen, he said, 
'We'll meet again this evening." 

He bade me goodbye and left. 
Cardoen, now standing, smiled at me. 
He lifted his hands and let them drop. 

"Sed" he said. 
jlnad seen what lhe wanted me to see-

that Mark Thatcher and his mother were 
on his side. Nothing else whatsoever had 
taken place at this meeting." 
(Source: The Guardian Weekly, 16 October 
1994; Profits of War, © 1992 by Ari Ben-
Menashe. ReprinIed with permission of the 
publisher, Sheridan Square Press, NY, USA) 

MORE DIRTY TRICKS 
"It was Robert Gates himself who tele

phonedl Nachum Admoni,the Mossad chief 
[Israeli intelligence], early in February 
1989, and told him that the USwas.not 
happy about the trouble the Israelis were 
stirring up in Chile." 

As- part of the Israeli operations against 
Cardocn, Ben-Menashe had leaked stories 
to The Financial Times (11 Nov [988) lI!1d' 
other newspapers, exposing Cardoen's sales 
of chemical weapons to Iraq. Gates was 
unhappy, and Admoni's response was cool. 

"Admoni quoted a Hebrew saying'that 
translates, "The hat on the thiefs head is 
'burning." He meant, more or less, that the 
Americans had a guilty conscience. 

"Gates replied that the Chileans-mean
ing the faction led by Gen. Matthei-were 
listening too much to Israel and would have 
to be taught a lesson. 

''The threatened lesson came shortly, 
when three grapes, out of the whole 
Chilean fruit harvest exported to the US, 
worth $850 million to $900 million annual
ly, were found to be laced with cyanide. 
Three tiny grapes out of millions upon mil
lions. It was an astonishing example of 
diligence by the US Food and Drug 
Administration.. 

"The FDA announced that all Chilean 
food imports into the United States~  

potentially lethal foodstuffs-would be 
banned. Shops and supermarkets across 
the nation withdrew Chilean foods. Empty 
shelves carried explanations that because of 
the danger of contamination of Chilean 
imports, certain anicles had been removed 
for customers' safety. 

"The impact was catastrophic for OJile's 
economy. I was still in Chile when the 
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effect wa.s felt. 1.t was tragic to watch tear
ful Chilean fanners uucking their grapes 
into Santiago and giving away carton-loads 
of grapes to the population. It was a 
demonstration of anger and frustration 
directed against the United States-and 
their own government. Food prices in 
Chile crashed, threatening to send the 
whole economy over the cliff. And all 
because of three grapes. 

"The American FDA tried to convince 
the Europeans to put a ban on Chilean 
exports, but it did not catch on." 

An internal power suuggle inside Chile 
resulted in an announcement by Chile that 
it would not sell their F-5Es to Iran as 
planned. 

"This meant, of course, that they would 
go along with the Americans and continue 
the trade with Iraq. The effect was almost 
instantaneous. Suddenly there was no 
problem with Chilean food in the US. All 
bans were lifted. Chilean foodstuffs 
appeared back on the supermarket shelves. 

"One for the CIA. And for Carlos 
Cardoen." 
(Sour,ce: From PrQfits oj Wat:: Inside the 
Secret U.S.-Israeli Arms Network, by Ari 
Ben-Menashe, © 1992 by Ari Ben-Menashe. 
Reprinted with the permission of the publish
er, Sheridan Square Press, 145 W. 4th 
Street, New York, NY 10012, USA) 

CANADIAN NEO·NAZI GROUP
 
CREATED BY BRITAIN'S MIS?
 

Canada's government-appointed intelli
gence watchdog group is investigating alle
gations that the Canadian Secret 
Intelligence Service (CSIS), the counter
part of Britain's MI5, founded and steered 
Canada's main neo-Nazi organisation, 

.....------

Heritage Front. 
These a]Jegations are also made in a 

book, titled The Ugly Truth AboUlthe ADL, 
which uncovers most nco-Nazi provoca
teurs as a completely controlled interna
tional product of British ,intelligence opera
tions in North America and elsewhere, with 
the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) play
ing a special starring role. 

According to the Taronlo Sun, one Grant 
Bristow organised the Heritage Front 
whilst in receipt of $50,000 per year from 
the CSlS, and, then "threw himself into run
ning a small unit of the front that spe
cialised in dirty-tricks campaigns against 
anti-racists" by infiltrating sucn groups and 
setting them up against each other. 

The 'tactics of creating an imaginary 
enemy to justify funding are not rare. Take 
the recent case of US mayoral hopeful, 
Donald Mintz. He produced and' distrib
uted disgusting ami-Jewish leaflets and 
then appealed to the Jewish community for 
campaign funds to fight the racists. In this 
case a local reporter caught him the act and 
dashed all hopes of being elccted. 
(Source: The New Citizen, Oct-Nov 1994) 

OXYGEN THERAPIES UNDER
 
ATTACK IN THE UK
 

In Australia they're called the TGA 
(Therapeutic Goods Administration); in 
America they're called the FDA (Food & 
Drug Administration); and in the UK 
they're called the MCA (Medicines Control 
Agency). But no matter where they are or 
what they are called, they all have an agen
da to restrict public access Ito "unautho
rised" health care treaunents. 

The British medical bureaucracy, like its 
counterpart in Australia and the US has 

-- ------.........
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decided that the increasing nwnber of suc
cess stories emerging {rom the use of oxy
gen therapies has to stop. 

In June of last year the Ministry of 
Health 'visited' the offices of Echo UK, a 
non-profit oxygen therapies infonnation 
centre involved only in the dissemination 
of public domain literature. They had a 
warrant signed by no less than the Minister 
of Health, Mrs Virginia Bottomley, giving 
them authority to inspect all files and litera
ture. Echo UK was informed (incorrectly) 
than they were breaking the law by distrib
uting some of the information in theirpos
session. 

Pressure from the MCA and the Royal 
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain 
was also applied to Echo UK, all in an 
attempt to stop them distributing already 
publicly available ,information. 

I suppose, though, ,the British should 
consider themselves lucky. I mcan, they 
only get polite gentlemen bearing a warrant 
to inspect files and literature, while in the 
USA they send in an armed SWAT team 
with fully-loaded automatic weapons and 
wearing flak. jackets, who kick the door 
down, steal everything and trash the place 
while holding staff and patients at gunpoint 
against the wall. 
(Source: Echo UK, 13 Albert Road, Retford, 
NOllinghamshire DN22 6JD, UK; phone 
+440777 71 0292,fax +44 0777 860737) 

COLD WAR CON? 
When presidents Mikhail Gorbachev and 

George Bush signed an agreement in 11991 
to take all Soviet and US nuclear bombers 
off alert and put Ithe warheads into storage, 
it was celebrated as a breakthrough. 

But according to an item in the London 
Sunday Times, the two presidents were 
merely formalising a secret 'arrangement' 
that had existed for decades. 

Thc truth emerged when the deputy head 
of Russia's Strategic Air Force, Major 
General Anatoli Solovyov, revealed that 
for safety reasons, "we never flew with 
nuclear weapons, only with imitations". 

Similarly, the US Strategic Bomber Fleet 
was largely grounded after a couple of 
accidents in the 1960s. (Four nuclear 
weapons fell from a B·52 bomber off 
Palomares, Spain, in 1966; and in 1968, a 
B-52 crashed near the Thule Air Force 
Base in Greenland with four nuclear bombs 
on board.) After 1968, all the bombers in 
the US Strategic Fleet were grounded until 
the end of the Cold War. 
(Source: The Sunday Times [UK], ~ 

Star-Times [NZ], 10 July 1994)
c~ 
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Will MOBILE PHONES BECOME 
MOBILE ID lAGS? 

Not many people realise that the tech
nology exists to track a person's where
abouts from their mobile phone handset 
via certain types of satellite. 

The next step in our tcchnorogical 'evo
lution' from the consumer's point of view 
is that virtually everyone will have their 
OWIl! pers·onal mobile pho.ne, with their 
own personal mobile phone ID number. 
Each of these mobile phone hanqsets emits 
a virtually continuous signafwhich is 
picked up by satellite or ground tower and 
relayed on. It is rumoured that most hand
sets emit this signal even when the power 
is turned off. It is any Big Brother's dream 
come true in terms of knowing where 
everyone is at any time. 

It was announced in UK ncwspapers 
recently that by 1998, mobile phones wil1 
go global. Your handset will give you 
access to a satellite-based system that will 
allow calls to be made practicaHy any
where on Earth. 

"Iridium, a consortium of 17 major com
panies led by Motorola, proposes to launch 
66 satellites in orbits crossing both potes, 
ensuring a satelJite will fly over every spot 
on E.arth at least once every nine minutes. 
At anyone time at least three satel1ites will 
be in view, enabling the handset's precise 
position to be located." 
(Source: The Weekly Te~raph (UK], no. 
173,2-8 November 1994) 

UN TREATIES-NEW WORLD 
ORDER ,BY STEALTH? 

Australians are beginning to wake up ItO 

the fact that the Federal Government has 
been very busy making Australia a ,co-sig
natory to literal1y thousands of intemation
al treaties. United Nations treaties, with 
irresistible names such as the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
(ICCPR), are usually signed without as 
much as a whisper to the public for debate. 

When Governor-General Bill Hayden 
signed the abovementioned tCCPR on 
25th December 1991, he hadn't counted on 
me public uproar that would ensue. Tens 
of thousands of people phoned and wrote 
to politicians complaining that the bill was 
a dcfacto Bill of Rights being imposed 
upon all Australians by an unelected face
less UN 'committee in another country. 

The following December, the Governor
General was asked to ratify a treaty (lLD 
158) only hours before the dissolution of 
Parliament No media release was issued. 
There was no public debate. 
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G,L$-BAL NIEWS
 
The latest example of the effects of UN 

treaties upon Australian citizens' rights is 
of course the homosexual rights issue in 
Tasmania. Here we have an island state in 
a democracy where many of the people 
seem to want the law to stay the way it is. 
However, it says in one of the several 
thous.and treaties we have signed that this 
law is not acceptable. It is a pity that the 
Federal Government did not tel1 the people 
of Tasmania this when they signed the 
treaty in the first place-or was that the 
general idea? 

The following extract is worth reading 
in light of Ithe above: 

'The remark,able growth of internationa1l 
laws had led countries including Australia 
to surrender parts of their sovereignty to 
the world community, the former 
Governor-General of Australia, Sir Ninian 
Stephen, said last night. 

Sir Ninian, ehainnan of the foundation 
examining Australia's Constitution, said 
that international justice and peace would 
only ,come by adherence to such laws, of 
which there arc now over 50,000. 

His vicws, expressed at the opening of 
the International Bar Association confer
ence in Melbourne, echoed those of fonner 
Prime Minister, Mr Gough Whitlam. 

Mr Whitlam said reccntly that it was. 
crucial for Canberra to introduce world 
standards such as United Nations and 
International Labour Organisation conven
tions and not be deterred by State's rights. 

The 50,000 ncw international instru-

CORRECTION 
The Hearst Corporation's legal divi

sion !has requested that we print a state
ment indicating that the article pub
lished in NEXUS, vol. 2, no. 20, enti
tled "Extraterrestrial Archaeology", 
was not written by David Hatcher 
Childress. It was in fact written by Mr 
Zecharia Sitchin, as found in his book: 
titled Genesis Revisited, published by 
Avon Books in 1990. 

=' 

ments, treaties and conventions formed 
over me past few decades are administered 
by more than 2,000 new international 
agencies and instrumentalities, said Sir 
Ninian. 

"The result has been in every country a 
plethora of new laws appearing on the 
statute book, giving loca~ effect to newly 
assumed international obligations," he 
said. 

"Countries have voluntarily surrendered 
parts of their sovereignty in the cause of 
interdependence and cooperation. 

"It wifJ surely only be by the extension 
of international law throughout Ithe nations 
and its universal observance that they 
(countries) wm come to live together at 
peace and in justice as one world commu
nity.'" 
(Sources: Inside News. February 1992; T1JI:. 
Australian, 17 August 1994, 10 October 
1994) 
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T
here is now no doubt that advanced civilisations have existed on the Eanh many 
thousand years ago before polar shifts, worldwide f1oo~s, ice ages ~d other nat
ural phenomena changed the surface -of our planet Indisputable eVIdence can be 
found in the ruins of prehistoric monuments such as those of Tiahuanaco for 

example, or in ancient calendars such as the Mayan one which started in 49,617 BC or the 
Egyptian one in 49,219 BC. It should be noticed that the interval of 398 years between 
these two dates represents twenty conjunction periods of Jupiter and Saturn or 178 of 
Mars and Jupiter. 

Another kind of evidence can be found in the mediaeval maps of the Earth showing the 
Antarctic continent free of ice with its lakes, rivers and mountains which have now been 
covered with several thousand metres of ice for several thousand years. According to 
their authors, these maps were copies of prehistoric maps they had found in the Library of 
Alexandria before it was burned thrce times-once by the Romans, once by the Christians 
and once by the Arabs. 

The mediaeval map designers did not know the existence of the American and Antarctic 
continents but had already navigated around Africa. That is why some of their maps were 
centrcd on Africa with almost coo-eet latitudes, longitudes and orientations, and complete
ly wrong data for the other two continents. Fortunately, it has recently been possible to 
understand the causes of their errors and reconstruct some of the original prehistorie maps 
that they had used to design their own maps scveral thousand years later. 

The best mediaeval map I know is one which was designed in 1513 by a Turkish 'admi
ral named Piri Rcis and discovered in 1931 in the old imperial palace of Topkapi in 
Istanbul. I have a full-size CQlour copy of that map which a friend of mine had brought 
me from Turkey a few years ago. The map was designed on a gazelle skin which must 
have been shrinking during the Last five hundred years. The remaining part of it, less than 
one half in width, has a north-south length of 91 cm and an east-west width of 63 cm. 
The design was based on a circle divided into 16 sections separated by 16 small circles 22 
1/2 degrees apart around the circumference. The map represented a plane circular projec
tion of a spherical cap of the Earth as it could be seen by an astronaut from a high altitude 
above Egypt. The centre of the circle is missing and only five small circles remain, 
enclosing an angle of 90 degrees or one quaner of the circle. 

I rccently decided to calculate the original anglcs and dimensions of the map from the 
intervals between small circles, which were the only clues I had. I found that the centre of 
the circle must have bccn located at the intersection of the meridian of Alexandria at 30 
degrees east and the Tropic of Cancer at 23 degrees nOM. That could have been the posi
tion of the equator when the original prehistoric map was designed, probably more than 
twelve thousand years ago when the South Pole was in a different location and there was 
no ice on the Antarctic continent or the sea water around it. 

According to the expertS, the gazelle skin must have been shrinking by about one per
cent since the map was designed almost 500 years ago. And since the spacing between 
small circles is now about 209 mm, it can reasonably be assumed that the circular map 
was designed in 1513 AD with a circumference of 3,388 mm, a radius of 539 mm, and a 
spacing between small circles of 211.75 mm. Strangely enough, these dimensions would 
correspond to exact multiples of the pyramid inch of 25.666 mm which r have described 
in previous articles as a fraction of a land mile of 1,848 metres-namely, 132, 21 and 8 
1/4 inches, with the usual pi factor of 22{7. That would make sense since the Turks were 
ruling Egypt at that time and knew the dimensions of the prehistoric maps in the Library 
of Alexandria and those of the Great Pyramid before they removed the casing stones. 
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Assuming a reduction scale of one for 
twelve million, these dimensions would 
have represented on the surface of the 
Earth a hemispherical projection with a 
radius of 6,468 km and a circumference of 
40,656 km, which could have been the 
equatorial circumference of the Earth a 
long time ago when the axial rotation of 
the Earth was faster than it is no w. 
However, from a high altitude of 4,300 kIn 
above Egypt or 10,800 km above the cen
tre of the Earth, an astronaut could only 
see 80 per cent of its circumference, corre
sponding on the Earth to 32,525 
kIn 3 388 thor. metres on e map 
with a scale of 1/9,600,000 or 1 
millimetre for 9.6 kilometres. 

In comparing the angles and 
distances on the Piri Reis map 
with those of a corresponding 
modem map, I made an interest
ing discovery. In the northern 
section of the mediaeval map, the 0 

distances from the centre of the 
circle to such places as Cape 
Lagos in Spain, Tangiers, 
Agadir, and Ifni in Morocco, 
were exactly the same as those 
measured on the modem map. 221 

But on the southern part of the 
map, the distMIces in millimetres 
between the centre and Cape 
Juby, Villa Cisneros, Cape 
Bianco, Dakar, Freetown and " 
Cape Palmas were increasingly 
shorter on the mediaeval map 
than on the modem map. And I 
found the explanation. 071 

The north-south axis from ,. 
Cape Lagos in Spain to Cape 
Palmas in Liberia is oriented to 
an approximate aziIl.Juth of 345 1 
degrees on the mediaeval map, <GO -

while it is oriented to 355 
degrees on the modern map. In other 
words, the tilt of ten degrees to the west on 
the mediaeval map could explain why the 
distances are the same on the northern 
coast of A€rica and different on the 
Southern coasL 

I had always thought that the mediaeval 
map was correct inside the circle but I was 
wrong. The scale and measuring uni ts 
were correct, but the azimuths were wrong 
with a tilt of ten degrees to the west of 
north. I did not try to make any calcula
tions or measurements out of the circle 
since many others had already done it and 
proved that the islands, coasts and rivers 
had been copied from several different pre
historic maps and placed on the mediaeval 
map at random, with wrong latitudes, lon
gitudes and orientations, and therefore 
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could not be used to redesign the original 
prehistoric maps. Another explanation 
would be that spherical trigonometry was 
used for the projection, making distances 
on the map shorter as they were farther 
from the centre. That also would indicate 
an advanced civilisation. 

Another strange fact about the mediae
val map is that it does not show any tropi
calor Antarctic circles. That could indi
cate Ithat when the prehistoric map was 
designed, the rotation axis of the Earth was 
perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic. 

_ __ 
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There were no seasons and the climate was 
always the same at any given latitude. If 
the equator really was at 23 1/2°N and 30° 
E in Egypt, which is the most logical 
explanation for the map, the North Pole 
must have been at 66 1/2°N and 1500 W on 
the Arctic Circle in Alaska, and the South 
Pole al66 1/2°S and 300 E on the Antarctic 
Circle in the Rilser Peninsula. That also 
could explain why there was no ice in the 
Bay of Ross from 40,000 ItO 30,000 and 
from 15,000 to 5,000 years ago. 

The eastern part of the medjaeval map is 
the most intcrcsting. It shows large lakes 
that do not exist any longer and rivers 
much wider than they are now, when Ithey 
still exist. This could indicate that at that 
time the sea level was much higher and the 
climate much ,warmer, and explain why 

there was no ice on the Antarctic continent 
wh-ich, also, was farther from the South 
Pole. The equator was 23 1/2 degrees far
ther north than it is now and Stonehenge in 
Engfand, for example, was at 27.72°N and 
enjoyed a warm climate like that of Tampa 
in Florida flOW. That could also expfain 
why prehistoric navigators knew the exis
tence of northem islands such as Svalbardl, 
now at less that 10 degrees from the North 
Pole and inaccessible to modem sailors. 

In France, Brittany had a large in'land 
lake and its western tip was an island. In 

Spain, a large lake in the centre .0", "ed' I .I	 was lC mg two arge nvers now 
called the Tagus and the 
Guadalquivir. In MoroccDl a large 

"	 lake in the Sahara was feeding the 
Sebou River. In Mali, a very large 
lake ncar B amba was feeding 
wide rivers such as Gambia, 
Senegal and Niger, whose delta 
near Port Harcourt is out of the 

121	 map. There is an important 
dimension, the distance betwcen 
Cape Palmas and the Antarctic 
coast, which seems to be 8,400 
km on modem maps and should 
therefore be 700 mm on the medi

0 aeval map, while it is only 385 
mm on that map. That discrepan
cy could! have been made on pur
pose by Piri Reis so that he could 
include, at the bottom of his map, 
the Antarctic continent which he 

'" probably considered as imaginary, 
since it was only discovered on 18 
November 1820 by an American 
seal hunter named Nathaniel 

611	 Palmer. 
The map of Piri Reis, made' 

from. sever~l ?rehistoric .maps, 
constl~utes  mdlsputable eVidence 
of the existence before the ice 

ages of an advanced civilisation which had 
already explorcd and measured the entire 
surface of the Earth. It also indicates that 
the equator has not always been where ,it is 
now, and that prehistoric maps had been 
designed with an inch of 25.666 mm which 
is contained 9,000 times in the base length 
of 231 m of Ithe Great Pyramid. That also 
indicates that a long time ago there existed 
on the Earth an advanced civilisation that 
could observe the surface of Africa from 
an altitude of 4,300 kilometres. 

Mr Chatelain is a relire<! space sciemist. 
His book, Our Cosmic Ancestors, a classic in 
the ancien! aslrOOalll field. is available in over
size paperback; several other books available 
in pholocopy fonnai. For prices and ordering 
informaiion, write to Maurice Chaielain, 3976 
Kenosha Ave, San Diego, CA 92117, USA. 
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IV is a virus. AIDS is a condition. Sometimes they occur together. Sometimes 
they occur separateIy. The source of the mv virus is the human intestinal 
flu~e,  Fasciolopsis buskii (see Figure 1). This parasite typically lives in the 
intestine where it might do little harm, causing only colitis, Crohn's disease or 

irritable bowel syndrome, or perhaps nothing at all. But if it invades a different organ, 
like the liver, uterus, kidneys or thymus, it does a great deal of harm. If it establishes 
itself in the thymus, it causcs mY/AIDS! It only establishes itself in the thymus in some 
people. These people have benzcne in weir bodies. All HIV patients (100 per cent) have 
both benzene and a stage of the imestin,al fluke in their thymuses. The solvent benzene is 
responsible for letting the fluke establish itself in the thymus. In order to get HIV, you 
mus~  have 00t!l the parasite ;md beD~ene in your body. 

Many of us have this fluke parasite in our intestines. Humans are the natUral host for 
this parasiJe. When this fluke is killed, together with its eggs and microscopic stages, the 
HIV virus disappears from the ltuman body in 24 hours. From this it can be concluded 
that the virus belongs to the parasite. The virus ~ have the fluke to survive. 

It is non difficult to kill this parasite and all its stages. In fact, the intestinal fluke and all 
its millions of eggs and microscopic stages can be killed in five days. 

AIDS is a condition. AIDS reflects the condition of me thymus. When the thymus 
gJland cannot 'make' enough T-cells1

, your immunity is lowered. 

The Thymus and AIDS 
The "T' in T-cells comes from the word "thymus". The thymus is located under the top 

of your breastbone. It is just below the thyroid gland. 
What could be happening to the thymus 'that prevents it from making enough T-cells? 

It is being invaded by the intestinal fluke. The thymus is a small gland and the intestinal 
fluke is a large parasite! The thymus has a lot of work to do and the flukes are eating its 
food and leaving their wastes in it. It is like having a moose invade your kitchen! 

Why is this fluke, which belongs in the intestine (hence its name), suddenly invading 
the thymus? Does the fluke travel from the intes.tine to the thymus? Is there something 
about the thymus that attracts it? As you rcad the case histories, a fascinating story is 
revealed. The real culprit is benzene. 

Benzene is a solvent. It is an extremely toxic solvent. We would not expect to fmd 
benzene anywhere in our environment. It is even monitored in gasoline. It is prohibited 
in dry-cleaning fluids and rubber cement. How could it be present in your body? 

A solvent is a substance that can dissolve grease. There are many solvents used in 
industries but none dissolves grease as fast as benzene. 

The living body is made of greases! Fats andl oils make the brain and spinal cord and 
nerves and the protective covering of every living cell! 

Benzene accumulates in the Thymus 
Different toxins accumulate in different organs. If you accidentally drink some wood 

alcohol, which is another solvent, it goes to your pancreas first. This organ makes your 
insulin and regulates your blood sugar. People with "low ·blood sugar" or chronic fatigue 
actually dQ have wO.Qd alcohol in weir pancreas. How did they get it? Wood alcohol, is a 
pollutant in carbonated beverages, artificial sweetener and many other foods. At first your 
body can detoxify it. This lis when your body is young and strong like a child's. But as 
you keep drinking the wood, alcohol, the pancreas wears out and the wood alcohol begins 
to pile up there and do a lot of harm. It weakens the pancreas so mueh that any parasite 
can live there. The immunity of the pancreas is being lowered. Bacteria, viruses, metal 
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dissolved from tooth fillings, chemicals from the air you breathe 
and food you eat can now fmd a home in your pancreas. Is iL any 
wonder that this leads to diabetes? Wood alcohol alS0 accumu
lates in the eyes. Sometimes they burn and itch. Now the eyes let 
parasites in to multiply, like Toxoplasma from cats. The ey~s  also 
let in toxins from food and environment and we call these aller
gies. The real culprit is wood alcohol! 

The most common parasite in the pancreas is Eurytrema, the 
pancreatic fluke of cattle. All persons with diabetes have wood 
alcohol accumulated in the pancreas and a big po-pulation of pan
creatic flukes growing there. There is also mereury and gold pre
sent from tooth fillings and gold crowns! 
Cattle carry this parasite, and fresh raw 
milk always carries infective stages in it. 
Eating rarely cooked hamburger would 
certainly give it to you! 

Just as wood alcohol accumulates in 
the pancreas and eyes, benzene accumu
lates in the thymus and bone marrow. 

If you eat the tiniest bit of benzene, it 
goes directly to your thymus. If you rub 
the tiniest bit of benzene into your skin, 
it is found in the thymus half a minute 
later! Of course, your white blood cells 
immediately begin to eat it up and get it 
out of the thymus, but damage has 
already been done. No tissue can have 
benzene in it without being damaged. 

Benzene damages the thymus so much 
that everything else is allowed to land 
there, too. The mercury from metal 
tooth fillings, the tin from starmous fluo
ride, the bismuth from Pepto BismoITM, 
the gasoline you pumped into your car, 
ean all be found in your thymus after 
benzene damage has been done. It is as 
if the front and baek doors to your 
house have been opened, letting in 
all comers. 

Is it any wonder that the thymus 
can't turn out T-cells when it is 
full of bits of your toothpaste, your 
hand lotion, your hair spray, your 
soap, junk food and beverages? 
Before the benzene damage, these 
loitering chemicals would have 
been escorted to the liver, to the 
kidney and out of your body. 
Now they are caught by the thy
mus and remain stuck there, accu
mulating to higher and higher lev
els. The T-cell production falls 
lower and lower. 

Meanwhile, the bacteria and 
viruses, which are hidden in our bodies, have been quietly waiting. 
Some are in a latent form or dormant state in which they patiently 
wait for your T-cell count to go down. Then they emerge. Some 
come from hiding under rotten teeth, like Clostridium tetani and 
Staphylococcus aureus. Some come from hiding in the nerve cen
tres, like Herpes I and 2. Some come from the digestive tract like 
Salmonella and Shigella. Some come from t'he lung like 
Pnewnocystis carnii. 

Now that the T-cell count is gradually going down, this 
Pandora's box of pathogens is opening, letting out one after anoth

er untiliithe body is seething with infectious organisms. 
Yet, the human body is large and strong. It will put up a good 

fight. It may take ten years before it begins to lose the battle. 
Now it ~s  called AIDS-Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. 
Acquired from polluting the thymus with hundreds of bits of 
garbage dumped on the body and into the body, but mostly from 
benzene. This garbage was thought to be "progress". We are led 
to believe that "new, improved" lotions and detergents are "\Jet
ter". When we see this label on a package, we automatically reach 
for it. It may, indeed, be doing a "new, improved" job on the dish
es because cobalt is added to make spots invisible but the cobalt is 

doing a "new, more toxic" job on your 
body. "New, improved" taste in your cof-· 
fees and herbal tea blends may be due' to 
adding flavour extracts to them, which also 
adds the solvents used in extracting! "New, 
improved" taste in cereals may be due to 
added flavours, which are extracts, again 
bringing solvents to these foods. 

Parasites plus Benzene 
Let us review for a minute: 
1) The HIV virus is an infection of the 

parasite, human intestinal fluke. It is not a 
human virus. It only infects us incidentally 
when we host this parasite in us. 

2) Benzene in our bodies weakens the 
thymus gland where our T-cells are made, 
causing AIDS. 

When the thymus has benzene accumulat
ed in it, fluke parasites are attracted to it, 
just as the toxins and pollutants are. 

There arc many fluke parasites. In addi
tion to Fasciolopsis buskii, the human 
intestinal fluke, there are three other very 
common flukes: sheep liver fluke, pancre

atic fluke of cattle, and human liver 
fluke. 

There are many more flukes that 
parasitise us. There is 
Prosthogonimus, a fluke OF chickens, 
Paragonimus Westermanii, the lung 
fluke, Cryptocotyle, a fluke of se.ag
ulls, and! Platynosomum, cat liver 
fluke. 

If we have a few of these, they don't 
make us very sick. But when they 
have a population explosIon, swarm
ing in one of our organs, we get sick. 
Solvents cause such population explo
sions. Solvents dissolve away the egg 
sheUs forcing them all to hatch. 
Hatch in your body! Normally, this 
would not happen. The eggs pro

duced by the adult-thousands every day-are passed into the 
intestine to exit with the bowel movement. But if they are forced 
to hatch before they exit, they swim away-into your body!! 

Flukes 
To understand mv you should understand the basic facts about 

the human intestinal fluke. Its scientific name is Fasciolopsis 
bushi. 'Fluke means "flat", and flukes are one of the families of 
flatworms. It is as flat as a leaf. The parasite is not unknown: it 
has been studied since at least 1925.1 
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TItis parasite has stages that it must go through to keep repro
ducing. The first stage is the egg. The adult produces millioflS of 
eggs. They pass out of us with the bowel movement. The adult, 
though, stays tightly stuck to our intestine (or liver, causing can
cer, or uterus, causing endometriosis, or thymus, causing AIDS, or 
kidney, causing Hodgkin's disease). 

Most of us gel little lesions in our intestines from time to time. 
These tiny sores allow the eggs, which are microscopic in size, to 
be pulled into the bloodstream (other parasite eggs get into the 
blood this way, too). 

Some of these eggs actually hatch in the intestine or in the 
blood. The microscopic hatchlings are called miracidiae and are 
the second stage. They swim about with their little swimmer 
hairs. And of course, the liver whose job it is to dispose of toxins, 
will receive them and kill them as the blood arrives from the intes
tine. They have no chance to survive in 
nonnal people. 

searching for a snail, but certainly a living tissue of yours will 
serve as well! To survive, they must avoid being eaten by your 
white blood cells. So a tissue where the white blood ceUs are 
filled with mercury, lead, cadmium, perfume, solvents and PCBs 
is the logical choice. They have found a home-in you! 

The solvents may be hexane, pentane', xylene, toluene, wood 
alcohol, carbon ltetrachloride and propyl alcohol as well as ben
zene. 

Xylene and toluene accumulate in the brain, so the fluke para
sites choose the brain for their !breeding place. Here they produce 
their rediae and cercariae and eventually adults! Wood alcohol 
accumulates in the pancreas and eyes, making these organs the 
fluke breeding grounds. Isopropyl alcohol accumulates in the 
liver, making the liver the place where the stages develop into 
adults. And benzene accumulates in the thymus so that the intesti

,Humans are t:henat~~arWoi$f:fo't, 

FI~:~ss~~~~?~;eS:ial happens to peo- this parasite. When .!~rS'fliik~ isd 

pie who have solvents in their bodies. killed together with its eggs'and
The liver is unable to trap and kill these ..• '. .:::,.' . 
tiny fluke stages. These baby stages are microscopiC stages, th~ HIV Ylrus 
actu~lly allowed to.make thei.r ho~e ill disappears from the tiuman body 
the liver and other tIssues. It IS as If the '. h 'h' ". ,. ." b ' 
immune system has no power to kill an 24 ours. From t IS It can e 
them. T.he filukes b~gin ~o mu.ltiply in concluded that the vinis belongs
people With solvents m therr bodies! The . . . ''. A ,. 

miracidiae (hatchlings) start to make lit- <,', to the paraslte. ;: 

p 

tie balls inside themselves, called rediae. " 
But each redia (ball) is alive! It pops 
itself out of the miracidia and begins to 
reproduce itself. Forty rediae can each make 40 more rediae! 
And all of this out of ~ egg! 

This parasite is laying eggs and producing millions of rediae 
right in your body! These rediae arc swept along in your blood, 
landing in whatever tissue lets them in. Smokers' lungs, breasts 
with benign lumps, prostate glands full of heavy metals, a thymus 
loaded with benzene are examples of tissues that give the rediae 
their landing pennits. 

Multiplying continues at a hectic pace, generation after genera
tion. Rediae are nesting in numerous organs. Suddenly they 
change their shape. They sprout a tail and can swim again. Now 
they are called cercariae. 

The cercariae only need to find a place to attach. After they 
glue themselves to your tissue, their tails disappear andl they begin 
to grow a 'cocoon'. 

Now they are called metacercariae. Nonnal1y, this would hap
pen on a leaf growing near a pond, so the metacercariae develop 
an extremely thick sne'll around themselves to withstand the win
ter. Does the presence of the solvent benzene in your body dis
so'ive this Itough shell? That wouldl remove the last barrier to the 
fluke completing its entire life cycle anywhere in your body! 

After the shell is gQne, they grow into adult flukes in your tis
sue-not in the intestine but in your thymus! Now the cycle is 
complete. From eggs to miracidiae to rediae to cercariae to 
metacercariae and then the adults! And all of them eaning and 
sucking and devouring your vital body fluids. 

As you can see, humans typically are the host for just the adult 
stage, and then only in the intestine. But can you imagine the 
havoc in your body if you did the snail's job, too? Suppose the 
host, the human, has solvent in his or her body so that the millions 
of eggs stan hatching before Ithey can exin with the faecal matter. 
They simply swim in hordes into the bloodstream. They may be 
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nal fluke is raised up to adulthood 
in this tiny organ instead 'of the 
spacious intestine. 

Many persons who have an 
adult fluke in the thymus feel a 
burning sensation or pain or 
'tightness' over the breastbone. 
But some persoflS feel nothing at 
all. And some persons with a 
'tightness' there do not have this 
parasite. So having a symptom 
here, while very suggestive of 
this fluke, does not prove you 
have it. However, it would be 
very wise to go on a parasite
killing program such as I will 
describe to you later. 

HIY/AIDS illness is caused by an intestinal fluke stage inhabit
ing the benzene-damaged thymus. 

All cases of my seen in my office had benzene in their thymus
es. It is tempting to speculate that benzene has some special role 
to play beside.s damaging the thymus. 

No case of HIY was seen without benzene in the thymus. 
When benzene is removed from the thymus but the fluke is not 

killed, does the HIY virus survive? Not enough of such cases 
were seen lO answer this interesting question. 

Purge the Parasite, Cure HIV 
When the parasite is killed but benzene is still present in the 

thymus, does the HIY virus survive? Never! [t is always gone 
after we last of the fluke stages has left. If you have mY/AIDS 
illness, clearly you must do three things: 

1) Kill the intestinal fluke and all its stages. 
2) Rid your body of benzene. 
3) Clean up your thymus gland. 
We have been taught to believe that every parasite is so unique 

that a different drug is required to kill each one. The lbetter drugs 
such as Praziquantel™ and Levamisole™ or even FlagyJTM and 
Piperazine™ can each kill several wonn varieties. But this is just 
not practieal when dozens of different parasites are present We 
have dozens of different parasites in us! It would be best to kill 
them all together even though only the intestinal fluke is bringing 
the HIY virus. 

Look at the case histories. It is not unusual for someone to have 
a dozen (or more) parasites out of the 120 parasites I have samples 
of. You can assume that you, too, have a dozen different para
sites. We are heavily parasitised beings! Our bodies are large 
enough to provide food and shelter for lots of these freeloaders. If 
they were settled on the outside where we could see them, like lice 
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or ticks, we would rid ourselves in a flash. Nothing is more dis
tasteful to the imagination than hordes of biting, chewing, crawl
ing, sucking creatures on our flesh. But what about in our flesh? 
We cannot see inside ourselves, so we mistakenly assume that 
nothing is there. 

Parasite Remedies 
The Native American peoples knew that hl!lI11ans are parasitised. 

Other native peoples from the Arctic to Antarctic knew that we are 
parasitised like other animals. They had frequent purgings that 
included diarrhoea or vomiting to rid themselves of their slimy 
invaders. Many cultures continued such practices right up to my 
own childhood. I remember being forced to swalJow a spoonfuJI of 
sulphur, molasses and raw onion! How dreadful it seemed. But it 
reduced the body's burden of worms and other parasites that we all 
have. Where have we gone astray? Why have we forsaken these 
wise practices? 

I have seen that eczema is 
due to roundworms. Seizures 
are caused by a single round
worm, Ascaris, getting into the 
brain. Schizophrenia and 
depression are caused by para
sites in the brain. Asthma is 
caused by Ascaris in the lungs. 
Diabetes is caused by the pan
c,reatic fluke of cattle, 
Eurytrema. Migraines are 
caused by the threadworm 
Stronloides. Acne rosacea is 
caused by a Leishmania. Much 
human heart disease is caused , .•",'" .;",,,,,;. ',\X ~.  

by d.og heartworm, Diroflaria. 
And the list goes on. 

Getting rid of all these parasites would be absolutely impossible 
using clinical medicines that can kill only one or two parasites 
each. Such medicines also tend w make you quite iII. FlagyITM is 
used for amoebas and Giardia; when th'e correct dosage is used, it 
can cause extreme nausea and vomiting. Quinine for malaria is 
quite wxic. Imagine taking 10 such drugs to kill a dozen of your 
parasites! Good news, perhaps, for the drug makers but not for 
you. 

Yet three herbs c.an rid you of over 100 types of parasites! And 
without so much as a headache! Without nausea! Without any 
interference with any drug th'at you are already on! Does this 
sound too fantastic? Just too good to be true? They are nature's 
gift to us. The herbs are: 

• black walnut !hulls (from the black walnut tree) 
• wormwood (from the Artemisia shrub) 
• common cloves (from the clove tree). 
These three herbs must be used together. Black wainut hull and 

wormwood kill adults and developmental stages of at least 1'00 
parasites. Cloves kill the eggs. Only if you use them together will 
you rid yourself of parasites. If you kill only the adults, the tiny 
stages and eggs will soon grow into new adults. If you kin only 
the eggs, the million stages already loose in your body wilF soon 
grow rinto adults and make more eggs. They must be used togeth
er as a treatment. 

These three herbs. taken together, can cure mv infection. 
It is the green hull surrounding the nut of the black walnut tree 

that has this miraculous parasiticide. After it Ihas turned black, it is 
useless. The large green balls fall to ilic ground early in the fall. 
In a week or two they will be black and decaying. Therefore, any
one wishing to make parasiticide must be eareful not to let the crit
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ical time for harvesting pass. Lencourage everyone to make their 
own parasiticides and to take back the responsibility for keeping 
themselves and their families free of these ltiny monsters. 

Note that the recipe for Black Walnut Hull Tincture is a ,tincture 
(extracted using grain alcohol), not an ordinary extract (which 
uses wa~r). The black walnut extract that is available from herb 
companies is not potent as a parasiticide. It is black, not pale 
green, indicating that the critical harvesting time has passed. Of 
cour-se, there is no time to make your own if you are HIV-positive 
or have AIDS. 

You will only need one 1 oz. botlle. While you are waiting for 
it to arrive, get your other two herbs ready: wormwood and 
cloves. 

Wormwood consists of the leaves oJ the Artemisia shrub. My 
recommendation is that you grow it yourself ,if you have any space 
to do so. Wormwood seed is available from seed catalogues. 

The amount you need to eliminate- HIV is 
very small, yet you cannoJ do without it. 

'But the FDA (Food and Drug 
Administration) has reguFated it as toxic! 
It is therefore unavailable in concentrated 
form from herb companies. The evidence 
for toxicity accepted by the FDA must 
have been hearsay. I have never seen a 
case of toxicity, not so much as a headache 
or nausea. The toxic level must be much 
higher than is needed to kill 'these para
sites. 

This shrub is calledl wormwood for good 
reason: it kills wo.rms! There is quite a bit 
of confusion over which Artemisia is ,the 

c. ~  ,.' .... _ true wormwood. Books and nurseries can 
Ibe wrong, even though they assure you 

they are correct! Buy Artemisia absynthium fOf your garden. 
Wormwood goes back to antiquity and is mentioned in the Bible. 

If you grow your own, dry the leaves when they are in their 
prime. The leaves are greenish silvery grey and quite biuer. 

Nobody would accidentally ean too much of them. For a child, 
roll up a single leaf and put it into a capsule or shred it and stir 
into honey. 

Wormwood capsules are available as a combination of 
Artemisia, male fern, quassia, black walnut leaves and cloves. 
This small amount of Artemisia is legal (in the USA). 

You will necd one bottle of 80 Wormwood Combination cap
sules to cure your HIV, and another botlle to kill your remaining 
parasites. 

The third herb necessary to eliminate HIV is cloves. This is the 
common spice used in baking: It needs to be ground up in order to 
release its parasite-killing properties. You can buy a can of whole 
cloves and grind them in a blender or grinder. Store-boug.!lt 
ground cloves do not work! Their parasite-killing properties have 
evaporated long ago. Ground cloves from a health food store or 
herb shop may not work either! They may have been ground 
years ago. Don't take a chance-grind your own. Remembef, the 
responsibility of the cloves is to kin eggs. Nothing else known 
can kill eggs of parasites within the 'body! If a herb company were 
to grind clov~s and fill capsules with them right away and store 
the capsules in closed bottles, the potency of the herb would be 
protected. Don't take these details for granted. You must question 
your source and get a satisfactory answer or grind your own. 

You will need about 100 capsules of cloves. To make your 
own, purchase size 00 (double-zero) capsules at a health food 
store. (Don't try to mix cloves straight in water! It is much too 
strong; you may try mixing with apple sauce or buttermilk.) Size 
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ocapsules will also be; acceptable. You now
 
have:
 
a) One 30 cc bottle of pale green Black
 
Walnut Hull Tincture. This is 1 ounce; Ib)
 
Two bottles of 80 WQnnwood Combination
 
capsules, or 1/2 cup of Artemisia leaves;
 
plus c) One bottle of 100 capsules of freshly
 
ground cloves or 1/4 cup bulk.
 

These are the only 'essential items that you 
will need to eliminate mv from your body. 

But there is another essential herbal prod
uct you will need to get completely welt I 
have found all HIV/AIDS sufferers also 
have "tapeworm disease". It is normal for 
us to have tapeworm: stages in our bodies, 
probably gojng back to our childhood when 
we ate dirt. It is not normal for these stages 
to hatch in us. But they do hatch in 
HIV/AIDS sufferers beca\lse of the large 
amounts of solvents, especially benzene, in 
their bodies. Hatching tapeworm cysts spew 
unfertilised eggs plus bacteria and viruses 
allover the body, making you feel sick. To 

-Review-
The intestinal fluke can reproduce itself from beginning to end inside your 

body (not needing a snail) if you have solvent in your body. There are many 
solvents around us. If the solvent is benzene, which accumulates in the 

thymus, the human intestinal fluke colonises there and brings you HIV. The 
damage to your thymus reduces your immunity, allowing other parasites and 

pathogens to multiply. This is AIDS. 
Because benzene is a solvent, it dissolves the shells of the eggs and lets them 
all hatch-right inside you! The tiny baby stages (miracidiae) then get into 
your blood and travel everywhere in your body! They land, become rediae 

and reproduce into thousands more! They finally turn into cercariae, 
metacercariae, and finally adults... 

• adults in your liver, if you have propyl alcohol in it, causing cancer!
 
• adults in your pancreas, if you have wood alcohol in it, causing diabetes!
 
• adults in your thymus, if you have benzene in it, ]causing HIV disease!
 

• adults in your brain, if you have toluene or xylene in it, causing Alzheimer's
 
disease!
 

• adults in your kidneys (Hodgkin1s disease), uterus (endometriosis) or prostate
 
(chronic prostatitis) if you have other solvents there!
 
• adults in your skin if you have Kaposi's sarcoma.
 

kill these emerging tapeworm stages you need Rlfscal™. 
Two additional items, ornithine and arginine, improve this 

recipe. Parasites produce a great deal of ammonia as their waste 
product-. Ammonia is their equivalent of urine and it is set free in 
our bodies by parasites in large amounts. Ammonia is very toxic, 
especially to the brain.' I believe this causes insomnia and other 
sleep problems at night and anxiety by day. By taking ornithine at 
bedtime, you will sleep better.5 Arginine has similar ammonia
reduction effects but must be taken in the morning because it gives 
alertness and energy. 

Do not Itry to substitute drugs for herbs. Drug parasiticides can 
be extremely (Oxic, even in the small doses neecl'ed. 

Procedure, for Cure 
Start by taking ornithine, 2 at bedtime on the fust night you get 

it. You dOrt't need to wait for the rest of the program to start on 
ornithine. Take 4 ornitihines 00 the second night. Take 6 
ornithines at bedtime on the third night. After this take 4 or 6 
omithines at bedtime every night till you arc sleeping soundly. 
Then go off ornithine andl see whcther your slecp is as good with
out it. Use as needed. It is not habit-forming. 

Taking ornithine at bedtime may give you so much energy the 
next day that you don't need to take arginine in the morning. But 
if going off caffeine (recommended) has you dragging yourself 
through the morning, take one arginine upon rising and another 
one before lunch and supper. It can make you a bit irritable. Cut 
back if this happens. 

Ornithine and arginine, each about 500 mg, are available in cap
sules in separate bottles. 

To summarise: 
What you'll need for killing the intestinal fluke which brings 

with it the H'lV virus, in the first five days, followed by the 
remaining parasites in another two weeks, are: 

1) Black Walnu~  Hull Tincture, an alcohol extract of the green 
hull (for alcoholics, a water recipe is available). 

2) Wormwood Combination, illl capsules. 
3) Cloves, freshly ground, together with size 00 cmpty capsules. 
4) Ornithine, 500 mg. 
5) Arginine, 500 mg. 
6) Rascal™ (start this after three weeks). Take as directed an 

label. 
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There are no side-effccts as you can see from the case histories 
induded in my book. There is no interference with any other 
medication. There is no need to stop any treatment that a clinical 
doctor or alternative therapist has started you on. 

Don't wait to begin until you have all six items! Start as soon as 
you get each item! 

Are there any substitutes for the Black Walnut Hull Tincture 
and Wormwood Combination? The answer to this question is not 
yet. I have not worked out any substitutes, ahhough they must 
exist. I believe there must be dozens of plants that could kill the 
intestinal fluke. What is JUSt as important is not pickjng them up 
again. But we will come to this point soon. 

Curing Recipe Detailed Instructions 
I. Black Walnut Hull Tincture: 
Day 1: This is the day you begin; start the same day you 

receive it. Take I drop 4 times. Put it in a beverage like warm 
juice, milk or water. A warm liq.uid evaporates the alcohoL The 
timing does not matter. The drops can be I hour apart if you start 
at 6.00 pm. They can be 4 hours apart if you start in the morning. 
Take them before meals or on an empty stomach. 

Day 2: Take 2 drops 4 times as above. 
Day 3: Tak.e 3 drops 4 times. 
Day 4: Take 4 drops 4 times. 
Continue increasing in this' way until you have taken 20 drops 

four times. After this, continue taking 20 drops once a day for 3 
months. If you get imel'TUpted, don't start over, just continue. The 
flukes will be dead !by Day 5! Don't get interrupted !before Day 6. 
After 3 months switch to the Maintenance Parasite Program. 

2, Wormwood! Combination capsules: 
Day I: Take I capsule before supper (with water). 
Day 2: Take 2 capsules before supper. 
Day 3: Take 3 capsules before supper. 
Contin.ue increa.siJlg in this way to Day 14. You take the cap

sules all in a single dose (you may take a few at a time untillthey 
are all gone). Then you do 2 more days of 14 capsules each. 
After this, you t¥e 14 capsules twice a week, such as on Monday 
and Thursday forever, as it states in the Maintenance Parasite 
Program. Try not to get interrupted before the sixth day, so you 
know the intestinal flukes are dead. After this, you may proceed 
more slowly if you wish. Many flersons with sensitive stomachs 
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prefer to stay two days on each dose instead of increasing every 
day. You may choose the pace after the sixth day. 

3. Cloves: 
Fill size 00 capsules with ground cloves. If these are not avail

able, use size 0 or 000. In a pinch, buy gelatin capsules and empty 
them or empty other vitamin capsules. 

Day 1: Take I capsule 3 times a day before meals. 
Day 2: Take 2 capsules 3 times a day. 
Days 3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10: Take 3 capsules 3 times a day. 

After day 10, take 3 capsules once a day for 3 months. Then take 
3 capsules twice a week forever, as in the Maintenance Parasite 
Program. 

Prevent Reinfection 
It only takes five days on the three herbs togct:her to kill the 

intestinal fluke adults, eggs, n'llracidiae, rediae, cercariae 'and 
metacercarial. The parasite-killing program continues, though, to 
a peak at three weeks, followed by a tapewonn tre.atment, in order 
to rid your body of most other parasites. After this. a maintenance 
program is followed in order to kill any new parasite that you may 
pick up. 

You are always picking up parasites. Parasites are everywhere 
around you! You get them from other people, your family, your
self, your home, your pets, and undercooked meat. 

I believe the main source oJ the intestinal fluke is undercooked 

empty stomach. 
2) Wonnwood Combination capsules: 14 capsules once a day 

on an empty stomach. 
3) Cloves: 3 capsu"les 3 times a day on an empty stomach. 
4) Rascal™: 4 capsules 3 times a day.. 
5) Ornithine and arginine (500 mg each) as desired. 
You may take these at different times in the day or together. 
There are no side-effects to these herbs at these dosages. 

Cleanse Pets 
Pets have many of the same parasites that we get, including 

Ascaris (common round worm), hOQkworm, Trichinella, 
Strongyloides, heartworm and a variety of tapewotihs. Every pet 
living in your home should be deparasitised (cleared Qf parasites) 
and maintained on a parasite program. Monthly trips to your vet 
are not sufficient. 

You do not need to get rid of your pet to keep yourself: free of 
parasites. Your pet is ,part of your family and should be kept as 
sweet and clean and healthy as yourself. This is not difficult to 
achieve. (See book for recipe.) 

Banish Benzene 
Benzene deserves special attention because it is so deadly, and 

presumed to be absent from our consumer environment. Yet I 
have found traces in everylthing from bouled water to toothpaste! 

meat. After we are infected with it this 
way, we can give it to each other 
through. blood, saliva, semen and breast 
milk, which means kissing on the 
mouth, sex, nursing and childbearing. 

Stay on a maintenance program of 
killing parasites. Give yourself a high
dose program twice ~ year; more often 
if it makes you feel better. Family 
members nearly always have the same 
parasites. If one person develops HIY 
(or cancer), the others probably have 
the intestinal fluke also, because it is 
caused by the same parasite. They 
should give themselves the same de
parasitising program. 

Maintenance Parasite Program 

.......,....",.._---.---.....,.....,-=_.....,=--.,.,__---,..,,-_.,......., It is so toxic its concentration is tested
 
I	 . ,~ . . ~. • , I in gasoline and dry cleaning fluid to 

reduce exposure to it in the air. Can 
you imagine eating it or ,putting it on 
our bodies, even in minute quanti
ties? Benzen'e is not put in our foods 
intentionally: we probably get it 
accidentally from countries where it 
is not illegal as an extraction or 
cleaning agent. 

It is present in foods and IProducts 
that have flavour added. This sug
gests that benzene is used to extract 
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Twice a week (any two days will do) take: 
I) Black Walnut Hul'V Tincture: 30 drops once a day on an 

empty stomach, like before a meal. 
2) Wormwo(Jd Combination capsuks: 14 capsules once a day 

on an empty stomach. 
3) Cloves: 3 capsules once a day on an 'empty stomach. 
4) Rascal capsules: 4 capsules 3 times a day. 
5) Take ornithine and arginine as needed. 

You may take these at diffcrent times in the day or together. 
The only after-effects you may feel are due to dead parasites! If 

this maintenance treatment gives you an,y noticcable after-effects 
on the same or next day, it means you have indeed killed some
thing and you shouldn't wait three more days to resume killing it. 
Go after it immediately with the high-dose program for three days 
in a row. You will know it is gone when there are no after-effects 
from the high-dose program. 

High-Dose Parasite Program 
Take for three to five days in a row: 
1) Black Walnut Hull Tincture: 30 drops twice a day on an 
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mlllt leaves. It IS not legal In the 
Unitedl States to use benzene to make fO.od extracts. Our regulato
ry agencies: have been vigilant in checking beverages, body prod
ucts and gasoline for benzene. Occasionally, benzene pollution is 
found and the IProduct is quickly taken off the market. 
Nevertheless, Ithe present extent of benzene pollution is unthink
able and unexpected. 

These are the foods and products which I have found to be pol
luted with !benzene. Stop using them immediately. Do not fmish 
up anyone of them. Throw them out now! Throw them into the 
garbage and take the garbage out of your house. Benzene is very 
volatile and will fill your airspace. l~t because you cannot smell 
it does not mean you are not inhaling it 

All persons with HIY or A!IDS-associated illness have benzene 
accumulated in them. But what about the rest of us? We, too, 
have been using benzene-polluted items. Why does it not accu
mulate in everybody? The answer, of course, lies in how much 
benzene you get. But ,is that all? Is there some special toxin that 
only some of uS get, and that specifically causes benzene buildup? 
Indeed there is. People with a benzene buildup, have been eating a 
lot OF grilled food, toast, wieners, 'and open flame-heated food. 
Such foods have ibenzopyrenes in them. Benzopyrenes use up the 
liver's detoxifying ability for themselves, and leave benzene to 
accumulate. SLOP eating these foods. 

Continued on page 80 
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A
lbert Szent-Gyorgyi, the No'bellaureate who discovered vitamin C, caJUs water 
the mother and matrix of allUfe. Water is so much a pan of nfe that we tend to 

~ ignore it and look elsewhere {or the magic bullet, the secret herb or nutrient that 
will increase health and vigour and extend life-span. 

Recent discoveries about the significance of water and its functions in the lliving system 
may forever change our view of water. AU the symptoms of ageing are in one way or 
another accompanied by a slow dehydration of our vital tissues associated with free-radi
cal oxidative damage. No matter how much tap water we drink, we cannot seem to slow 
down the inevitable staJVation of vitaf tissues for the fluid that is everywhere. There is 
much more to ,tissue hydration than simply drinking ordinary water. Tissu.e water is as 
dificren.n from spring water as milk is fmm apple juice. 

This is the story of a discovery that may help to slow down the dehydration and subse
quent tissue damage that accompanies the ageing process. 

The Beginning of the Quest 

When Patrick Flanagan was 17 years old, he had already been a child prodigy in elec
twnics and ch_cmistry since the age of eighr. He was consulting with a Stamford, 
Connecticut-based science 'fbi_nk tank' when he first met Dr Henri Coanda (1885-19'72). 

Dr Coanda was 78 at the time and appeared to be in exceptionally good healt,b. He had 
the quick mind and bright eyes of a man driven by a vast reservoir of inner energy. Dr 
Coanda is known as the "Father of Fluid Dynamics". In 1910, seven years after the rust 
flights by the American inventors Orville and Wilbur Wright, Henri Coanda designed and 
built ajet-prope!led monoplane which took off and flew under its own power with Coanda 
as pilor. He used an engine that he termed a reaction motor, but, discouraged by the lack 
of pUblic acceptance of his aircraft, he abandoned his experiments and designed Bristol 
Fighter craft foJ' the British in World War 1. 

While building the wonld's first jet airplane, IDr Coanda discovered an effect that has 
become known in the science of fluid dynamics as the "Coanda effect". Without Ithe 
Coanda effect, we would not have a space shuttfc or a 747 jet today. 

During his 78th birthday party at the home of author-scientist G. Harry Stine, Patrick 
toLd Dr Coanda that he hoped that he (Patrick) was in the same excellent health when he 
was 78 years old. Coanda looked at Patrick and said, "Patrick, when you are 78 years old 
we'll talk about ir." Everyone in earshot laughed at Coanda's joke. 

A few days later, Dr Coanda invited Patric~  into his office and told Patrick a secret that 
would change his entire life. He told Patrick that he had spent over 60 years searching for 
the secret to "the fountain of youth". He said that the human body is over 70 per cent 
water and that the brain is 90 per cent water. He said that water contains within its struc
ture the secret to reversing the ageing process. 

Dr Coanda had developed testing methods for determining different geometries in the 
structure of water. He travelled at length around the world and found five places ithat con
tained what he termed "anomalous water". 

Two of these places included Hunza land in the Karakoram Mountains of Northern 
Pakistan, and the Vileabamba in Ecuador. It has long fascinated anthro,pologists that peo
ple who live in these areas Lend to age more slowly than ,the rest of us. In fact, people 
who live in these areas tend to remain healthy and disease-free well after the age of 100. 
There are documented 'cases of men fathering children after the age of 100. 

Dr Coanda discovered that the secret of longevitY in these areas was due to the special 
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physical properties of their water. The 
people who live in these areas also claim 
that water is the secret of their long, 
healmy lives. He found that mis 'Hunza
type' was water significantly different from 
water found anywhere else. 

Dr Coanda's lifelong ambition was to 
recreate Hunza water in his laboratory. 
Since the human body averages 70 per 
cent water, he was convinced that the 
secret of me Hunza people's abundance of 
healthy centenarians was due to me health-
enhancing properties of their anomalous 
water. 

As a result of his studies, he was able to 
test water anywhere on Earth and could 
predict the average age of death in any 
given locality just by testing the water in 
that area. 

Although Dr Coanda was able to identi
fy and catalogue these characteristics 
of Hunza water, he was unable to ,... ,j:: , ,',', 
duplicate these special waters in his Dr Carrel: said thafllThecell is ,': water molecules to the vicinity of the 
laboratory. • I I" ';',' I h/ fl' ·d' colloid where the water molecules are 

Dr Coanda originated the expres- Immorta" t IS mere yt e UI strongly polarised into ,forming hol
sion, "You are what you drink". He (water) inHwhich it 'floats that low cages that resemble BuckrninsteI 
said that water affects our health d 'h" nfl "d'~: Fuller's geodesic domes. 
more than any other nutrient. He egenerates. Renewt IS UI at. 2) This ordering of molecules 
told Patrick: "Discover the secrct of intervals give the cells 'whatthe{ reduces the entropy of water. This 
Hunza-type water and you can , ."' .. " "d;;' .,' t." ';, means that the Gibbs free-energy 
extend life indefinitely." require for nutntlOn:anu,~as lar as increases. An incr.ease in free energy 

It is interesting that ~r  ~Iexis  we know the pulsation of life may in water mea~s that the, water can no~ 

Carr~l, arrother French selent.1st, h~d " " It ,support :hemlcal reactions more easl
rece.l~ed the N.0bel pnze :iW, go on forever.'~;~&.tJk;:~: . Iy and With less energy t!tan before.1TI 

, 

Hunza water are different from ordinary 
colloids. 

Colloidal minerals are so tiny that they 
cannot be seen cxcept with me most pow
erful microscopes. Instead of being 
ionised, mey arc suspended in water by a 
phenomenon known as "zeta potenti'al". 

Dr Thomas Riddick, a pioneer in conoid 
chemistry, stated: "Zeta potential repre
sents a basic law of Nature, and it plays a 
vital role in all forms of plant and animal 
life. It is the force that maintains the dis
creetness of the billions of circulating cells 
which nourish the organism." If zeta 
potentiall is low, toxins cannot be suspend
ed for elimination, and nutrients cannot be 
suspended for transportation to th.e cells. 
The whole system becomes clogged. 

Patrick discovered that the colloid min
eral clusters in Hunza water were smaller 

After returning to meir new home in the 
mountains outside of Sedona, Arizona, 
they built a new water research laboratory 
where they continued me quest for the 
secret of Hunza water. 

As a result of one year of joint research, 
mey finally succeeded in duplicating the 
anomalous properties of Hunza water. 
They created a new type of colloidal min
eral cluster that is so small it is only 50 
angstroms in diameter. These minerals are 
so small that 1,600 of them would fit side 
by side on a red blood cell. . 

These mineral clusters have since been 
trademarked under the name of Flanagan 
Microclusters®. 

When these colloidal mineraLeItisters 
are added! to ordinary distilled water, a 

'number of extremely complex physical 
changes occur. 

These changes include: 
I) The high zeta potential attracts 

Medlcme for keepmg the cells of a '(: ,,' '(: ,:'::;,:' ';;.~ 

chicken heart alive for 34 years. Dr 
Carrel said that "The cell is immortal. 
It is merely the fluid (water) in which it 
floats that degenerates. Renew this fluid at 
intervals, give the cells what they require 
for nutrition and, as far as we know, the 
pulsation of life may go on forever." 

Dr Coanda revealed the special charac
teristics of Hunza-type water to Patrick. 
With these clues in hand, Patrick started 
his own quest for the secret of Hunza 
water. 

After obtaining a sample of Hunza water 
from Betty Lee Morales, a friend who had 
been to Hunza land many times, Patrick 
performed his own analysis. The first 
thing he discovered was that Hunza water 
is in many ways just like distilled water. It 
does not contain the mineral salts we find 
in mountain springs or in well-water. It is 
devoid of mineral salts. 

The next thing Patrick found was mat 
Hunza water contains trace minerals in a 
special colloidal form. Colloidal minerals 
are minerals that are insoluble in water. 
Colloidal minerals are not ionised into 
anions and cations like mineral salts. 
Although colloidal minerals are very com
mon types of minerals, the colloids in 
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and had a higher zeta potential than omer 
colloidal minerals. He also ,found that 
Hunza water contained a very large quanti-
Ity of negatively ionised hydrogen atoms. 
Negatively ionised hydrogen atoms are not 
found in ordinary water. 

All water contains hydrogen atoms wim 
a positive charge. The hydrogen protons 
that arc found in ordinary water control the 
pH or acid-alkaline balance. The negative
ly charged hydrogen protons found in 
Hunza water are the most powerful elec
tron donors known to chemistry. These 
atoms are extremely powerful free-radical 
scavengers. These hydrogen ions are nor
mally found only in the fluids of healthy 
living systems. 

Colloidal Mineral Clusters 
In 1983, Patrick met and married his 

wife, Gael Crystal. They travelled to the 
Great Pyramid of Giza in Egypt where 
they were married in a special ceremony 
inside the King's Chamber. Over the next 
mree days, mey stayed inside me Pyramid 
overnight and also spent the entire night on 
top of the Pyramid under the full moon. 

3) The surface tensIOn or energy 
required to break the surface of water 
is greatly reduced. The phenomenon 

known as "wetting" is dependent on sur
face tension. The lower the surface ten
sion, the wetter the water. This means mat 
the water requires less energy to wet sub
stances. 

4) The colloidal mineral clusters can act 
as vast reservoirs of negatively ionised 
hydrogen atoms. (This final part of the 
Flanagans' discovery was made ten years 
after they were first able to duplicate the 
minerals found in Hunza water.) 

Hunza-type waters have several things 
in common: they all come from high alti
~ude mountain valleys, and the basic 
source of water is from ancient ice-blue 
glaciers. This means that the water is pure 
and mineral-free like distilled water, since 
glackr water is ancient rainwater. It has 
no mineral salts like the water found in 
springs and deep wells. 

Lord Rutherford had discovered that 
proton nuclei could pick up electrons when 
they passed through matter. Since 87 per 
cent of cosmic rays are hydrogen protons, 
these high altitude glaciers may have 
trapped! an enormous amount of hydrogen. 
As these cosmic rays passed through the 
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glacial ice" they may have gained electrons 
in the upper layers of the glacier. In addi
tion, it is well Imown that hydrogen pro
tons can travel through ice crystals thou
sands of times faster than any other type of 
ion. 

Dr Castleman at the University of 
Pennsylvania has found that hydrogen can 
be trapped in cage-like water structures 
similar to geodesic domes. These geodesic 
dome-like cages were first predicted by 
two-time Nobel Prizewinner, Linus 
Pauling, in 1959 in his classic book, The 
Hydrogen Bond. 

fu addition, these waters contain a small 
quantity of high zeta-potentiaf colloidal 
mineral clusters. 

Patrick and Gae1 Crystal Flanagan dis
covered that Hunza water Jhas special phys
ical properties different from ord,inary 
water-properties such as surface tension, 
viscosity, heat capacity and Gibbs frec
energy. These physical anomalies also 
contribute to formations in the structure of 
snow crystals. The F1anagans' task was to 
create water that was identical ItO Hunza
type water so that they could share it with 
the rest of the world'. 

Patrick had spent 20 years trying to 
duplicate Hunza-type water. He tried to 

These colloidal mineral clusters are arranged in a 
spherical pan.em roughly 12 atoms in diameter. 

induce anomalous properties by applying 
energy fields from magnets, ionising and 
non-ionising radiation, crystals and pyra
mids. He was able to duplicate a few of 
the anomalous properties of Hunza water, 
but these changes were only temporary. 
These altered waters lost their anomalous 
properties with the passage of time. 

In the first year of their joint research, 
Patrick and Gael Crystal discovered the 
secret of Dr Coanda's anomalous water, 
and created the fust laboratory analog of 
Hunza water. After ten years of additional 
research and developmcnt, they opcned up 
a new domain in nanotechnology. They 
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not only duplicated the properties of 
Hunza water, they also increased the quan
tity of negatively ionised hydrogen atoms 
millions of times over that foundl in Hunza 
water. 

They duplicated a type of colloidal min
eral cluster that is only found in Hunza
type water. These mineral clusters act like 
tiny magnets, drawing water molecules to 
their surface, creating liquid crystals in the 
process. The electrical charge on these 
minerals alters the properties of water so 
that they reproduce the properties of 
Hunza water. These minerals are so tiny 
they are only 10 ItO 12 atoms in diameter. 

A new emerging science, known as clus
ter chemistry, has shown that minerals in 
this size range have profound, unusual 
properties not found in any other form of 
mattcr. 

When substance is reduced in size to this 
dimension, electrons travel all over the 
sur'face of the minera~  instead of being 
confined to localised areas Iikc electrons 
found on ordinary colloids. These electron 
clouds form a zeJa pote.mial or Ilegatjve 
electricat charge that attracts and organises 
water molecules, building a liquid crystal 
structure. 

This water intimately resembles the 
water found in the living system rather 
than water that is found in ordinary miner
al or tap water. These special minerals are 
the source of many of the unu.sual water 
properties described by Dr Coanda. When 
we drink ordinary water, we have to con
vert it into cellular water before the cells 
can use it. If we cannot convert tap water 
intO the structure 06 cellular water, it pass
es through our bodies and may leave our 
cells in, a partially dehydrated state. 

The tiny mineral clusters found in 
Hunza-type water, and duplicated in the 
F1anagans' ltaboratory, create liquid crystal 
structures that resemble those found in the 
living system. These tiny mineral clusters 
may encrgise practicatly all nutrients with 
which they come in contact. 

Future Research on the Hydrogens 
In addition to the presence of special 

colloidal mineral clusters, Hunza-type 
water contains negatively charged hydro
gen ions that may be trapped in cage-like 
structures. It is only in the last year that 
the Flanagans have been able to enhance 
the negatively charged hydrogen ions in 
water by millions of times. 

Everyone knows that the body needs 
oxygen in order to live. Recently, a lot of 
attcntion has been focused on oxygen ther
apies. What many do not know is that we 
need hydrogen as much as we need oxy
gen. Oxygen bums hydrogen in the living 

system, releasing the energy that runs O.ur 
bodies. 

Studies have shown that the human body 
stores hydrogen in its tissues. As we age, 
tissue hydrogen-depletion may ,lead to 
many of the symptoms of the ageing 
process. This may cause subclinical dehy
dration since it appears that hydrogen may d 

playa rore in hydrating our cells. 
Symptoms of hydrogen depletion may 

include chronic fatigue, depression, hor
mone imbalances and indigestion. As our 
tissues are depleted of hydrogen, they 
become stiff and lose flexibilhy. 
Dehydrated tendons and muscles tear more 
easily, and dehydrated bones become brit
tle. Loss of lung flexibility leads to loss of 
oxygen. By replenishing our hydrogem. 

. stores, we may be able to relieve many of 
these conditions if they are brought about 
by hydrogen depletion. 

l-Iydrogen makes up 90 per cent of the 
matter in the known Universe; helium 
makes up 9 per cent. All the other ele
ments in the Universe are found in the 
remaining 1 per cent. Since hydrogen is so 
abundant, you would think that we know 
all there is to know about it, but we are just 
now leamipg about its imponance in the 
living system. 

The word "hydrogen" comes from the 
Greek langl)age and it means "water-for
mer". Indeed, we all know that water, the 
matrix or mother of life, is made up from 

The figure above is an example of a molecular cage 
made up of 20 water molecules. This structure is 
formed by a phenomenon known as "hydrophobic 
hydration". It is a liquid crystal structure thaI may 
transport hydrogen protons and mineral cluslel's. 

hydrogen and oxygen. In fact, water is 
formed when hydrogen is burned by oxy
gen. We create pure water every day as a 
product of our metabolism. When we bum 
hydrogen in our cells, the energy that is 
released is used to run our bodies. 

The living system contains numerous 
chemical messengers that carry informa
tion and trigger events in metabolism. 
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New messengers are being discovered all the time. The most 
recently-discovered chemical messenger is nitric oxide. It is 
known as the fifth messenger. What very few people know is than 
hydrogen is the fmal messenger in the living system. 

Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, the Nobel laureate who discovered vita
min C, found that the tissues of the animal body store hydrogen inl 
vast quantities. Different organ tissues 'pool' hydrogen in different 
amounts. For example, he found that the order of hydrogen-pool
ing is the following: 

liver > intestine > kidney > heart > lung > spleen 

Liver tissues store the most hydrogen, while the spleen stores 
the least. This is interesting in view of the fact that the liver is the 
body's ftrst line of defence and needs a supply of the most anti
oxidants in order to do its work of detoxification. 

Transport of hydrogen may be the missing factor in the search 
for the cause of the ageing process and the secret to age reversal. 
As we grow older, our cells become dehydrated and our 'hydrogen 
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A
nother psychiatrist to conduct pre-trial medical examinations on Patty Hearst 
was Dr Robert Jay ILifton of Yale University, author of several major works on 
coercive persuasion and thought-reform techniques, and another of the-Ctilt 
Awareness Network's stable of regular consultants. Liftuu pronounced Hearst a 

"classic case" which met alllithe psychological cr~teria  of a coerced prisoner of war. 
Margaret Singer, who had previously worked with Lifton at the Walter Reed Army 
Hospital on a study of Chinese behaviour-modification techniques, was also called in by 
West to conduct a battery of tests on Hearst. She concluded that Hearst was "sad, hope
less...withdrawn, emotionally distressed and expressing a silent cry for help",'· 

In 1989, in the case US vs Fishman, Margaret Singer's testimony regarding the alleged 
brainwashing techniques employed by religious/political groups against their members 
was dismissed by Judge D. Lowell Jensen who stated: 

"Although the record before the court is replete with declarations, affidavits and letters 
from reputable psychologists and sociologists, who concur with the thought-reform theo
ries propounded by Dr Singer and Dr Ofshe, the government has submilled an equal num
ber of declarations, affidavits and letters from reputable psychologists and sociologists 
who disagree with their theories... A more significant barometer ofprevailing views with
in the scientific community is provided by professional organisations such as the 
American Psychological Association (APA} and the American Sociological Association 
(ASA). The evidence before the court, which is detailed below, shows that neither the 
APA nor the ASA has endorsed the views ofDr Singer and Dr Ofshe on thought reform... 
At 'b.est, the evidence establishes that psychiatrists, psychologists and sociologists dis
agree as to whether or not there is agreement regarding the Singer-Ofshe thesis. The 
court therefore excludes defendant's proffered testimony." 

This Was not the first time Singer's theories had been rejected. In ~  986, Singer had ini
tiated and headed a Task Force on Deceptive and Ilndirect Methods of Persuasion and 
Control for the American J>sychological Association's Board of Social and Ethical 
Responsibility for Psychology (BSERP). lite Task Force produce"d a 69-page report 
which openly ,attempted to the make CANs definitions of "cults", "brainwashing", etc. 
official APA usage. On 11 th May 1987, the APA officially rejected the report, stating: 

"BSERP.. .is unable to accept the report of the Task Force. In general, the report lacks 
the scientific rigor and evenhanded critical approach necessary for APA imprimatur. 

"The Board cautions the Task Force members against using their past appointment to 
imply BSERP or APA support or approval of the positions advocated in the report. 
BSERP requests that Task Force members not distribute or publicize the report without 
indicating thaJ Jhe report was unacceptable to the Board." (BSERP, 1987)'9 

Nearly 20 years after the Hearst trial, the theories espoused by Dr Singer and her fellow 
CAN consull!anlS have still not gained the support of the wider medical community, and 
yet they are regularly paraded before the public, the government, law enforcement agen
cies and the courts as "experts" on the behaviour of "cults". 

The Revolving Door Syndrome 
One could conclude that there is nothing unusual about three national security establish

ment-linked bebaviOYI-modification specialists examining Patty Hearst and later joining 
forces to fight for 'personal freedom' as they haive with the Cult Aw.areness Network. 
However, if you keep digging you will quickly discover that in both the case of the 
Symbionese Liberation Army kidnapping of Patty Hearst and the Jonestown massacre, the 
'revolving door syndrome' is ckarly at work. In other words, the people offering to put 
aut the blaze are sleeping with the people who lit it in the frrst place. 
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Funding for West's violence research centre was raised by the The lease on the Jonestown site ran for five years, numing out just 
Californian Health and Welfare Agency's (HEW) sccretary, Dr one month after the massacre.) 
Earl Brian. He garnered considerable support from the US Law The original concept for violence research centres was the 
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), an organisation brainchild of William Hermann, a counter-insurgency expert for 
that, as has been revealed during congressional civil righlS investi- Systems Development Corporation, and an adviser to Governor 
gations, ihad funded 537 research projects dealing with medical Reagan who was working Out a "pacification pl'an" for California. 
procedures such as psychosurgery, non-surgical behaviour-modifi- Hermann told The Los Angeles Times that a good computer intelli
cation techniques, and drugs for Ithe control of delinquency. HEW gence system "would separate out the activist bent on destroying 
also funded a large number of furthcr behaviour-modification pro- the system" and then develop a master plan "to win the hearts and 
grams both directly and through its subagency, the National min.ds of the people".)4 
Institutes of Mental Health.l!l Hermann had also worked with the Rand Corporation, the Stand 

It has also been revealed in declassified documents that the Research institute and the Hoover Center on Violence. He has 
LEAA acted as a front for CIA behaviour-modification experi- been named as a CIA agent, is currently serving an eigJlt-year sen
ments conducted during 'the MKULTRA program. During MKUL- tence in an English prison for his role in a CIA counterfeiting 
TRA, tests were conducted on unwilling and poorly informed citi- operation, and is directly linked to the Iran-Contra Affair accord
zens, prison inmates and servicemen, using psycho-active drugs, ing to g0vernment records and his own testimony. The London 
hypnosis, sensory deprivation, electroconvulsive therapy, elec- Sunday Telegraph confmned Hermann's CIA connections; tracing 
troshock treatment (ECI), psychosurgery, deep sleep therapy, bio- them from 1976 to 1986.. This information was also revealed at 
logical agenlS (i.e., chemical weapons), "harassment substances", his London trial. The San Francisco Bay Guardian has identified 
brain concussion, stress, electronic brain stimulation (ESB), elec- him as an arms dealer working in Iran during the 1980s, and has 
tronic brain implants, electromagnetic radio-frequency cnergy, and also linked him to the October Surprise.25 Hermann's relationship 
many other tcchniques.2

! They were applicd to subjects in any with Earl Brian allegedly extends from the ewly '70s through to 
combination that showed promise for his current imprisonment, and 10 all 
influencing or controlling human .;: ¥"~"  '" 'i}', the scandals that Brian and the 
behaviour. No stone was left , "1: >:, <'.;::;.".. ,~  Reagan-Bush administrations have":l" 

unturned.. . , . Operation Phoenix providecfttle bee? associa~ed with in between. 
Not eomcldentally, 11 was dunng, , ' , ',' ,,:,:k: (Bnan was himseif named by for-

the period of Reagan's tenure as CIA with an endless §upplyof " mer Israeli intelligence operative 
Governor of CaHfornia that the ,,' Vietcong' POWs on which to:test~: Ari Ben-Me~ashe as having been 
LEAA pushed for ,the developmcnt of "" " . ,ill " ,'f:i: present dunng the payment of 
a National Populatio? ~urveillance  surgically Implanted :radlo",,,;:' US$40 million to the Iranian.s to 
Computer System wllhm the USA. transceivers'thaf had the capacity stall the releas~ of the Amencan 
R&D programs for computer soft- '0 ,,', " ,,::' ;' hostages dunng the October 
ware to run such a surveillance sys- to transmit data to remotely'" Surprise operation, and he has also 
tern were funded by the LEAA from I " t d " t .&", I' 't: ,:, been named by other sources as a0 

at least as early as 1970. One such oca e compu ers lor e ec rom:e' CIA agcn1.26) 

program was called ~e Prosecutor's tracking purposes, and receiy:e In 1970, Hern~ann  worked as 
Management Information System, or ::" I f b' h· dOf' '.,., CIA control officer to Colston 
PROMIS. Around that time, anti- signa s or eaVlOur-mo", I IcatlOn, Westbrook, a former CIA psycho-
Vietnam. War pr~testers :n'e~e p~t.icu- purpose.s~ , , '" aogical. wa~fare expert who ~ad 

lariy active and alternative rehg'lous ",f:' , : ' served m Vietnam and also adVised 
organisations were multipl'ying rapid- " . ' " ,; :;",:' the Korean Centnl Intelligence 
Iy, particularly in California. ~ , ""':' ,;'~' "':":: Agency and the Lon Nol regime in 

Before serving in Reagan's cabinet, ~ Cam bodia. Bctween 1966 and 
Earl Brian had been a combat physician involvcd in Operation 1969 he was an adviser to the Vietnamese Police Special Branch 
Phoenix, the CIA's controversial Vietnam War assassination pro- under the cover of working as an employee of Pacific Architects 
grarnll

, during which some of the agency's most bizarre behaviour- and Engineers, the firm contracted to construct the forty-four 
modification field experiments were conducted. Operation interrogation/torture centres, known as Provincial Interrogation 
Phoenix provided the CIA with an endless supply of Vietcong Centers, that were erected in Vietnam as pan of the CIA's Phoenix 
POWs on which 10 test surgically implanted radio transceivers that program. Westbrook at the time was in the process of forming the 
had the capacity 10 transmit data to remotely located computers for Black Cultural Association al Vacaville Medical Facility, a state 
electronic tracking purposes, and receive signals for behaviour- prison in California. (The Vacaville State Medical Facility is also 
modification purposes. No doubt it was here that Brian became notorious for its long history of behaviour-control experimenta
versed in the art of psychological warfare and aware of the poten- lion. As recently as July 1991, The Napa Sentinel reported that 
tial of widespread computer surveillance 10 control a target popu- three inmates had died as a result of being forced to take behav
lation. iour-modification drugs, so little has changed.) 

Not surprisingly the,n, in 1974 Brian was adamant Ithat The "black" organiser of the Black Cultural Association, which 
California needed the draconian violence rcscarch centres. Whcn was a cover for a pilot behaviour-modificat,ion project27 

, was 
the public and political uproar generated by concerned individuals Donald De Freeze, who between 1967 and 1969 had worked for 
finally caused the cancellation of the project, Brian's fina'] public the Los Angeles Police Department's Public Disorder Unit. He 
statement on the mattcr was that the decision 10 cut off funding would later become known to the public as the infamous leader of 
represented "a callous disregard for public safety".23 (Il is interest- the Symbionese Liberation Army. It was CIA psychological war
ing 10 note that the first People's lemp'le party left California for fare expert Colston Westbrook who gave DeFreeze the name 
the Jonestown camp in Guyana in early 1974, the very same year. "Cinque Mtume", which meant "fifth prophet", and who designed 
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the SLA's intentionally fear-inspiring logo, a seven-headed 
cobra.2J No doubt it was also Westbrook and his fellow CIA psy
war specialists who !helped program De Freeze for his starring role 
as "Public Enemy Number One" for the year 1974. 

Black Operations-White Nights 
We have a.Iready seen that suspicions of CIA involvement in 

Jonestown were raised soon after tlle dubious circumstances sur
rounding deaths of the 912 men, women and children whose bod
ies were recovered. Even before the massacre, however, suspi
cions that the CIA was using Jonestown as a base for mind-control 
and medical experimentation had led Californian Democrat 
Senator Leo Ryan to investigate. By that time, Ryan had already 
placed himself in an adversarial position with the CIA: 

"Though his style did not change between the Californian 
Assembly and the United States Con,gress, the subject of his inves
tigations did. In California, Ryan had pursued a wide variety of 
issues, but in Washington he would focus his work on one main 
topic: the domestic operations of the Central Intelligence Agency. 
His interest in the CIA became the dominant factor in Ryan's lIfe 

Relations CIA Oversight Commillee, and a very prominent posi
tion on the CIA's list ofenemies. 

"...during the course ofhis investigation, he uncovered evidence 
to support the contention that the CIA had sponsored several culls 
that practised mind conlrol on their memb.ers. The culls were not 
a mailer ofnational security but experiments in the control ofpeo
ple for power and profil--a clear violation of human rights. Ryan 
set out to expose these CIA cults in what might fuJve be compqred 
to a blind man kicking a crocodile. The agency did not cooperate 
with Ryan's demand for information, for if they fuJd, they would 
have told him about Jim Jones, and they did not. 

"Ryan discovered that the CIA cults, like their business fronts, 
were difficult to identify and monitor, as they were designed to be . 
financially self-sufficient. The agency could then account for 
every dollar of their congressional budget without divulging their 
profit,making operations or the projecis these operations helped 
to finance. 

"The first cult Ryan investigated was the Unification Church, 
whose leader, 'the Reverend Sung Myung Moon, was alleged to 
have strong ties with the CIA in Korea. Ryan lacked hard evi

an~~~~::e~;:;nG;~:':s' concer~ .over the CIA's ~·~~;;.~~*5u,,*~.~ .. ;Jl4;i,;iiJ:ii.i,.;;";i;8It\;i.~."~%~~~m.i~~ i.~_iW!i.i·~ii.~~.11~.,~i"~"~i ~·ii.iii...~·.~r;:~.~i~.~. .. ';1'".u~ •• .. ;;<iBi.ijiLi:i;W;ii. ~,.t~~:"'ff~~,~ I 
domestic spy operatIOns was legltlmate and well-I"~;,~"" 

founded. /l had been reported that there were 
more intelligence agents illegally operating in 
Ryan's San Mateo County and the adjacent 
Santa Clara County than in all other parts of the 
United States combined, Washington, DC includ
ed. 

"It was not until years later, when such activi
ties were under threat of exposure, that the CIA 
persuaded Ronald Reagan to amend their char
ter to sanction what they had been doing for 
years. But at the time, the CIA was illegally 
operating in California. 

"It suffices to say that by 1972, when Leo Ryan 
was first elected to Congress, the CIA operations 
in his home district were massive, illegal, threat
ening, and very much out ofcontro/. 

"Immediately upon arriving in Washington, as 
if it were the primary reason he had campaigned 
for Congress, Ryan drafted an amendment 
intended to stop, or at least control, the CIA's 
illegal operations in Silicon Valley and else
where within the United States. The Hughes
Ryan Amendment to the National Assistance Act 
would be the only major piece of legislation I 
Ryan would introduce in his six years in 
Congress. The amendment transferred responsi
bility for overseeing the CIA from th-e Armed 
Forces Committee, which often turned a blind 
eye to the agency's activities; to the International 
Rel{llions Commillee ofboth houses ofCongress. 

"The CIA fought Congressman Ryan tooth and 
nail (or more aptly, cloak and dagger) and 
would fuJve successfully defeated the legislation 
if it were not for Ryan's impeccable timing . He 
introduced the legislation at the height of the 
Watergate scandal when the public was shocked i 
to learn of the crimes of Howard Hunt and other 
agency operatives in the United States. Despite 
the agency's strong objections, the Hughes-Ryan 
Amendment passed into law, earning teo Ryan 

Prophetic sign above Jim Jones' 'throne' at Jonestown, Guyana.two distinctions: a seat on the International 
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dence and, apparently, the ability to Con
vince other members of his commiUee that 
there was a conspiracy, and so his col
leagues successfully stopped the investiga
tion. In his frustration at the failure of his 
efforts, Ryan was quoted as saying, Well, 
something has to be done about these peo
ple'. 

"The next alleged CIA cull to come to 
Ryan's allention was the Symbionese 
Liberation Army, the revolutionary group 

who kidnapped and brainwashed million
aire heiress, Patricia Hearst. "29 

During Senator Ryan's inspection of the 
Jonestown compound on 15th November 
1978, he was threatened by one of Jim 
Jones' aides who held a six-inch fishing 
knife to his chest while holding him man 
arm-lock by the throat. Then, approxi
mately one-and-a-half hours later, whilst 
his party was preparing to fly out from the 
dirt airstrip at nearby Port Kaituma with a 

.... '",".:.' ;.'.:' 
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handful of frightened People's Temple 
members, Ryan and four others were shot 
dead. Larry Layton, the man later charged 
with shooting Congressman Ryan, was the 
son of Dr Laurence Layton, a former Chief 
of Chemical Warfare for the US Army, 
and allegedly a specialist in ethnic behav
iour-modification drugs tested during .the 
CIA's MKULTRA program. lO 

Whatever horror actually killed the resi
dents of Jonestown took place within hours 
of Ryan's assassination in what has 
become known since as "The White 
Night". 

The first report of the tragic event hit the 
front page of The New York Times on 20th 
November 1978: 

"Guyana Official Reports 300 Dead at 
Religious Sect's Jungle Temple = Troops 
Find Bodies - Mass Suicide is Indicated 
after Allack on Americans in which 5 were 
Slain." Within another two days the head
lines read: "US Copters Reach Guyana to 
Aid Jungle Hunt for Cull Survivors - Up 
to 500 may be Lost in Wild Area. " 

One week later, these 500 missing indi
viduals also mysteriously turned up dead 
where the first bodies were found. 
Newspapers reported they had been hidden 
under the other bodies all along, but one 
can only speculate on what really hap
pened to them in between the first and last 
body counts. Clearly, 500 bodies could 
not be obscured by an initial 300 in any 
case. 

On 4th December 1978, just two weeks 
after the first public repon of the massacre 
appeared, Time magazine ran the story that 
typifies the widely accepted "mass suicide" 
version of Jonestown. One part of the arti
cle reads: 

upsychiatrists and other experts on 
group psychology and mind-control tech
niques offered rational explanations of 
how humans can be conditioned to commit 
such irrational acts. "Jl 

Amongst the psychologists quoted by 
Time was Dr Margaret Singer, who it 
would seem is expcrt enough to offer a 
"rational" explanation for mass-media pur
poses, but not scientific enough for the 
American Psychological Association or the 
courts to endorse her views. Both Louis 
Jolyon West and Robert J. Lifton also 
wrote articles reinforcing the 'official' ver
sion of events. 

And the Door Revolves and Revolves 
An investigation by the House 

Intelligence Committee found that there 
"was no evidence at all" to support claims 
that the CIA was involved in Jonestown. 
However, critics dismiss the report as 

Rev. Jim Jones, founder of the People's Temple. nothing more than another government 
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whitewash in the long tradition of the 
Warren Commission, Watergate, Iran
Contra, and so on. If there was no national 
security establishment involvement, then 
why was so much of the evidence classi
fied? 

When The New York Times published 
their one-column report on the House 
Committee's fmdings, they placed it imme
diately next to a three-column article enti
tled "C.I,A. Linked to Mind-Control Drug 
Experiments".lZ A hint perhaps? 

On 12th May 1981, The Globe, a 
Canadian paper, published a one-page ani
cle by William Harris, entitled "Jim Jones 
Still Alive in Brazil", which began: 

"Jim Jones, former cult leader and CIA 
agent, escaped the People's Temple mas
sacre in Guyana and is now hiding out in 
Brazil, according to sensational new evi
dence." 

The article also quoted from the rawsuit 
brought against the Sta,te 
Department by Senator Ryan's 
family which labelled Jonestown 
"a mass mind-control CIA exper

events within the US-or is it merely coin
cidence that the very same month that 
Jonestown dominated headlines both aL 
home and abroad, the House Select 
Committee on Assassinations was busy 
hearing allegations of CIA plots to kill 
politicians and activists at home and 
abroad, which subsequently did, not make 
the headlines? 

"Numerous journalists and finally the 
House Select Committee on Assassinations 
tied the Bay ofPigs, anti-Castro CIA cadre 
to the assassination of President Kennedy. 
The House Committee concluded that 
there was "probably" a conspiracy behind 
the Kennedy assassination and, though it 
declined to name any conspirators, investi
gated several CIA, Cuban and organised 
crimefigures as possible suspects.''J' 

Certainly if the CIA and its partners in 
crime required a distraction from the hear
ings, Jonestown provided it. Furthermore, 

~:'. , •. i~lo;:  ..~' 

iment", and named at least two It seems entitelyplausible"tha,f, ' 
CIA operatives involved in the Jonestown might have been,,timed ' 
Jonestown operation. It also 
quoted Joe Holsinger, Leo Ryan's to influence a majoJ congressio'hal 
long-time friend and attorney, .' ,investigation In wh'ich\the"'CIA,:>,
who had publicly declared: 

"The more I investigate the stood to have its dirtiest lau;~d'rf' 

mysteries ofJonestown, the more , air'ed before the publiC. .:r;I am convinced there is some
thing sinister behind it all, There 
is no doubt in my mind that Jones 
had very clDse CIA connections. 
At the time of the tragedy, the 
Temple had three boats in the water off the 
coast. The boats disappeared shortly 
afterwards. Remember, Brazil is a country 
that Jones is very familiar with. He is sup
posed to have money there. And it is not 
too far from Guyana. My own feeling is 
that Jones was ambushed by CIA agents 
who then disappeared in the boats, But 
the whole story is so mind-boggling that 
I'm willing to concede he escaped with 
them,''J) 

The article also quoted a Guyanese offi
cial who said, "A lot ofpeople here believe 
that Jones had a double who died at 
Jonestown and that Jones himself is still 
alive", and it pointed out the fact that there 
were 1,200 residents at Jonestown but only 
912 bodies were found after the massacre. 
Around 300 US passport-holders were 
never accounted for. The article suggested 
"They may have fled to another country". 

A Perfect Time for Death 
The timing of the Jonestown massacre 

may well have been dictated by domestic 
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it served to discredit lawyer Mark Lane 
who had previously represented James 
Earl Ray, the man convicted of assassinat
ing Martin Luther King, Jr, and had co
authored a book on the conspiracy behind 
his assassination. Lane had also represent
ed Lee Harvey Oswald's wife Marina, and 
his best-selling book, Rush to Judgement, 
raised early doubts about the Warren 
Commission report and made him the fore
most independent authority on the 
Kennedy assassination. 

"So convincing was his evidence that 
Lane succeeded in petitioning the govern
ment for a second official investigation; 
the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations scheduled their hearings 
for November 1978. As Lane was prepar
ing his testimony and supporting witness
es, he was contacted by Terri Buford of the 
People's Temple. Buford asked Lane to 
represent Jim Jones whom she claimed 
was being harassed by the CIA. 
Encouraged by a large retainer and the 
promise that JOnes had information about 

the CIA that would be valuable in his 
research, Lane accepted the case and trav
elled to Jonestown in September 1978 to 
meet his new client. Upon his return to the 
United States in October, Lane announced 
in a press conference that he was 
favourably impressed with Jonestown and 
agreed to represent the People's 
Temple.....l' 

Lane was at Jonestown when the mas
sacre began, as Jim Jones had refused to 
allow Congressman Ryan's party to inspect 
the camp until he was present, but when' 
the serious business began, he was allowed 
to escape into jungle. 

"Only days later, he stood before the 
House Select Committe:e-'-" on 
Assassinations, still shaken from the expe
rience in Jonestown. He was upset and 
disorganised. Actually, Lane had been 
completely discredited by his association 
with Jim Jones. Terri Buford, who reput
edly defected from Jonestown only three 
weeks before the massacre, moved into 
Lane's Memphis home to help him write 
an account ofhis experience. entitled The 
Strongest Poison. Attesting to Lane's 
investigative abilities, the book is well
referenced and detailed, but Buford's 
influence served to suppress the truth. If 
Lane's career as an expert on CIA Con
spiracies was not already ruined, the 
media assault that followed certainly fin
ished him. He was accused of, amongst 
other things, travelling to Switzerland 
with Buford to empty the Temple's bank. 
accounts in her name. Whether Lane was 
duped or purchased does not really mat
ter; the end result was the same. Jones 

has silenced the foremost critic of the CIA, 
while at the same time using that person to 
file a suit against the CIA to disassociate 
himself with the agency in those last few 
critical months ofJonestown.''J' 

It seems entirely plausible that 
Jonestown might have been timed to influ
ence a major congressional investigation in 
which·the CIA stood! to have its dirtiest 
laundry aired before the public, Is it mere
ly co-incidence that the appearance of the 
SLA some years .earlier provided a similar 
distraction for the public at the time the 
CIA's involvement in Watergate was com
ing under scrutiny? 

Do You Believe the lie? 
As the revolving door turns, many 

strange 'coincidences' have occurred. 
Another is the fact that Dr Louis Jolyon 
West... 

"...was further known as the psychiatrist 
who was called upon to examine Jack 
Ruby, Lee Harvey Oswald's assassin. It 
was on the basis of West's diagnosis that 
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Ruby was compelled to be treated for mental disorders and put on 
happy pills. The West examination was ordere,d after Ruby began 
to say he was part of a right-wing conspiracy to kill President 
John Kennedy.·m 

West testified that Ruby had sunk into a "paranoid state mani
fested by delusions, visual and auditory hallucinations and suicidal 
impulses", and asserted that !he was not faking these symptoms 
since he had vigorously rejected repeated suggestions that he was 
mentally ill. West reported, "The true malingerer usually grasps 
eagerly at such an explanation", and since Ruby would not admit 
to being crazy, he diagnosed him as being such and placed him on 
medication. 

At that time, West was head of the Department of Psychiatry at 
the University of Okl'ahQma and was conducting research for the 
CIA on LSD, hypnosis and "the psychobiology of disassociated 
states". i.~.  .... .. " ", .. ',w•. ' 

Might Ruby have been less 
than comfortable having West 
as his psychiatrist? During 
his testimony before Judge 
Earl Warren, Ruby pleaded: 

"[ wish our beloved 
President, Lyndon Johnson, 
would have delved deeper 
into the situation, hear me, 
not to accept just circwnstan
tial facts about my guilt or 
innocence, and would have 
questioned to find out the 
truth about me before he ,- .·m~. ~,. 'F,; 'O;('~~'·~~~·.  

relinquished certain powers to 
these certain people... Consequently, a whole new form of gov
ernment is going to take over our country {emphasis added}, and 
[ know I won't live to see you another time. "II 

In 1967, Ruby complained that he was being p"oisoned. He was 
diagnosed as having cancer, but jusn weeks later died of a stroke 
similar to that which killed David Ferrie, Jim Garrison's ~ey  wit
ness for his New Orleans-based investigation into the JFK assassi
nation. 

Say No to The New Inquisition 
In 1985" the Citizen's Freedom Foundation changed its name to 

the Cult Awareness Network in an auemp.t to distance itself from 
the reputation it had gained for conducting violent and illegal 
activities. Today, their inl1uence with official govemm.ent agen
cies is steadily growing stronger, as was demonstrated by their 
recent involvement as adv,isers to the FBI Behavioural Sciences 
Unit before the raid at Waco. 

'lbe fact that groups such as the Cuh Awareness Network are 
supported by intelligence agency assets within the fields of psy
chiatry and psychology, further diminishes their credibility, partic
ularly since: 

.....psychiatry knows little of the benefits of religion, since it sel
dom assesses it either as an independent variable in association 
with emotional health or as a dependent variable ofa psychother
apeutic or psychosocial intervention. This has resulted in sub
stantially different conclusions. For example. in its crassest form, 
psychiatry views religion as neurotic, immature or a solacefor the 
mentally disturbed. This is at variance with empiric generalisa
tions from other psychosocial research which demonstrates that 
the mentally ill are less religious and engage in less religious 
activity, whereas the psychologically healthy are more religious 
and engage in more religious activities."Jll 

Equally, it would be ridiculous to suggest that human rights 
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abuses do not take place within religious (or political) organisa
tions, be they mainstream or alternative. Wherever such abuses 
are occurring, in any sphere of human activity, they should be 
investigated and put to a halt, but only lawfully and by reputable 
and unbiased authorities. Organisations such as the Cult 
Awareness Network are neither qualified nor politically mctepen
dent, and their members often act illegally. 

For these reasons, we must say no to the cultural engineers of 
The New Inquisition. co 
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W
hile most Americans were appalled by the Nazis and the rearming of 
Germany in the I930s, some of America's most powetful corporations were 
more concerned about making a buck from tbeir Getman investments. Here 
are a few examples of how US industrialists supported Adolf Hitler and 

Nazi Germany. 

GENERAL MOTORS 
GM, which was controlled by the du Pont family during the 11930s, owned 80 per cent 

of the stock of Opel AG which made 30 per cent of Germany's passenger cars. 
When Hitler's panzer divisions rolled into France and Eastern Europe, they were riding 

in Opel trucks and other equipment. Opel earned GM a hefty US$36 million in the 10 
years before war broke out, but because Hitler prohibited' the export of capital, GM rein
vested the ,profits in other German companies. At least US$20 million was invested in 
companies owned or controlled by Nazi officials. 

General Motors may have even been plotting against the Roosevelt administration. 
According to Charles Higham in his book, Trading with the Enemy, GM representatives 
met secretly with Baron M(!I1fred' von Killinger, Nazi Germany's west coast chief of espi
onage, and Baron von Tippleskirsch, the Nazi consul general and Gestapo leader, in 
Boston on 23rd November 1937. The group "signed ajoint agreement showing total com
mitment to the Naz~ cause for the indefinite futoure" and proclaimed that "in view of 
Roosevc'lt's attitude toward Germany, every effort must be made to remove him by defeat 
at ,the next election. Jewish influence in the political, cultural and public life of America 
must be stamped out. Press and, radio must be subsidised to smear the administration", 
and afUhrer, perhaps Senator Burton Wheeler of Montana, should be in the White House. 
Although the group tried to keep the agreement secret, Representative John M. Coffee of 
Washington found out about it and! had the entire text of the agreement printed in the 
Congressional Record in August 1942. 

HENRY FORD 
Ford, the foundcr of the Ford Motor Company, was an outspoken anti-Semite and a big 

donor to the Nazi party. Ford allegedly bankiolled Hitler in the early 1920s at a time 
when the party had few other sources of income. In fact, the Nazi Party might have per
ished without Ford's sponsorship. Hitler admired Ford enormously. In 1922, The New 
York Times reported, "The wall beside his desk in Hitler's private office is decorated with 
a large picture of Henry Ford. In the antechamber there is a large table covered with 
books, nearly all of which are translations of books written and published by Henry Ford." 
(Hitler actually borrowed passages from Ford's book, The International Jew, to use in 
Mein Kampf) The same year, the German newspaper Berliner Tageblatt, a Hitler foe, 
called on the American ambassador to investigate Ford's funding of Hitler, but nothing 
was ever done. Ford never denied that he had bankrolled the Fuhrer. In fact, Hitler pre
sented Nazi Germany's highest decoration for foreigners-the Grand Cross of the German 
Eagle-to Henry Ford. 

THE CURTISS-WRIGHT AVIATION COMPANY 
Employees of CurtiSS-Wright taught dive-bombing to Hitler's Luftwaffe. When Hitler's 

bombers terrorised Europe, they wcre using American bombing techniques. The US 
Navy invented dive-bombing several years before Hitler came to power, but managed to 
kecp it a secret ftom the rest of the world by expressly prohibiting US aircFaft manufactur
ers from mentioning the technique to other countries. However, in 1934, Curtiss-Wright, 
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hoping to increase sales of airplanes to 
Nazi Germany, found a way around the 
restriction: instead of telling the Nazis 
about divebombing, it demonstrated the 
technique in air shows. A US Senate 
investigation concluded, "It is apparent 
that American aviation companies did their 
pan to assist Germany's air armament." 

STANDARD OIL 
The oil giant developed and financed 

Germany's synthetic fuel program in pan
nership with German chemical giant, L G. 
Farben. 

As late as 1934, Germany was forced to 
import as much as 85 per cent of its petro
leum from abroad. This meant that a 
worldwide fuel embargo could stop 
Hitler's army overnight. To get around this 
threat, Nazi Germany began converting 
domestic coal into synthetic fuel using 

spired with L G. Farben to block American 
research into synthetic rubber, in exchange 
for a promise that L G. Farben wnuld give 
Standard Oil a monopoly on i.ts rubber
synthesising process. The investigation 
concluded that "Standard fully accom· 
plished LG.'s purpose of preveming lthe 
United States production by dissuading 
American rubber companics from under
taking independent research in developing 
synthetic rubber processes." 

Standard Oil may have also helped dis
tribute pro-Nazi literature in Central 
America. According to Charles Higham in 
Trading with the Enemy, "on 5 May 1941, 
the US Legation at Managua, Nicaragua, 
reported that Standard Oil subsidiaries 
were distributing Epoca, a publication 
filled with pro·Nazi propaganda. John if. 
Muccio of the US Consulate made an 
investigation and found that Standard was 

processes developed jointly by Standard ,---------------.,,--..,.-.......,, 
Oil and L G.Farben.'>,. '" ,. 

Standard taught 1. G. Farben how to 
make tetraethyl lead and add it to gaso
line.to make lea?ed gasoline. This infor
mauo~ was pnceless; rea~ed  gas was 
essennal for modem mechanIsed warfare. 
An 1. G. Farben memo stated, "Since the 
beginning of the war we have been in a 
position to produce lead tetraethyl solely 
because, a short tim~ before the out?reak 
of the war, the Amencans had estabhshed 
plants for us ready for production, and 
supplied us with all available experience. 
In this manner, we did not need to per
form the difficult work of development 
because we could start production right 
away on the basis of all the experience that 
the Americans had had for years." 
Another memo noted that "wilthout 
tetraethyl lead, present methods of warfare 
would! not be possible." (Trading with the 
Enemy) 

Still another 1. G. Farben memo chroni
eled Standard's assistance in procuring $20 
million worth of aviation fuel and lubri
cants to be stockpiled for war: "The fact 
that we actually succeeded by means of the 
most difficult negotiations in buying the 
quantity desired by our government... and 
transporting it to Germany, was made pos
sible only through the aid of the Standard 
Oil Co." (Note: According to a 1992 arti
cle in th.e Village Voice, Brown Brothers 
Harriman was the Wall Street investment 
flfITl that "arranged for a loan of tetraethyl 
lead to the Nazi Luftwaffe" in 1938. A 
senior managing partner of the firm was 
George Bush's father, Prescott Bush.) 

Standard Oil may also have undermined 
US preparations for war. A congressional 
investigation conducted after World War II 
found evidence that Standard Oil had con
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distributing this inflammatory publication 
allover the world." 

INTERNATIONAL TElEPHONE AND 
TELEGRAPHI 

IT&T owned substantial amounts of 
stock in several German armaments com
panics, including a 28 per cent stake in 
Focke-Wolf which built fighter aircraft for 
the German Army. 

Unlike General Motors, IT&T was per
mitted to repatriate the profits it made in 
Germany, but it chose not to. Instead, the 
profits were reinvested in thc German 
armaments industry, According to 
Anthony Sutton, author of WaLL Street and 
the Rise of Hitler, "IT&T's purchase of a 
substantia~ interest in Focke-Wolf meant 
that IT&T was producing German planes 
used to kill Americans and their allies-
and it made excellent profits out of the 
enterprise." IT&T also owned factories in 
the neutral countries of Spain, Portugal, 
Switzerland and Sweden which con.tinued 
selling products ito axis countries. 

The relationship with the Nazis contin
ued even after the US entered the war. 

According to Charles Higham in Tradin&, 
with the Enemy, the German Army, Navy 
and Air Force hired IT&T to make 
"switchboards, telephones, alarm gongs, 
buoys, air-raid warning devices, radar 
equipment and 30,000 fuses per month for 
artillery shells used to kill British and 
American troops" after the bombing of 
Pearl Harbour, "In addition," Higham 
writes, "IT&T supplied ingredients for the 
rocket bombs that fell on London...high
frequency radio equipment and fortifica
tion and field communication sets. ' 
Without this supply of crucial materials, it 
would have been impossible for the 
German Air Force to kill American and 
British troops, for the German Army to 
fight the Allies in Africa, Italy, France and 
'Germany, for England to have been 
bombed, or for Allied ships to have been 
attacked at sea." 

CHASE NATIONAL BANK (later 
Chase Manhattan Bank) 

Chase operated branches lin Nazi-occu
pied Paris and handled accounts for the 
Ge~man Embas~y ~s  well as German 
busmesses operatmg ill France. 

As late as six months before the start of 
World War II in Europe, Chase National 
Bank worked with the Nazis to raise 
:noney for Hitler from Nazi sympathisers 
in the US. 

According to Higham in Trading with 
the Enemy, "In essence, the Nazi govern
mem through the Chase National Bank 
offered Nazis in America the opportunity 

to buy German marks with dollars at a dis
count. The arrangement was open only to 
those who wished to return to Germany 
and would' usc the marks in the interest of, 
the Nazis." Americans who were interest
ed had to prove to the Nazi embassy that 
they supported Hitler and his policies. 

Cooperation with the Nazis continued 
even after America entered the war. For 
example, Higham says, Chase offices in 
Paris remained open long after other 
American banks had shut down, and even 
provided assistance to ,the Nazis: "The 
Chase Bank in Paris was the focus of sub
stantial financing of Ithe Nazi embassy's 
activities throughout World War II with 
the full knowledge of [Chase headquaners 
in] New York. In order to assure the 
Germans of its loyalty to the Nazi 
cause ... the Vichy branch of Chase at 
Chateau-neuf-sur-Cher were strenuous in 
enforcing restrictions against JewiSh prop
erty, even going so far as to refuse to 
release funds belonging to Jews because 
they anticipated a Nazi decree with 
retroactive provisions prohibiting such a 
release." (Trading with the Enemy) 
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GOOD NEWS FOR HITLER 
After William Randolph Hearst's visit to 

a Gennan spa. he had new respect for 
Hitler. Was there gold in the waters? 

bt September 1934. William Randolph 
Hearst went to the world-famous spa at 
Bad Nauheim to "take the waters". The 
Nazi government welcomed him. After a 
month of socialising with prominent 
Germans, Hearst was invited to meet the 
new chancellor. Adolph Hitler. According 
to German newspapers. "Hearst was 
charmed and converted by the Nazi 
leader." 

The Gennan newspaper may have been 
right. When he returned to the US. Hearst 
completely changed the editorial policy of 
his nineteen daily newspapers and began 
praising the Nazi regime. For example. a 
September 1934 editorial signed by Hearst 
began: "Hitler is enonnously unpopular 
outside of Gennany and enonnously popu
lar in Germany. This is not difficult to 
understand. Hitler restored character and 
courage. Hitler gave hope and confidence. 
He established order and utility of pur
pose...and the Gennans love him for that. 
They regard him as a saviour." 

Did Hearst offer his praise freely, or had 
he been paid? 

Hearst's change in editorial policy came 
less than a month after the Nazi Ministry 
of Propaganda first subscrib ed to his 
btternational News Service (INS), a wire 
service that Hearst had created to compete 
against Associated Press (AP) and UPI. 
INS was considered by journalists to be. 
by far. the worst of the three services. 

Even so, the Nazis paid Hearst more 
than $400,000 a year to subscribe to INS. 
at a time when other customers were only 
paying US$50.000 to US$70,OOO for the 

same service. (The Nazis paid only 
US$40,000 for their subscription to AP.) 

Hitler appears to have gotten what he 
paid for. According to legal papers ftIed in 
a lawsuit involving Hearst in the 1930s, 
"Promptly after the visit with Adolph 
Hitler and the making of.. .'arrangements 
for furnishing INS material to 
Germany ... William Randolph Hearst 
inslructed all Hearst press correspondents 
in Germany. including those of INS. to 
report happenings in Gennany onry in a 
'friendly' manner. All of such correspon
dents reporting happenings in Gennany 
accurately and without friendliness, sym
pathy and bias for the actions of the then 
German government. were transferred 
elsewhere, discharged or forced to resign." 
(Even Ihe Gods Can'l Change [[iSlory) 

Week after week, Hearst publications 
ran pieces sympathetic to the N.azis. One 
article, which justified Gennan rearma
ment to the American people. was written 
by Hitler's Minister of Aviation. Hermann 
Goering. 

Was Hitler's payment a bribe to get 
Hearst to print pro-Nazi propaganda? The 
US Ambassador to Gennany, William E. 
Dodd, thought so. 

According to Dodd. who was 
Ambassador to Germany from 1933 to 
1937, Hitler sent two of his chief propa
gandists to meet with Hearst at Bad 
Nauheim. to see how his image could be 
polished. When they found Hearst recep
tive. they set up a meeting and cut the deal. 

When Dodd found out about the 
arrangement, he "did not hesitate to tell the 
president that this was not a Legitimate 
business deal; it was buying political sup
port." (ibid.) 

Dodd noted that Hearst newspapers also 

began praising Italian dictator MussoJini 
after "Giannini. President of the Bank of 
America, had loaned Hearst some millions 
of dollars." (ibid.) Giannini was an avid 
Mussolini supponer. 

Accord,ing to author George Seldes. 
Hearst's deals with the two ,dictators were 
widely rumoured in the industry, bUl he 
was so powerful thal "of the 1.730 daily 
newspapers" Hearst rdidn't own, "not one 
per cent ever said a word about the situa
tion." Hearst. untouched by the scandal. 
continued! to smear the patriotism of 
"socialists. liberals and other un
Americans" until the day he died. (ibid.) 

Recommended Reading: _ 
• Charles Higham, Trading wilh the Enemy: An 
Expose of the Nazi·American Money Plot 1933

'1949, Dclacorte Press. 1983. 
• George Se1des, Even the Gods Can't Change 
History, Lyle Stuan, 1975. 
• George Seldes, Facts and Fascism. 
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O
n 25th November 1912., Marshall B. Gardner of Aurora, Kane County, Illinois, 
USA submitted his discovery application to the United States Patent Office. 
Eighteen months later, on 12th May 1914, this federal agency granted Mr 
Gardner United States Patent 1096102, the second most imponant scientific 

document ever issued. Its scientific significance is exceeded only by the mechanical 
flight discovery of Orville and Wilbur Wright in 1903. For reasons which even Mr 
Gardner could not have fully anticipated in the early 1900s and which are now abundantly 
clear, his discovery soon became the most highly classified military secret of all Lime. 

In 1913, Gardner wrote his original book proving beyond any doubt that our Earth is a 
hollow sphere. So voluminous was the evidence which he continued to amass from stud
ies of astronomy and polar exploration that he expanded his book to 450 pages in 1920. 
The title is A Journey to the Earth's Interior, or Have the Poles Really Been Discovered? 
Although he seems not to have been aware of it, Gardner's work had been prec_eded 
incompletely by William Reed whose book, Phantom of the Poles, was 281 pages and 
was published in 1906 in New York City by the Walter S. Rockey Company. The one 
shortcoming with Mr Reed's theory, othexwise very intelligently developed, was that he 
had failed to finish his centrifugal force reasoning regarding Earth's formation. As a 
result, he was never able to logically account for the powerful source of heat and illumina
tion present in the Eanh's interior. Gardner, on the other hand', did account for this source. 
The difference is that whereas Reed confined his research strictly to polar exploration, 
Gardner augmented his with studies of astronomy. 

The majority of this article will be testimony from the real experts, the people who were 
there-there at the huge telescopes and especially there in those vast and previously mys
terious polar regions. But first, this is the common-sense theory responsible for United 
States Paten~ 1096102. 

In the beginning, some four or five billion years ago when the Earth was still an enor
mously expanded ball of supcrhot whirling gas, it gradually began to contract as it cooled. 
The [aws of physics require cooling gases to condense, and so the rapidly spinning sphere 
of tenuous gases began to concentrate as the heat loss continued. Self<entred gravitation
al attraction kept reducing the diameter of the whirling ball of cooling material-but only 
to a certain extent. This is the big logical distinction between the old inadequate theory of 
planetary formation and Gardnds discovery. The old notion would have us believe that 
the gravitational contraction continued unabated unti} the Eanh had become molten hot 
under a fierce gravitational pressure. While such a scenario undoubtedly does routinely 
occur in the celestial evolution of particularly immense bodies, as is the case with all stars, 
it is defmitely not the [mal development of typica'l planets. 

The crueia~ second factor to [lay on stress is centrifugal force. Remember that while 
gravity is attempting to draw all of the material toward the centre, there 'is an opposing 
force also at work-centrifugal force. Just as a figure-skater spins much more rapidly 
when she brings her outstretched arms tightly in against her body, so too did the ever-con
tracting proto-planet begin rotating ever more rapidly as its size decreased. Like the 
'glued' water in a bueteJ that refuse.s to spill if one swings the bucket in a fast circle, so 
too was this same law of motion-centri€uga1 force-attempting to hurl all of the material 
outwardl from the forming planet's axis of rotation. So finally, in this silent titanic strug
gle between two natural forces, a balance was struck. When the swiftly whirling sphere 
had drawn itself down to an approximately 8,OOO-mile diameter, the compromise between 
gravitational and centrifugal force was reached. But there is more. 
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There is a special characteristic of centrifugal force and we must 
not overlook this important trait. The strength of 'c- force' 
becomes greatly lessened as it approaches right angles to the 
direction of spin. A simple day-to-day examp'le of this behaviour 
is water in a basin. If you remove the drain plug and allow the 
water to start emptying from the basin, what will you eventually 
observe?-a vortex or whirlpool, an empty space surrounded by 
rapidly rotating material. 

Now imagine this Same principle in action conceming the con
tracting body which was to become our Earth. At right angles to 
the rotational axis-in other words, the poles-the c-force was 
considerably weaker than elsewhere, especially the equator; there
fore, although at the Earth's equator the c-force was able to halt 
the material's inward progress at about an 8,OOO-mile diameter, it 
was considerably less successful ,in the polar regions, there stop
ping the contraction 
at about 1,400 miles. 
The inevitable out
come of this natural 
compromise is that 
our planet concluded 
its evolution and 
solidified as an 
8,OOO-mile hollow 
sphere with 1,400
mile-diameter polar 
openings. 

Now it is at this 
stage in the logic 
that Gardner 
advances and Reed 
falters. Because of 
his study of astro
nomical records and 
photography as 
specifically relating 
to nebulae and 
comets, Gardner 
became aware of the 
whole truth. In the 
preci se cen tre of 
these tr ansI ucen t 
spheres is a propor
tionately small 
incandescent ball. 
Between this lumi

An Applications Technology saLellite photo of the Earth taken 22,300 miles above 
nous interior orb and exaggeration, I haveBrazil in JI967 (NASA Photo 67-HC-723). 
the shen of the neb
ula is a large intervening space; said another way, the nebula is 
hollow except for the bright sphere at its centre. Why? Well, 
where is the one other iocation at which c-force is quite weak, 
besides at the poles? The answer, of course, is at the precise cen
tre of rotation, and once again the logic is so straightforward that 
we may readily examine a <common household example to support 
the argument. What would be the result if you sprinkled a layer of 
powder upon the top of a record player and then turned the record 
on high spero? The powder would fly off the record-except for 
a small portion at the precise centre. 

Based upon his studies of the planetary nebula through observa
tory photographs, Gardner was able to sw:misc that the very thick 
shell of the Earth is approximately 800 miles thick, the polar open
ings 1,400 miles across, and the gravitationally suspended central 
sun (the incandescent orb locked by gravity in the exact planetary 
centre) some 600 miles diameter. Because of the enormity and 
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very gradual cwve of the polar aperture, it is impossible to visual
ly detect it. This is the same as the fact that we do not 'see' that 
the Earth itself is round. The curve is much too gradual to 
observe. Based on the nearly constant merger of warm interior air 
with very cold exterior polar air, the polar openings are almost 
always covered by a thick cloud layer. This explains why, when 
viewed from satellites, the openings look just as they would if 
there actually were the mythical 'polar ice caps' which govemment 
policy claims are at the Earth's extremities. 

Gardner was led inexorably to his monumental scientific dis
covery by the vast quantity of inconsistent information which he 
continually encountered during his years of study dealing with, 
especially, high Arctic expeditions. Chief among the numerous . 
mysteries are: (1) a dramatically improving climate in the very (ar 
north; (2) the extreme peculiarity of the famous northem lights or 

aurora borealis; and 
(3) the ec.centric 
behaviour of the 
compass in very high 
latitudes. 

We shall now pro
ceed to heaF from 
many wimesses who 
forfeited much com
fort, convenience 
and, in several cases, 
their lives in order 
that we may fully 
understand the true 
greatness of our 
world, a world! vastly 
more spectacular 
than officially 
acknowledged. 

In the preface of 
Three Years of 
Arctic Service, Lt 
Adolphus Greely of 
the US Army 
expresses the amaze
ment of his Lady' 
Franklin Bay expedi
tion at the strange 
conditions they 
experienced in the 
far north: "Fearing 

occasionally modi
fied statements and opinions entered in my original journal, 
believing it beller to underrate than enlarge the wonders of the 
Arctic regions, which have been too often questioned." 

Before focusing on our own woriId, let us look briefly at some of 
our interesting neighbours in space. 'Renowned astronomer 
Percival Lowell comments on page 33 of Mars: "...round wMt we 
know to be the planet's pole, appeared to be a great white cap... It 
proceeded slowly to dwindle in size... As summer comes on, they 
dwindle gradually away, till by early autumn they present but tiny 
patches a few hundred miles across... As it melted, a dark band 
appeared, surrounding it on all sides... it was the darkest marking 
upon the disk, and was ofa blue colour." 

The temptation to think of this blue perimeter as water must be 
avoided, because if this were indeed prodigious volumes of water, 
it would frequently be coursing through the many ancient 
riverbeds which criss-cross the dry Martian surface. These 
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riverbeds are permanenLly dry. Instead, what we are really observ- Madeira in 1877, it appeared that this was the identical position 
ing ,is the optical effect of vast claud masses moving ove'r the of the spot where he had seell star points then, allli where Mitchell 
c-urving sides of the Martian polar aperture. The exterior of Mars Juu1 seen them in 1846... Meanwhile, the cap had been steadily 
experiences changing seasons; the interior does not. The degree to decreasing in size. On October 12, at 10 hrs 40 mins, ...Mr 
which atmospheric moisture and temperarore vary at the pole, Douglas measured its position and estimated its size, as was his 
where the differing climates converge, will determine the amount wont every few days. He found it to be six degrees distant from 
to which the immense blue ring will manifest itself in terrestrial the plane(s pole... On looking at the planet on October 13, at 8 
telescopes. hrs 15 mins, to his surprise he found the cap gone. Not a tracl! of _ 

Being unaware of the true configuration of Mars, Lowell natu- it could be seen... What had certainly been there on the 12th was 
rally believed that this blue polar band had to be water melted Mtthere on the 13th. The ice cap had disappeared." 
from an ice cap. In this assumption, though incorrect, he showed Robert Powers remarks in Mars: Our Future on the Red Planet 
his wisdom. Unlike our present government policy, he knew "There seem to be vast quantities of water in the polar caps... 
absolutely that the pole of Mars cannot be carbon dioxide. Page Like the ice caps ofEarth, they are bright white." 
81: "Faraday made experiments on the relation of the congealing Thomas McDonough says in Space: The Next 25 Years: "Mars 
point of carbonic also has large, 
acid gas to the pres- bright ice caps, 
sure ... He further which can:.8-ien be 
found that the cUl1le seen from the Earth 
for the liquefaction with a good tele
point lay very close scope." 
to that for the con- In The Greatest 
gealing point, and Challenge: The 
approached yet clos- Incredible Adventure 
er as the pressure and Splendid 
decreased. In other Destiny of Man in 
words, -the gas Exploring Space. 
passed almost imme- Manin Caidin notes 
diately from the that Both American 
gaseous to the solid and Russian 
state... Now the astronomers in 
pressure is certainly recent years have 
very slight on the observed a series of 
surface ofMars... In very bright flashes, 
consequence, on a lasting about five 
rise of temperature minutes, and fol
the frozen carbonic lowed by mush-
acid gas would there room-shaped clouds. 
pass practically Original Moon 
straight from the explorer Mi.chael 
solid into the Collins writes in 
gaseous state... Mission to Mars: "A-
Now, from the exis- greater mystery is 
tence of the su'r- what happened to 
rounding polar sea, the water and ice 
we remark that in . . . that gouged out 
the	 substance com- Picture r~produced  from The Phantom of the Poles by William R~ed  those huge channels 

. h I (published by Walter S. Rockey Company, New York, 1906). b'll'" posing tepa ar I IOns oJ years.ago. 
caps of Mars this does Mt occur. A considerable portion of it is Mars has a strong enough gravitationalfield to hold water vapour 
always in the transition state ofa liquid. Carbonic dioxide would in its atmosphere rather than allow it to escape into space... What 
Mt thus tarry: water would." happened to all the water that call1ed out deep channels?" 

Lowell made a panicularly fascinating observation of the north John Noble Wilford says in Mars Beckons: "Mariners 6 and 7... 
polar opening when, for a shon period, a portion of the usual The camera photographed a hood of clouds over the south polar 
cloud cover paned, thereby allowing beams of light from Mars' cap, and infrared instruments measured temperatures there as low 
central sun to project beyond the orifice. "Meanwhile an interest- as -193 degrees Fahrenheit... The illfrared spectrometer had 
ing pheMmeMn occurred in the cap on June 7; ...as 1was watch- appeared to detect temperatures at the edge of the south polar ice 
ing the ,planet, 1 saw suddenly two points like stars flash out in the cap that were much too high to be from frozen carbon dioxide... 
midst of the polar cap. Dazzlingly bright upon the duller white Scientists could see by the Soviet document that the range ofpos
background of the snow, these stars shon~ for a few moments and sibilities for the 1994 flight was wide and challenging . Under 
then slowly disappeared. The seeing at the time was very good... serious consideration were plans to place two spacecraft into 
BuJ though no intelligence lay behind the action of these lights, orbits ofMars passing over the poles." 
they were none the less startling for being Nature's ,own flash- On page 22 of the March-April 1992 Final Frontier are some 
lights across one hundred millions ofmiles ofspace. It had 'taken remarks about the planet nearest to the Sun-Mercu.ry: .....temper
them nine minutes to make the journey... On comparing its posi- atures that climb as high as 800 degrees Fahrenheit ... 
tion with Green's map of his observations upon the cap at Researchers at the California Institute ofTechnology in Pasadena 
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have identified what they believe is a water ice-cap more than 180 
miles in diameter on Mercury's north pole... The researchers saw 
a bright area at the north pole... We were am£I2ed'." 

Marshall Gardner devotes 27 pages of his book to the study of 
preliminary planets, better known as nebulae. Here are a few 
comments. "The spectroscope supplies the answer...the spectro
scope has proven absolutely that the nebula is not made up of 
stars...the typical nebula has a remarko.ble shell-like structure and 
a central star...a search made with a spectrograph and the Lick 
36-inch telescope for rotation effects... Definite evidence of rota
lion was found..." 

On page 63, in reference to comets as being planets in the 
process of destruction, Gardner writes: "Hecter MacPherson tells 
us in his book, The Romance of Modem Astronomy, that the great 
comet of 1811, with a tail stretching for a hundred million miles 
behind and fifteen million miles in breadth, had a nucleus that, 
according to measurements by Herschel, was only 428 miles in 
diameter. The comet of Donati, detected from a Florence obser
vatory in 1858, had a nucleus which 'shone with a brilliance equal 
to that of the Polar Star' and which was 630 miles in 
diameter.. .'even in the short period ofman's life, comets have been 
seen to break up and disappear'.".. ." 

Arctic voyager. Perhaps the most interesting expedition ever con
ducte4 in the Arctic area is chronicled in Nansen's 679-page two-
volume work whose complete title is, Farthest North: Being the 
Record of a Voyage of Exploration of the Ship "Fram" 1893-96 
and of a Fifteen Months' Sleigh Journey by Dr Nansen and Lieut. 
Johansen. On page 120, when the B-man crew had already 
reached almost nON latitude, Nansen observes: "It was a strange 
feeling to be sailing away north in the dark night to u~nknown 

lands, over an open, rolling sea, where no ship, no boat had been 
before. We might have been hundreds of miles away in mpre 
southerly waters, the air was so mild for September in this /ati
tude... We see 'nothing but clean water', as Henriksen answered 
from the crow's-nest when I called up to him... They little think at 
home in Norway just now that we are sailing straight for the Pole 
in clear water'... I have almost to ask myself ifthis is not a dream. 
One must have gone against the stream to know what it means to 
go with the stream." ~ .;;

Another of the major contributors to Arctic knowledge was US 
Army Lieutenant (later General) Adolphus 'Greely. Like other 
Arctic voyages, the Lady Franklin Bay expedition encountered the 
truly bitter cold conditions in the lower portion of ,the Arctic 
.. . , region, but Iless harsh climate as they 

tio~~l~~e~i~~  ~~:.  ~:~~:;  : ~.~.~~. th~~fptoi:~,~'~:~~f~gs~~'t~ aim6iif~  :eea;~hde~~Oe~~~~~~'e a~g~s~~~~:~. mg~ 

points out that besides ~he0,aIWa£s'·covered'bYca~.fhicWdoij'a:,~~.  page 369, ~hen  thei~  party had ~ttained  

numerous reports of the Martian ~l.. :· ';'<l:":, •." ~ ",'. 1'0 .'," ~~ ~ ; .. :t: ,'#': the 81 st latItude whIle map-makmg for 
pole being very bright and mak-.;;t~Jayer/\ThiS~exp ains why;.:when~~~' the Army on Ellesmere Island, Greely 
ing rapid size changes, .... .the )W~/ >.p , ,", d 'f:>' :ll' .. 't'i'~II~t'"'l"'''?~ith~'''i»::~:: :!",''''' comments: "At that time a high warm 
I· h f hi' .F'" '.;.VleWe , rom sa e ) es, e.,,~;;  'nd bl' fi h'" nd19 t rom t e po ar regIOn OJ (W,.'.~; ".,:"" . 'r.,'.' "'01. ,;., ',;; . Ii, , ~'i"'; , "'l:.,%~<:'. WI was owing rom t e Intenor, a d 

M~r~ is a direct illuminant from2P~m~gs look Just.~?~~He:y~wo~'~~i I! the temperature was consi~era?ly ~bove 

7;~t~:,ns~:/~~:~~h~~~~u::I::~~f,·1r~;;~~,.~~tvaUy·\V~r.~' tJ1e~yt~~ca,I .. ~ ~~ ~~g:;:d(~~:~~~~~~~:~'pr~~~~ 

~ny other sort of light, a reflec- 1'~p.olar;lce caps'l'\VH.,!~,ljgovernment ly accurate than ~e realIsed. An ex~ple 

tlOn from a snowy surface for . "I,·;·ll"", I" .' ... , ' ,. '>"t t'Oh . E'''': thl " ,.. of how dramallcally the warm wmds 
instance, or a reflection from P2 ICY·'<;,,:5'lms.~re a. ,', e;, a.xp ;S:*'~ from the interior affect the far north exte, '~ ',' "'·'t~·"·"P""t'ct>iC?'  ".if ,.;;.,.,-,1< '.. x·,1lisand or mountain surFaces ',< "<.i.:"',i,":';~~ ~"' e' X' rem) les';',' ~',l*i~I!';':~.~:II':;:'l?'-, rior is demonstrated in this passage fromJ I , > ,?" ••~:•• {-(,~".  •. 4.~~'!t:,,~\;;~(ij·E ..,jX" i/' 

would be white." On page 80A, ~81''''<''''''i .' '·'i:~,~;~.{;~"~~:~,i~":~iWt page 192, when the winds had for a long 
Gardner displays eight excellent 
photographs of Mars recorded at 
the Yerkes Observatory and which show the "...so-called snow-
cap projected beyond the planet's surface, which precludes all 
possibility of its being snow or ice," In writing of the English 
astronomer J. Norman Lockyer's report to the Royal Astronomical 
Society of England: "The snow-zone was at times so bright that, 
like the crescent of the young moon, it appeared to project beyond 
the planet's limb. This effe.ct of irradiation was frequ.ently visible: 
on one occasion the snow-spot was observed to shine like a nebu
lous star when the planet itself was obscured by clouds.. .' Thae 
luminosity is precisely what our own aurora borealis would look 
like if our planet was viewed from a great distance. And the light 
is the same in both cases." 

As lame as the official government position is in postulating ice, 
snow or frozen carbOn dioxide as composing the Martian poles, 
imagine their predicament lin the case of Venus. By their own 
admission, the temperature on Venus is well in excess of 800 
degrees Fahrenheit-quite a place to put an ice cap! Whether by 
choice or by chance, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administrat·ion released a few remarkable 
radar-generated photographs of Venus in early 1989. One of these 
close-up images, in which the cloud-piercing radar reveals with 
excellent clarity the north polar opening, boldly graced the cover 
of the April 1989 issue of Discover. Now back to Earth. 

Certainly one of the three greatest pioneers of polar exploration 
was Dr Fridtjof Nansen, the acclaimed Norwegian scientist and 
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. while been from the south: "At 10 pm. 
16th February, the mercurial thermo.me

ters thawed out, after having been frozen continUDusly for sixteen 
days and five hours. This is the longest time on record during 
which mercury has remained'frozen." 

Dr I. I. Hayes, with tI'1e schooner United States, wrote of his far 
north voyage in The Open Polar Sea. They were unerly bewil
dered by ,the inexplicable increase in temperature whenever the 
high Arctic wind sustained from the ntmh. While stalled ib)l a 
strong persistent wind out of the north for much of th:e fIrst two 
weeks of November, Hayes noted that after the great initial masses 
of ice had reen driven past them, there were none more to replace 
them. He adds: "November 13: Worse and worse. The tempera
ture has risen again, and the roof over the upper deck gives us 
once more a worse than tropic shower... November 14: The wind 
has been blowing for nearly twenty-four hours from the north
east. and yel Ihe temperature holds on as before... 1 have done 
'With speculation. A warm wind from the mer de glace...makes 
mischief with my theories, as facts have heretofore done with the 
theories ofwiser men." 

Ship's surgeon for the Advance and Rescue, Dr Elisha Kent 
Kane recorded his extensive Arctic expe'rience in Arctic 
Explorations in Search of Sir John Franklin, experiences which 
culminated near the 82nd parallel. The expedition progressed as 
far north as was practical in their ships, and then, when the amount 
of ice rendered additional progress impossible or at least uns'afe, 
they continued their poleward journey on foot with sled1ges. Hut 
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as with other Arctic explorers before anQ since, they were amazed When his group was at the 81st parallel, Greely records on page 
to eventually find further advancement thwarted by the gradual 370: "In its whole extent the valley was barren of snow, and in 
'encroachment of an open polar sea. He writes: "It is impossible most places was covered with a comparatively lururiant vegeta
in reviewing the facts which eonnect themselves with this discov- tion." At latitude 81 °49', Greely writes on page 372: "I there 
ery---/he melted snow upon the rocks, the crowds of marine birds, caught a butterfly, and saw three skuasr two bwnble-bees, and 
the limited but still advancing vegetable life, the rise of the ther- many flies ..." Page 374: "While at this camp, No.3, we obtained 
mometer in the water-not to be struck by their bearing on the but little sleep, owing to the large swarms offlies... On, rising at 2 
question ofa milder climate near the pole. To refer them all to the am, the temperature was/ound to be very high, 48° (8.9°C), with a 
modification of temperature induced by the proximity of open minimwn of47° (7.8°C) si!l£e the preceding evening... In this lake 
water is only to change the form of the question;for it leaves the also there were many small minnows... " Page 376: "Corporal 
i"'luiry unsatisfied: what is the cause of the open water?" Salor brought in with his willows two small pieces of unworked 

About 130 years later we have these remarks from the Russian pine wood... Nearby I discovered the former site of an old sum.. 
explorer Vladim.ir mer encampment of 
Snegirev in his 1985 the Eskimos." Page 
On Skis to the North 377: "The sur-
Pole: "On May 9 roundings of the 
they crossed the 86th encampmem-"'were 
parallel... 1t was a marked by lururiant 
strange thing vegetation of grass, 
indeed: you might sorrel, poppies and 
have thought that as other plants." Page 
they approached the 378: "The skY was 
Pole the ice would partly covered with 
become thicker, true cumulus clouds, 
stronger, more solid, quite rare in Arctic 
but in reality it was heavens... ; the 'tem
just the other way perature was high 
around. The closer and the gay yellow 
they came to their poppies and other 
goal, the more often flowers drew to them 
they encountered gaudy butterflies... ; 
open waLer..." he could well imag-

Writing about ine himself in the 
Adm~ral  Richard roaring forties 
Byrd's first journey instead of eight 
to Antarctica in degrees from the 
Beyond the Barrier, geographical pole." 
Eugene Rodgers IPage 379: "At tbis 
records the extraor- point, and in its 
dinary effect that a immediate vicinity, a 
wind persisting from large number of but- ' 
the pole has: terflies were 
"Temperature seen .. .facing 
swings were so vio- Ruggles River, three 

lent that, only three he mo~;'Le:'1 hbtd\!taken'13'rd NQv'fnhef"1968.'b' ESSj\ftaLelliie""'ass~12j5t125i~\; abandoned Eskimo 
days after th-e record ~,q.p, p,. , " e, .', y, ' , p" "'" ". huts ... " Page 383: 
low, the reading rose to 15 above. That makes a range of 87 "Among other pieces afwood was a pole. nine feet long and about 
degrees--as much as the azJJ:lllilJ. range over most of the eastern two inches in diameter, ofa hard, close-grained, coniferous wood, 
US'.... probably fir or hard pine." Page 385: "...a bumble-bee and a 

On page l44 of hi.s book, Nansen exclaims: "Tod4y we had the 'devil's darning-needle'. Butterflies were very nwnerous., as many 
same open channel to the oorth. and beyond it open sea as far as as fifty being seen during the day... The weather during the day 
our view extended. What can this mean?" When in the 79th par- was excessively hot, and we suffered extremely. The attached 
allel, he records on page 197: "...bringing northerly wind. It is thermometer of the aneroid barometer, which was carried always 
curious that there is almost always a rise of the thermometer with in the shade, stood at 74° (233°C)... The day's march carried us 
lhese stronger winds... A south wind of less velocily generally farther along the shores of Lake Hazen than I had reached in 
lowers the temperature, and a moderate north wind raises it." May, and now a new, undiscovered country was gradually open-
After having reached the very far norther,ly position of 86° Jati- ing to our view." 
tude, Nansen observes o.n page 391: "I was inconvenienced for By far the thIee most significaJlt catcgories of evidellce proving 
the first time by the heat; the sun scorched quite unpleasantly," the validity oJ United States Patent 1096102 are: (I) warmer cli-
Page 407: "...last night I could hardly sleep for heat." Several mate in polar region; (2) eccentric behaviour of the compass; and 
months later, Nansen and Johansen were heading back to the (3) the peculiar polar lights known respectively as the aurora bore-
Fram, Ibut were still above the 81st parallel, when he writes on alis and, in Antarctica, the aurora australis. 
page 5'1.7: "Fancy, only /20 (21'so Fahrenheit) offrost i'n the mid- Although the brev1ily of this article prevents all bUl a cursory 
die ofDecember! We might almost imagine ourselves at home..... examination of the voluminous available evidence, there are sev-
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Showing the Earth bisected centrally through the pola~  openings and at right angles to the equator, giving a clear view of the 
central sun and the interior continents and oceans. Reproduced from a photograph o~  the working model made by Marshall 

Gardner in 1912, and patented o-n 12th May 19141(USlPatcnt 1096102). 

eral other categor,ies of proof as well. These include: (4) a dra
matic increase in plant and animal life at the far nonh, also 
extreme northward bird migrations at the onset of wimer; (5) 
stones, wood, dust, poHcn and mud found both on and embedded 
in icebergs; (6) anomalous radio-wave behaviour in polar region; 
(7) gravitational increl!.$C measurable at the pelar curve, sufficient 
to cause a significant segregation of salt water and fresh water; (8) 
strange situation of roe far north Eskimo, a ,pcople with a com· 
pletely unique language and whose oral tradition states that thcy 
originated from much farther nonth in a warm land of perpetual 
daylight; (9) polar sea depth and strong southgoing currcnt in the 
high Arctic; (IO) the perfectly fresh mammoths found encased in 
the ice: (a) if, as the official government position postulates, thcse 
elephants died during a climate shift from tropical to frigid, it is 
logical to enquire why didn't these shivering elephants simply 
'pack their trunks' and move south? or (b) ~f this alleged climate 
shift happened suddenly, then why aren't these 'flash-frozen' 
pachyderms found alongside the inevitable 'flash-frozcn' thou
sands of acres of forest in which they jjved?; and (11) the peculiar 
chemistry and mathematics of icebergs, enormous olbjccts com
posed of fresh water and which, although there is almost no annual 
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precipitation with which to replace them, travel Iby the thousands 
slowly southward to melt every year. 

The compass has been trying to indicate the true configuration 
of the polar rcgions ever since man first employed this instrument 
in his quest for those mythical poles. Instead of smoothly leading 
would-be conquerers of the pole to the fabled 900 latitude point, 
as it must if thc official desc.ription of the Earth's geology is cor
rect, the needle starts to perform in an agitated and indecisjve 
fashion in high latitudes. After rcac.hing approximately the 80th 
parallel, an extraordinarcy thing begins to occur: the needle starts 
venical movement! It is at that stage that the conflicting forces of 
magneti-sm and gravity are manifcsting themselves. 

Conceming the compass, Russian explorer Sn_egirev writes: 
"...the magnetic pole_ ..makes some kind of tricky curve...iru;onve
nieru;e of tra~elling  by compass alone. The arrow would point 
northward, then suddenly it would veer to the west, and then 
almost reluctantly it would return to its former position." Walter 
Sullivan comments in Quest for a Continent: "...compasses which 
behaved erratically so near the Pole." Chauncey Loomis 
observes in Weird and Tragic Shores, his biography of Arctic 
explorer Charles Francis Haill: .....be buried so far north of the 
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magnetic pole that the needle ofa compass put on his grave points Guide to the Solar System: "Despite the fact that Venus has no 
south-west." On page 536 of his book, Nansen says: "There were magnetic field, it seems to have auroras high in its atmosphere; 
other things, too, that greatly puzzled me. If we were on a new their origin is not understood." 
land, near Spitsbergen, why were the rosy gulls never seen there, Greely states on page 158 of his book: "The aurora ...magnetic 
while we had them inflocks here to the north? And then there was disturbances were rare during colourles.s and slowly changing 
the great variation of the compass." Greely records on page 128 forms." Page 184: "Despite the remarkable duration and extent 
of his book: "In the magnetometer a small magnet, freely' sus- of the aurora, the mtlgnet was but slightly disturbed." Page 187: 
pended by a single fibre of untwisted silk, swings readily in any "The halo was preceded by an aurora, which was unaccompafJied 
horizontal direction. This magnet, at Conger...swung to andfro in by magnetic disturbances." 
a restless, uneasy way... A magnetic needle, nicely and delicately Acclaimed South Polar explorer Finn Ronne notes in his autobi
balanced, in the middle latitudes assumes a nearly level position. ography, Antarctica, My Destiny: .... ./ beheld an unimaginable 
At Conger, however, the needle, adjusted so that it can move crystaUine beauty; and I felt myself a part of a surrealistic scene 
freely in a vertical plane, shows a strong tendency to assume an as I stood transfixed while the auror.a australis washed over me." , 
upright position. At a dip of90° the needle would be erect, while Nansen writes in his book on page 163: "The whole sky was 
at Conger the inclination was aboUl 85°. " ablaze wi,th it... No words can depict the glory that met our eyes... 

The single most spectacular feature of the high Arctic ,is It was an endless phantasmagoria of sparkling colour, surpassing 
undoubtedly the aurora borealis, a phenomenon alien to nearly all anything that one can dream." _ -" 
of the Earth's countries. The official government explanation is The evidence presented, in the science books of Wmiam Reed 
essentially the same as that expressed in nearly all large circuJa- and especiaIJy MarshaIJ Gardner prove beyond any reasonable 
tion publications, such as The Guinness Book of World Records: doubt the accuracy of United States Patent 1096102, the Hollow 
"These luminous displays are caused by showers of electrons Earth Theory. When one couples the monumental importance of 
streaming from the Sun (the solar . .. this discovery wiIh the nearly 
wind) and striking the atoms of ." ',:;: ~,,;,,;,. r. , total non-acknowledgement ot it 
the upper atmosphere, so making Instead of smoothly leading would-be in the major press, it is readily 
them glow, The shape of the f h· .., I .h fbi' ..··d· ' apparent that it has the dubious 
Earth's magnetic field confines conquerorso t e pO .~ to t,. e., a e distinction of also being the sin-
these .displa~s to ~olar re~ions 90° latitude point as' it~hiust 'ifthe .'. gle most pervasive conspiracy in 
and high lallludes. W.ere 1l not . ,. ff' . I d ..• ': f ' h' ., ,,;:;., 'h'I~' it the world. Why? 
for its wholesale omission of the 0 ICla ,escnptlon 0 ~, e ~art  ."s·:~,  .~' The famous unregistered air-
facts, this conjecture sounds near· :geology is correctthe"heedle"startS fo craft commonly described as 
ly plausible. There are large prob· " ". '. ."'" . ..~. unidentified flying objects are the 
lems, however, with an electro· perform man agitated and mdecislye logical answer. Even ignoring all 
magnetic hyp_~th.esis in acco~ti~g <. fash.ion in high latitudes. ". ,:'. ' . ~ther aspects o~ th~ UFO situa
for the pol~ lights: (I) electncIty t ,.\; , .' !I'< :~k~th~' tlOn, the authentlcat~on of. at least 
and magnetism do not move hap· -.,- 'i.,.~:.'  , some of these vehlcles IS fullyy. 

hazardly about in enom'ious cur- established by the countless num
tain shapes; (2)' the aurora is noticcably affected by [ocal weather ber of firm radar conIacts measured on both military and commer
changes; (3) the aurora displays a significant variety of colours, cial scopes. Common sense easily discerns the logical connection 
often concurrently; (4) the magnetic needle functions even at the between the dramatic arrival of these aircraft in large numbers in 
equator, ibul the aurora is almost exclusively polar; (5) actual elec- 1947 and our own extraordinary technological leaps of the 
trical !phenomena such as lightning are noisy, yet the aurora is 1940s--i.e., atomic bomb, trans·sound·barrier flight, radar, televi
silent; (6) particles (rom the Sun are mainly hydrogen, yet very lit- sion, etc. If the civilisation,operating these unregistered aircraft 
tIe hydrogen is recorded in the spectrograph's analysis of auroral were headquartered on a distant planet, they would not be interest-
light; (7) if caused by a pcrpetual flow of electrons from the Sun, ed in the slightest; if. on the other hand, they occupy our interior 
then why are auroral displays sometimes presem and someLimcs sisLer world, in that case they would be extremely ,interested
absent?; (8) the most powerful refuIation is that auroras are oftcn especially by our harnessing of the atom. It may very possibly be 
experienced on site with no effect upon the magnetic necdle! that atomic energy will lead (or has led) to the ultimate technology 

Peter Freuchen writes in The Arctic Year: "These peculiar of antimaucr-gravity-inertia reversal. 
lights ...brightest by far and best developed in the Arctic, reaching Second only to national security is a nation's desire to explore. 
the height of beauty in the dark winter nights... luminous bands or As a peaceful pursuit, Mankind's most exhilarating ambition is 
rays dart rapidly over the sky. They change form continuously, space exploration, an undertaking which we have barely begun. 
and sometimes colour too, and the rays often give the j{{usion of That will change soon if recent indications out of Nevada reach 
originating from a distant searchlight... On other occasions the fruition. The long·sought technology of gravity-inertia reversal 
aurora appears as a rippling curtain of light, steadily changing has finally been achieved and is being flown routinely in the 
form and position. Or it may OCCur as a cascade of light radiating Groom Dry Lake Antimatter Research Facility of Lincoln County, 
from a magnificent crown high up in the sky. Whatever the form, Nevada, USA. The large number of witnesses grew dramatically 
the aurora always exhibits movement and, generally, rapid when NBC-TV aired their 20th April 1992 report by Pentagon 
change." correspondent Fred Francis at the edge of perhaps the most highly 

The kaleidoscopic behaviour of the aurora is fully explained by classified military base in the world-Area 51. 
the limitless variety of atmospheric conditions present at any par· After an eventual full disclosure and subsequent public explo
ticular time between the central sun and the polar opening. ration of the Interior Earth, Interior Mars will be even more fasci-

For an instantaneous discreditation of the fraudulent 'electro· nating. 
magnetic bombardment' theory of auroral production, we refer to Sentido komun, katotohanan at saka katarungan-<;ommon 
this passage about Venus from Mark Chartrand's 1990 Planets: A sense, rruth and justice. 
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everal decades ago a man wok a bucketful of ilmenite, or similar, melted and 
compressed it into a solid block of monocrystal silicon and sliced the olootdnto 
wafers. The wafers were square. Today they are square, round or any desired 
shape. Recent breakthrQughs in solar'electric technology have even allowed the 

silicon to be completely l1exible. 
On his workbench he placed a stack of the wafers and a sheet of glass (today, plastic is 

most commonly used). On each wafeF he glued an aluminium conducting grid, leaving a 
tail nonh and south. He turned each wafer over, gluing them on the glass so that the con
ducting grid was between the glass and the wafers. arranging a panel of perhaps eighteen 
wafers in, say, rows of six. He solder-connected all the nonh tails to the south tails, mak
ing a continuous conducting grid. Over the lot he glued a laminate to weatherproof it all 
and hold it all together. On one of we remaining two tails he connected a diode to give 
direction l1ow. 

He took the assembled pane~ out into the sunlight. He turned it over so that the glass 
was nearest the light, then the conducting grid, men the silicon. He connected the two 
tails to a battery and two meters-one on volts, we other on amps. The meters began to 
register a flow of electricity. His theory was no longer a theory. 

Light-a stream of particles called photons-shines through the glass (or today, plas
tic). Some photons dislodge some electrons off the silicon atom at an energy conversion 
rate so far achieved of some l4 per cent in the market-place and 25 per cent in the labora
tory. The freed electrons are captured by the conducting grid and fed into the battery for 
later usc, or immediately used as controlled electricity. 

Thus was born solar·to-electric conversion of energy, used and known throughout the 
world today as the photovoltaic effect. You can see the evolution of the process on site 
and for sale in shops all around you today. 

Photovoltaic Effect 
At its binh the photovoltaic man-made effect was hailed as the saviour of mankind. 

Limitless energy to herald a utopian future? No. It slowly and painfully became clear 
that this new energy source was far too meagrc and had very limited application, though 
some diehards still doggedly assure the public that it is the energy source of the future. 

I have spent some ten years researching and developing my concept of ~  energy 
source of the future. I offer it herewith. 

The photovoltaic effect described above is man imitating and greatly improving upon 
nature. I finnly believe that man cannot do anylhing in the realm of physics if nature hllS 
not already done it. He just docs it better mostly. and occasionally worse. 

That photo\!oltaic effect happens an over the world wherever and whenever the Sun 
shines. Allithe surface of the Earth tha~ is not Ibiological (alive or dead), water or mineral 
is silicon-all the rock of the Earth, from mountains to hills, boulders to rocks, stones to 
pebbles, from sand to dust. All that silicon, plus most minerals, contribute free electrons 
into the air by the SWl'S photovoltaic effect, in much less per-area quantity than the con
centration in a man-made panel but in an immeasurably Ilarger world-sized conglomerllte. 

My concept was and still is simplicity itself. We have to learn how to harvest those free 
electrons that fill the air all around us. 

Before I could start experimenting with hardware, I had Ito think it fully through. That 
took me several years. Here is thllt big think in summary. 

That infinite source of free electrons must be the major source of natural electricity on 
Earth, from its obvious manifestation in lightning to its Wlseeable but measurable vastness 
in the ionosphere. I do not wish to lock horns with scientists who might hold an image of 
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the ionosphere's shape and structure different from mine. I will 
just repon my hardware observations and inescapable conclu
sions-not necessarily in that order. 

The ionosphere and the weather system together constitute to 
the Earth what storage is in a man-made battery. The charging is 
infmite. Literally infinite. The Sun shines on the Earth. The nat
ural photovoltaic effect produces Hmitless, probably immeasurable 
amounts of free electrons. Those free electrons-ions if you like, 
same thing--carmot travel of their own volition. They are subject 
to gravity, any local electromagnetic phenomenon, wind and, most 
importantly, the Earth's rotation. The Earth rotates, taking the 
day's makings into the night side. The effec~  at night of the ionos

.. .. . . 

vest not only that tiny amount but also the free electrons naturally 
filling the air. Okay. Whipped around the solar shops and facto
ries in my home town, Perth, and Sydney to fmd someone to make 
it. Didn't have to. Found one ready to roll-BP Solar Supplies 
sell it. It's half the size of this page-A5, The model nwnber is 
GM684-SP60-l2v. It is not a BP product. It states "Made in 
Hong Kong"-nothing else. Shy manufacturer. Not to worry. BP 
Solar Supplies sell it, their shops are all around Australia, and this 
magazine ,is sold throughout Australia. . 

The panel cost AUD$49 full retail. I will be quoting costs from 
now on because the whole idea of this repon is for you to take up 
where I left off. The total cost is Itiny. I am not pursuing any 

.. .. intellectual propeny protection of any 

ionosphere, as my hardware experi- effect produces limitless, probably siasts, R&D scientists, schoolchildren 
ments mapped it and so will yours,· bl' '. t f f' ;;;. and their teachers-can circumvent 
can only be more or less like a ~.'l"measura e amoun s 0 ree that. Anybody. Anywhere. Except 
surfer's wet hair-long an~'  trailing ~t!'!M~{, electrons:!!:. .e; ~:l"':  me. I c~ot- you can. Help ~our-

phere-its very presence, even-is 
well-docwnented and gratingly evi
dent to receivers of any EMF wave, 
p~cularly in AM mode. That is ~e 

pnmary storage we are after, plus Its 
daytime makings and its storage i~  

~e  weather.syst~m.  We can, accord
mg to my bIg thmk, take out more of 
that electricity than we can ever use 
without in any way upsetting the bal
ance of nature. The shape of the 

.'. .';.... .. I"' ;~. " 90' kind. I believe I might, just might
The Jonosphere'and the weather have discovered Energy Utopia. I 
sY$tem'logether''constitute t61he further believe that my discoveries 
';' , :, '.;' .,;; 1,1 must be worked up and br.ought on 

. Earth what storage)s ,!~ ~r.n<:~,Q~": Hne a~  ~u~ckl~  as possible if the 
made battery;' The 'charg'irig' is wo:-ld l~ m un~ment danger of suff~-

• ' .',. • ~','  catmg m a pOIsonous cloud of envI
mfmlte... The Sun shmes on the ronmental filth spewed from our vehi-
Earth The natural photovoltaic cle exhausts and factory chimneys. 
. e. . " Any and all of you-backyard enlhu

the back. The dawn SIde. If It ~;,i  
weren't Itrailing-the excess being 'I . 

drawn off by gravity into the Sun-the 
electrical charge on Earth would just keep building and life as we 
know it could never have begun on Earth. 

In a nutshell, the solar system is a dynamo powered by the Sun. 
The EaFth is an electricity storage battery. All we have to do to 
give ourselves Energy Utopia is eream off as much of that elec
tricity as we care to take before it trails off into the Sun. 

That finished my big ,think. Righto. Anybody can theorise 
about anything. Hardware is what counts. So I began the practi
cal bit. It has taken me four years and I have gone as far as I can 
go. Here is the swnmary. 

The Hardware 
First I needed an upside-down, naked photovoltaic panel. The 

silicon and conducting grid had to be in unimpeded, open contact 
with the air. The normal method of manufacturc described above 
only harvests the tiny amount of electrons freed within. 
According to my big think, a naked upside-down job would har-

I· jl <~.jI!I!  

"..;';.il, self. Don tdo as I say-<lo as I dId. 
The panel: you can see at a glance 

how to stFip it naked. Unscrew the 
plastic case. Cut the binding glue off all the edges. Slide the 
panel out. Slip a Stanley or similar knife blade under a comer of 
the laminate, lifting an edge. Peel the laminate off, just a bit hlUid
er than peeling an onion. That's all there is to it. There is no other 
panel known to me with which you can do that. All larger models 
are made as described above-impossible to separate the plastic 
sheet from the works. All the smaller models I have seen are lac
quered, not laminated, and are equally useless for our purpose. 

I am now going to repon my discoveries with hardware during 
the past four years. Except for ,the panel, your equipment possibly 
will be different from mine, and your environment fluctuations 
certainly will be. You can form your own theoretical1conclusions. 
Havc your own but of a think. I will not be referring to my big 
think again. except to state now that during it I theorised that the 
Earth's magnetic field might play a major role; perhaps the elec
tricity harvest can be accelerated. I was to be provelll right. 

In my backyard patio I set to work. The patio was ideal, being 

-
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open on three sides. Full free-flow air contact. 
From Dick Smith's I bought a digital multimeter, model number 

Q-1420. You can pick it out on the shelf easily. It's bright yellow. 
It will be helpful for you to get one of thal model yourself. It's 
very cheap---{lnly AUD$29. More imponantly it is dual purpose, 
unlike all other multirneters I have seen. You only have to twiddle 
the dial to switch from volts to amps or amps to volts. You don't 
have to unplug, replug, disconnect, reconnect or worry about 
series or parallel. Give analog meters a miss. A needle is 
nowhere near as clear as LCD numbers. 

I placed the naked panel, the multimeter and a 12-volt battery 
on a table and connected them in simple series. Note: your bat
tery must be in good condition but never fun or you will have 
nowhere for the electricity to go, and therefore amps won't register 
on the meter. It's exactly the same as when )lou turn on a hot 
water tap in your house. Water runs 

The sun set about 7.00 ,pm. About 8.00 pm, volts and amps 
began to rise. By 9.00 pm they had reached abQut 5 volts and 10 
milliamps. They stayed there until about an hOUL before dawn. 
Then they dropped back to 3 volts and 5 milliamps. 

My family and I were stunned. Far beue:r than I had dreamed! 
Many nights of monitoring and analysing since have revealed 

various times of increase. Sometimes before sunset, sometimes 
hours after. My house is near the ocean. Sometimes the \\;'ind 
would be offshore, sometime onshore. You can form your own 
conclusions. I have formed mine. 

On rare occasions a strange thing happened. During crystal
clear weather, day or night but much more noticeably at night, the 
volts and amps would swiftly fall, stay down for varying periods 
from a few minutes up to an hour o~  so, then swiftly rise again. 
There was no tangible variabJe in the environment. My family 

and I were most lperplexed. One mid-
out of the tank. Water runs into the 1=,=~~~----------'--------.-'-'night the volts and amps were--llt -the 
tank, registering on your front yard 
meter, and water runs out of the dam 
miles away. The only difference in 
this case is that the dam is not miles 
away. We are surrounded by it-a 
vast ocean of electricity in which the 
Earth continually floats. 

Being aware that any light, natural 
or artificial, produces the photovoltaic 
effect, I decided to usc a fluorescent 
tube light source. It is well-docu
mented that IIuoresc_enee is lbetter than 
incandescence-your everyday Ilight bulb-for the former is a dif
fuse light SQuree while the latter is focal. For about AUD$20 ] 
bought one or.those standard l2-volt car trouble-lights available in 
auto accessories shops, service stations and variely stores cvery
whcre. I removed the plastic lid (it just clips off), turned the light 
upside down and positioned it over the panel, setting it permanent
ly in position simply by resting it on a clgarette packet-sized bit of 
wood each end. The light would now bathe the naked panel. I 
connected the light 1O the battery in a different, separate circuit. 

Tapping the IEartfl·s Free Electricity 
Now, we Earth's magnetic field. From Tandy's I had bought a 

roll of aluminium conducting ,ribbon as used in window burglar 
alarms. lit cost about ADD$7. Around the cardboard packet the 
solar panel came in, I wound some of the ribbon, securing it here 
and there with sticky tape, to make a flat <,;oill• to each end of the 
ribbon I connected about three metres of plastic-covcrcd wire flex. 
We will come back to that shortly. I connected the flat coU 
between ,the naked panel and the multimeter. 

Is it all clear to you? A simple series. Battery to naked panel to 
flat coil to multimeter to battery. Fluorescent light source in a 
separate ~ircuit.  Diagrams are not necessary. Once you have the 
hardware in front of you, it will become stunningly simple. 

All systems go. At about 3.00 pm one afternoon three years ago 
I set up the rig. My wife, our four kids and I, feeling pretty silly, 
sat to wait and see what, if anythiJlg, would happen. The volts 
read about 2 volts. The amps read about 2 milliamps. 

Nothing by 4.00 p.m, Still 'the same. I put on a pair of insulat
ing washing-up gloves to make sure the electricity in my body 
w@uld not be a factor. I picked up the flat coil. I moved it all 
about in all planes. Up. Down. Sideways. TWISt. WOW! Volts 
and! amps rose and dived allover the plaoe. I satisfied mysclf that 
I had found the highest orientation reading-about 3.5 volts and 
about 5 milliamps-then propped the coil perman~nllly  in that 
position on the table simply by jamming it between books. 
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lowest reading we had seen at any 
time of day or night. That was when 
I noticed the Moon was fuB and 
directly overhead. I have fonned my 
own concl usions. You can form 
yours. 

But the pany had not yet warmed 
up. 

The summer electrical storm sea
son was due to begin. That's what I 
wanted ro see. During the ensuing 
two years of monitoring and 

analysing we had many electrical stoTIITS. This is briefly what 
happened. When rain fell, day or night, volts and amp-s immedi
atcly leapt, sometimes trebling from whatever ,they were reading, 
and stayed up until at least ten miJ!.utes after the rain stopped. 
When a nearby Iighming flash occurred, volts and amps went so 
high and fluctuated so wildly that it was and still is difficult to 
comprehend the enormity of what we were seeing. 

But the party had still not yet got hot. So far the hardware was 
only stationary. What would happen if it were moving? Would it 
harvest more free electrons like a baleen whale harvests plankton 
while cruising through the ocean with its mouth open? Let's fmd 
out. 

I rang an energy management consultancy in Penh which I 
selected from the Y.ellow Pages on the basis that i~  was in the 
CBD, thus accessible to me by public transpon. I am a virtually 
pcnniless invalid pensioner so L have to do everything in the 
cheapest possible way. I gave them a verbal rundown. They 
arranged an appointment at their office for two days later. I 
bought another new GM684-SP60-12v and took it to the office. I 
did nothing. I touched nothing. I just talked. They stripped the 
panel naked, connected it to a meter on volts and another meter on 
amps, put a D battery in the circuit (connected to and operating a 
transistor radio to keep it less than full, I guess, though I must 
admit I cou'ldn't follow half of what they were doing~they  are 
scientists), placed the lot in the sun and notated the readings: 2.8 
volts, and I didn't catch the amps. Them young whippersnappers 
were going too fast for this old cougar. We al~  boarded one of 
their cars and went driving along l1' freeway. One of the scientists 
held the naked panel out the passenger window in the sun. The 
rest of the equipment was inside. As the car accelerated to the 
speed limit, the volts climbed ItO 8 volts and the amps likewise tre
bled. F will resist the temptation to tan up this report with their 
superlatives. You can use yoW' imagination. I thanked them for 

Continued on page 84 
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SUPERCRITICAL WATER 
The war against toxic waste could be 

won with! a simple ingredient-water. 
Supercritical water, that is. Unbeknown to 
most, water can exist in a foutth state of 
matter apart from as a liquid, solid (ice) or 
gas (ste~am).  It can be a supereritieal fluid 
with some interesting properties, e.g., it 
willrnix with oil, and it causes salts to set
tle out of solution. Even more amazing, 
the supercritieal water can cause substances 
containing hydrogen and carbon to 'burn' 
without creating smoke or other lethal 
residues. 

It was a French scientist, Baron Charles 
Cagniard de la Tour, who mixed the first 
batch of supercritieall fluid in 1821 by heat
ing water in a pressure cooker made from a 
sealed cannon barrel. He noticed t!m as 
the water reached a certain temperature, it 
stopped sloshing when he rocked the can
non. The water was too hot to stay liquid, 
and the pressure too high for the water to 
become a gas-thus it became 'supercriti
cal'. 

Today, the little-known properties of 
supercritical water are being researched by 
scientist Jurgen Steinle ,in his basement lab
oratory at the University of Karlsruhe in 
Germany. One of Steinle's experiments 
involves using a steel reaction vessel, really 
a commercial-style pressure cooker, fittedl 
with a porthole-type lid, and positioned 
inside an explosion-proof test chamber as 
an extra precaution. 

Jurgen Steinle has shown that supereriti
carl properties emerge when the temperature 
inside the vessel is increased to 705 0 

Fallrenheit, and the pressure reaches 3,200 
pounds per square inch. 

In Steinle's experiment, the reaction ves
sel is filled with a mix of 70- per cent water 
and 30 per cent methane, the main ,ingredi
ent of natura'F gas. Next, commercial-grade 
oxygen is injected into the chamber 
through a line and valve. The result is a jet 
of smokeless blue flame which burns for a 
few seconds, then slowly shrinks and dis
appears. However, after cooling, analysis 
of a water sample reveals no trace of 
methane whatsoever. All that remains is 
pure water and carbon dioxide. 

The ability of 'supercritical water to per-
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fOIm this sort of chemical reaction is so 
promising it has attracted the attention of 
the Pentagon. The US Department of 
Defense and ,Department of Energy have 
funded over a dozen projects with a view to 
eommereialising the technology. 
Participants include General Atomics 
Corporation, San Diego, California; Eco 
Waste Technologies of Austin, Texas; and 
Modell Development Corporation, 
Framingham, Massachusetts. 

Supercritieal water lechnology has 
potential in the safe disposal of chemical 
weapons, e.g., nerve gas, in purifying waste 
water discharged from sewage plants, and 
in toxic waste destruction where conven
tional incineration methods leave residual 
toxins. 
(Source: From James Wilson, Outrider 
&iHW, jimwils@aol.com(JimWi/s), 6 
August 1994, via NEXUS OnLine!) 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO...? 
Several newspapers have referred to a 

new invention by one William Timmis, 
which, if successful, will revolutionise 
motive power. 

The inventor is an unpretentious English 
mechanic residing in Phtsburg, PA, who 
claims to have invented a machine by 
which untold motive 
power ,can be stored 
or used wi thout the 
expenditure of fuel. 

The story goes that 
he has been engaged 
for two years in per
fecting the invention, 
and is now negotiat
ing with the govern
ments of England, 
Russia, and the 
United States for the 
sale of the right to use 
his discovery which, 
if after examination 
proves to be what he 
claims, wiU revolu
tionise the motive 
powers of the world, 

He claims to be 
able to create a pres
sure of 20,000 pounds 

per square inch-more than sufficient to 
propel the largest ocean steamer afloat or te ' 
move eighty laden freight cars in one traiiJ.. 

The machine seems to be simply an air 
compressor of the simplest sort. 

It consists of one small cylinder '(six 
horsepower), with a balance weight of 75 
-pounds, which runs the entire apparatus'; 
another small cylinder, five inches in diam
eter, with seven inches stroke, compresses 
the air into the tank from which the power 
is utilised. 

Under ,the piston plate the inventor has 
placed two layers of bars containing eleven 
different minerals, the magnetic influence 
of which is the secret of the inventor. 

The advantages he claims are durability, 
economy and simplicity. Expcrts have 
examined the machine and pronounce it a 
success. 

In submitting his dcsign to the govern
ments named, Mr Timmis claims that the 
pncumatic generator can not only be 
applied to war vessels as a motor, but can 
be used as a defence against hostile attacks 
by means of air chambers placed behind 
the armour plating. 
(Source: Scientific American. 4 August 
1888. page 69; taken/rom KeelyNet BBS via 
NEXUS OnLine!) 
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COMMENTS ON GRAVITY DROP not only between DC current and 60 hertz 

TESTS PERFORMED BY AC, but with various other frequencies and 
DONALD A. KElLY various wave-forms of AC. 

The appar atus used is a rack wi th a 
© 1994 by Josef Hasslberger, Rome, Italy. mechanical release mechanism and two 

microswitches to activate a counter, as 

D
onald A. Kelly, an independent more closely described in Kelly's own 
researcher and consultant to the reports. 
Space Energy Association in The results have shown a significant 
Clearwater, Horida, has been lengthening of measured drop times in the 

performing, from 1991 onward, an impres magnetic and/or energised state as com
sive series of tests that measure the behav pared to the inert/non-energised state of the 
iour of dropping weights in a maOgnetised or weights (plates). 
electrically encrgis.ed state as opposed to The following is a summary of results 
their behaviour in a nonmagnetised (inert) described by Kelly. Notc that drop times 
state. are measured in digital counter units, not in 

Various forms of magnetisation and elec analogue time. The coUnter units can be 
trical energisation have been used: perma converted to seconds using a conversion 
nent magnets arranged both horizontally ,factor of .00463. 
and vertically on tcst plates, electromag We see from these results that a signifi
nets, non inductive "Hooper-type" wind cant and consistent lcngthcning of drop 
ings, as well as a combination of perma time has been rccorded in all magnetic 
nent magnets with bi.filar, noninductive and/or energiscd tcst plates as compared 
coils. The elecltric energisation was with the inert/unenergised controls. 
achieved by dircct current (12 volt DC) as No weight' difference in stationary 
well as alternating current (12 volt 60 hcrtz plates. A cheek has been madc to a$certain 
AC). Kelly described his results in various whcthcr between the energised and unener
reports (see Referenccs). giscd modes of the test plates, there would 

Work on these experiments is currently be an observable wcight change. 
continuing with a view to invcstigating dif No such change of wcight between uncn
ferences of 'behaV'iour of dropping weights ergised and energised modes was observed, 

Energising mode Drop time Drop time Difference Difference 
inert I energised (per cent) 

Permanent magnet 068 I 080 12 + 17.6% 
flat mount 

Permanent magnet 084 122 38 +45.2% 
vertical mount 

Electromagncts 084 112 28 + 33.3% 
DC energised 

Noninductive winding 118 135 17 + 14.4% 
DC energised 

Perm. magnet core 084 139 55 + 65.5% 
and noninductive 
winding DC energised 

Noninductive winding 118 159 41 + 34.7% 
AC energised 

Electromagnets AC 084 150 66 + 78.6% 
energised 

Perm. magnet core 084 153 69 + 82.1 % 
and non inductive 
winding AC energised 
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measuring the weight of the plates, using 
an analogue scale,.noting the weight with 
and without connection to DC voltage. 

MOTION OR ACCElERATION? 

The observed unequivocal lengthening of 
'travel time' of the test plates suggests dlat 
some interaction is occurring betwcen a 
moving magnetic and/or electrical field and 
a 'gravitational field' or a 'space lli>ack
ground'. 

The interaction is null as long as the test 
plates are stationary. 

A question now arises: is the. observed 
effect a consequence of motion or is it con
nected with accoeleration? 

The importance of this qu.estion might 
not be immediately obvious, so I shall try 
to explain. 

If we are dealing with a resis.tance to 
acceleration, we are wimessing an increase 
of inertial mass of the test object, deter
mined by an electric and/or magnetic phe
nomenon, but without a corresponding 
increase in gravitational mass. This would 
be a phenomenon that is present without 
regard to motion as such; it would not be 
measurable unless the object is subjected to 
acceleration, regarddess of whether the 
acceleration is induced by Earth gravity or 
by some other means. 

If, on the other hand, we are dealing with 
a resistance to motion, we have to ask our
selves: resistance to motion against what? 
A resistance tOI motion would infer resis
tance against 'changing of place' in relation 
to a (stationary) field or background. This. 
could be a gravitational field ora back
ground of space (ether) thought of as a kind 
of slationary grid system, stationary with 
regard to planet Earth in this case. 

A third possibility would be to hypothe
sise that the motion of Ithe energised or 
magn.etised test plates in some way 
decreases the influence of gravity on the 
plates, actually leading to a change in 
weight (lightening) of the test plates only 
while in motion. This seems mQre unlike
ly, because a lighter test plate would not 
show such a large difference in drop time 
compared to a heavier but equally sized 
plate as that shown in the experiments. 

CONCLUSION 

Whatever the force involved! will eventu
ally turn out to be, Kelly has made a dis
covery that must stimulate us to rethink 
some of the basics of physics in order -to 
explain what is me mechanism responsible 
fOJ" the 'abnormal' beha1viour of magnetised 
and/or otherwise energised plates. 
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I hope that this pioneering research will 

help shake contemporary physics out of its 
complacent lethargic attitude and initiate a 
wave of fresh thought that will lead to 
some rea] progress in magnetic propulsion, 
anti-gravity and more generally in space 
power generation applications. 
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THE CAR THAT RUNS ON
 
HUMAN URINE
 

An engineering genius who worked for 
one of the giant auto-makers in Detroit says 
he's invented the answer to the energy cri
sis: a car that runs on human urine. 

But Morris Wilhelm, 57, says the gov
ernment and big business are trying to hush 
up his plans to produce cars fuelled by 
human waste. 

"I gct threatening letters and phone calls 
every day from the big oil companies and 
auto manufacturers," complains Morris. 

"They're scared to death of my car 
because it means they won't make billions 
of dollars any more. But 11 want to help the 
United States. I don't want us to depend on 
any of those Middle East sheikhs <ir dicta
tors for our energy. Now we can tell d'rem 
all to go to hell!" 

Morris began working on his "pee
mobile" auto, which he calfs The Wilhelm, 
back in the late '70s when the energy crisis 
first hit America. He was fired from his 
high-salaried auto engineering job in 1983 
by superiors who branded him a "lunatic" 
for his revolutionary ideas. 

But he continued on his missiDn, com

pleting the first urine-powered auto in 
January. 

"It's really a very simple idea, based on 
the principles of nature," he says. 

"It's the way the world works. The 
waste of one organism is the fuel of anoth
er. Growing grass feeds on steer manure. 
We breathe the oxygen that plants give off; 
they breathe the carbon dioxide we give 
off. Why is it so far-fetched that a machine· 
could run on what the human body giv'es 
om" 

Morris' energy-saving engine feeds on 
the insoluble nitrogenous acid, saltsipig
ments and ammonia fumes in human urine. 

"The beauty of this machine is its 
absolute efficiency," he boasts. "Most peo
ple stop at a service station to fill their 
tanks and relieve themselves. Now this can 
be done anywhere and in one single ltime
saving action." 

Morris says he's looking for several 
brave, "environment-conscious" financial 
backers to help him mass-produce The 
Wilhelm. 
(Source: Originally published in The Sun. 
16 April 1991 .. downloaded via NEXUS 
OnLine!, yia KeelyNet BBS. USA) 
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ENERGY FROM THE AETHER? Earth ground and the high side connected to 

At the 1994 International Symposium on the. wire. On the opposi.te end, you tie in.a 
New Ener in Denver, we met some inter- s.tnng of lamps..One sId~ of the lamps. IS 

t· gyl d II t d e 'anecdotal' oed to the one-mIle hot WIr.e; the other SIde 
es mg peop e an CO ec e som . . d Earth d' . . I d' th IS oe to an groun connectiOn.stones mc u mg ese..

' h b . . I' VIC says you stay at the AC power sourceThere ave een expenments mvo vmg. '..
the dro' f . d fi d' th 

I ppmg 0 capacItors: m :ng
l 

at:
V? tage. appears acr?ss e termma s. 
dl~lectnc. appears t? LTltercept and translate 
~s flow mto electncal ~nergy. It could al~o 

sImply be the c?llectlon of electrostatlc 
energy from the au. .. .. 

The reason ~ am bnngmg all thiS up IS 
becau.se of a. dIagram, shown to me by my 
old fr~end, VIC Hans~n .. I was up very late 
one mght an~ met VIC m the hall ~here we 
t~ked for, a bit. ~e s~owed me a dIagram of 
this very mterestIng Idea that he sa~s would 
allow one to pull energy from either the 
Earth or aether. 

It required the use of a one-mile wire, laid 
out in a straight line. I asked him if it could 
be wound up and he says he does not think it 
will work if!lQ! stretched out. 

So, you take this wire, support it from the 
ground by non-conducting 18-inch-h~gh  

standoffs, and stretch it over the one-mile 
test area. On one end you put an AC power 

f OQmer, utith the orO!!Dd -W~e.cled  to 

SIde of the WIre whIle watchmg the lamps 
with a pair of binoculars. When you switch 
in the AC power source, the lights will all 
light up. 

Now comes the weird pan. If you very 
rapidly transfer the one mile wire connection 
from the AC source directly to the Earth 
ground, the lights will stay on! Or so Vic 
tells us. 

While taking an elevator down to the 
lobby, we ran into a fellow who was also 
building a type of free energy coJlection 
device. He says he wiH send us plans with 
further details but I'll tell you what he told 
us. 

You make a box 30" wide by 15" tall by 
15" wide, Layer it with spun-steel scour 
pads that are stretched out as a Jaycr. On top 
of that layer you place a non-conductor. He 
said to use thin styrofOam sheets. You build 
multiple layers of ,this until the box is full. 
Two copper probes are then inserted into 
each side o'f the box, from the top down to 
the centre and running against the outside 

edges. This fellow's diagram shows one 
probe coming in from the upper left ending 
at the bottom centre 'of the box. 

The other probe enters from the upper 
. h d d th bo f thng t an en s at e trom centre 0 e .

box. Note that both probes stay up agamst. , .
the outsIde ,edges and do not rouch. I think. 
that allows for the flow of energy across the 
steel mesh. 

A wet ground is then connected to the box 
probe on one side. The other probe is can- . 
nected in series with a transformer (for 
removing the excess energy) that is again in 
series with a choke having 17 turns of wire 
and then passing into a dry Earth gronhd, 

Our infonnant says this thing is supposed 
'to produce around 5,000 volts at 10 amps. 
So, ,if you choose to try this, be very careful. 
It appears to work as a giant capacitor or 
Leyden jar. I have no idea if it works at all 
or, ,if so, how long it takes to 'charge'. The 
use of the transfonner is peculiar because it 
mdicates either a pulsing effect or AC itself. 

Well, you've got the descriptions as told to 
us, so get after it and let us know what you 
find. 
(Source: From Jerry Decker of KeelyNet 
BBS. PO Box 1031. Mesquite. TX 75149. 
USA, (214) 324 3501; downloaded via 
NEXUS OnLine!) 
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B
ored again, are you? 1 mean, why else would you 'be subjecting yourself to yet 
another tale of alien UFOs told by some nutty Yank. who writes aboutaU'lhose 

.' ~over-up conspira~ies? Or, perhaps you're .simply searching for the answer to 
hfe, death, the Uruverse and that sort of thmg? Whatever the reason, you are 

here for the moment so [ trust you will gain from dlat experience. 
Of late, in our social gatherings, 1 find tha~ I bait people with leading questions or state

ments formul'ated to evoke their cloistered feelings on what might be called the 'socially 
sensitive' issues of UFOs. I try to get them ilO open up on subjects they would not normal
ly discuss in fear of pecr group pressures or threats to their job security. 

On a one-to-one basis I can always get a bite with, "Do you real1y believe there's any
thing to all this UFO stuff?" Invariably they will lowcr their voice and say things like, "I 
believe in them" or, "You know, the governments are holding back on us, and some day 
somcone's gonna prove it!" or, "With all those stars out there we just can't be alone in the 
Universe!" or, "My Aunt Martha's had 'em land on her farm, and she's got photos of the 
burn marks on the ground to prove it" 

A kecn interest in the alien UFO phenomenon ,is exhibited by most of these people I 
question-although there are a small number of people who still believe "OJ." is inca
pable of any wrongdoing, or wh.o still believe there are no aliens or UFOs, simply because 
the government would have told them if it were true. 

Occasionally one of these malconJents does blast back with something like, "Don't bug 
me with all that UFO crap! There's no way it's possible so'i won't discuss it any further!" 
~ respect their position--even though I suspect it is one bom ,from a fear of the truth. I 
always wish I could just get them to listen to the whole argument before they shut the 
door to their mind, but maybe I'm just too optimistic in myoId age. 

~ often ponder how people conclude the objective 'truth' about anything in life, for true 
Objectivity is almost impossible for humans. Therefore I trust you will treat what I have 
written in th"ese articles purely as information for your consideration. My personal opin
ion~ obviously flavour the whole argument, but I do not expect you to agree blindly with 
me. ] can only offer my views on the UFO situation as a scenari~ne  with which I am 
fairly comfortable. 

lLife Amongst Lemmings 
Sharing UFO scenarios with people often reminds me of the game, Lemmings, whicn 

my children play on the computer. In the game, endless numbers of mindless little people 
called! "lemmings" walk over cliff edges, run into destructive weapons and sink into the 
sea. There they die unless the game player Ibuilds a Ibridge, erects a blockade, tunnels a 
safe passage or attaches a parachute to save them from their own indifference to the real 
and immediate threats to their Jives. The game is won by the player who succeeds in get
ting t11e most lemmings from their current world into ,the next world through a very hard
to-reach doorway. 

When 1 observe people in their day-to-day existences, 1 see that 'kmming syndrome'. 
They are concerned with the football scores or their approaching holidays or their next 
party or their next pay increase or some other equally anticipated, gratifying moment in 
their small, in~ular existences. 

I'm sure most of them will never know about Ithe existcnce of a real doorway from our 
world to the next, and as a result they will perish in ignorance unless someone bridges the 
gap for them. So, as often as possible, I entreat these 'lemming-like' persons not only to 
discover the 'doorway' but also to seek out and to use the bridges, blockades and safe pas
sages provided for them by the game players-before all is lost in a coming hulocaust 
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The 'Naked' UFOs	 which have sufficed to convince me of these conclusions. 
UFOs are not "unidentified" lights in the sky any longer. Oh Remember, my 'proofs' are my beliefs, and I would not expect 

sure, there will always be those folks who think they've sccn an anyone to use them as absolutes because, in the end, we aU simply 
intelligently controlled aircraft or spacecraft which later proves to choose to accept or to believe any 'proofs' for the belief system 'we 
be the planet Venus or a star or an inversion rlayer or swamp gas, espouse~wheth-er they are absolute truth Qr not. 
but these are not the UFOs most people visualise when the subject 
is raised. Are There Aliens Here? 

They have an image of unidentified, saucer-shaped or cigar It is my belief that the people of Earth are not only the creation 
shaped metallic craft that fly at incredible speeds, and rthey per of advanced alien beings, but are also the victims of their subse
ceive these craft contain little grey quent interference. Furthermore, 
aliens who abduct people for nonde after a long hiatus of some 5,000 
script genetic tests. There is a shroud years, I believe we have become 
of mystery around them. It is as involved in a renewed Waf against. 
though the unknown identity or func some of these alien beings. 
tion or origin of the UFOs is more They constitute an evil and cun
stimulating to the mind than a mere ning force, so powerful, that we 
'identified' flying object. cannot win against it-w}lhout ll1l 

A similar syndrome causes most het equally powerful defence. l'hey 
erosexual men to fantasise more easily have been here on Earth walking 
about an alluring woman who is wear among us, doing as they please for a 
ing some concealing clothing rather long time; and af~er considering the 
than one who is stark naked. Without increased numbers of sigh tings, 
the challenge of the discovery, without contacts, abductions and animal 
the unwrapping of the package, the mutilations, their numbers appear to 
male is non as interested. be increasing rapidly. I am certain 

In keeping with the foregoing, I have they presenn a hazard to life-much 
to say that as much as I think I have discovered or 'unwrapped' like those in the Lemmings game. 
about the UFO phenomenon, I still find the subjcct very appealing. I have seen and heard enough evidence to convince me that they 
It is not laid bare yet. There is more to unwrap. I trust you are of are both direcLl'y and indirectly in control of all the governments of 
the same persua$ion. our plau.et. Fmthermore, I am convinced they and their 'puppets' 

My discoveries have led me w conclude or to believe that a sig have engineered a well-crafted web of deception and cover-up 
nificant portion of the so-called UFOs are advanccd transportation which has kept the people of Earth totally confused on the whole 
piloted by alien beings who once lived on the Earth in our ancient alien UFO scenario. 
times and, furthermore, that they are now retmning in growing I believe they have superior technology and intelle.ct by our 
numbers, mostly to afflict us with their presence. standards, and I am reasonably cenain they are not after the mater

Over the last twenty-five years I have colleCted a lot of evidence ial resources of our world. Instead, I think they are after a unique 
in the form of photographic, written, filmed and videotaped mate part of the human psyche. It is that nebulous thing we call the 
rials. Furthermore, I have experienced things on 'a first-hand basis "soul", that little-understood thing which-as in the Lemmings 

Stan Dcyo is the author of the bQoks, The Cosmic Conspiracy and The Vindicator 
~~ IScrolls, which have sol~' over 150,000 co~ies in more 0an 22 co~nJries. ~e has 

:,..2\	 deli vered over 130 public, radiO and teleYlsed lectures 1Il Australia alone smce 1976. 
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game-is our admission ticket to the door
way leading to worlds and dimensions 
beyond our own. 

I am also convinced the humans who orig
inally led the cover-up of the aliens' pres
ence between 1945 and 1958 have long ago 
been 'muzzled' by either aliens or by other, 
alien-controlled humans. This means I do 
not think the present-day cover-up of the 
alien war is being handled by the free-will 
choice of our elected governments any 
longer. 

Hold On A Second! 
Are you asking yOUFself, "What is this guy 

saying?! Is he saying that I'm really living 
in some sort of a false reality created by 
aliens and their controlledl servants?! Are 
we nothing more than a human herd being 
rounded up for the market-place?! Are the 
movies and videos and sports and politics 
and games...are they just rto keep our minds 
off the real issues of ,today?! Naw! Couldn't 
be. I mean, we would have been told if we 
were being lied to... wouldn't we?" 

Be careful... If you find yours.elf believ
ing what I'm -saying here, you may never see 
current events through those same rose-tint
ed glasses again. What if it realTy ~ true? 
wm you listen to the news with the same 
indifference or will you start to look for hid
den agendas as pieces of an unfmished jig
saw puzzle?... 

Ancient Alien }Beginnings' 
We carmot anticipate the future without 

studying the past, so we must conceive the 
big picture before we can p'lace the pieces. 
Please bear with me as I try to exp]ajn 
myself in what are, hopefully, simple and 
concise tenns, because I want you to under
stand wha-t I'm saying. 

Writers and poets of antiquity from many 
successive cultures have told us of ancient 
invasions from beings with vastly superior 
technologies. They have chronicled the 
descent of alien beings to Earth and of the 
interbreeding between them and dJe humans on the planet. They 
have to,rd us of wars amongst the aliens and of their penchant for 
interfering in human affairs. 

These writers of antiquity have been our historians, prophets, 
wise men, medicine men, kahuna, holy men and seers. their 
works have been carved in stelas, pushed into clay tablets, memo· 
rised as folklore and penned onto papyrus and sheepskins. Their 
works are found in the many fragments which have survived! in the 
Sumerian, Chinese, Egyptian, Indian, Hebrew, Olmec, Greek and 
Mayan records. 

Some of their writings indicate the aliens actually were able to 
make such a close mental link with certain humans that they could 
entirely overshadow or 'possess' the personality of the controIred 
human.' They were like 'psychic parasitcs'. Othcr tales told sim· 
ply of the crossbreeding which produced totally new personalities 
in a hybrid body. The consensus of the tales was that the aliens 
wanted to dive in our envirorunent ,in a human hody-whether it 
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was their own or somcone else's. 
I know this sounds weird, but 'demon possession', or 'voodoo', 

or 'pointing the bone', or 'hyp,notLe suggestion' all relate to control 
of someone's mind without their conscious permission. Hypnosis 
is the most basic of ,these control mechanisms and it has been a 
dark science since before Moses' time. ff we can do ,this, then 
those who have the technology to create us would have far supcri
or control mechanisms. 

These aliens wcre teehnologicaIly so far ahead of our ancestors 
thal they were revered with titlcs such as, "The God of gods, gods 
and anti-gods" to show respect for them. All of these alien 'gods' 
showed superior intellect, knowledge, physiology and ,power by 
human standards, and they exhibited almost total control over the 
hearts and souls bf mankind. 

Among these many and fragmented ancient, semi-historical 
sources, portions of the Hebrcw Tanach (c. 2()()()..1500 BC) and 
the Sanskrit Vedas (c. 1500-1200 BC) appear to have preserved 
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the most reliable and coherent information-as far as I have been 
able to discern. Both of these sources tel1 of history, lifestyles and 
prophetic warnings given to our ancestral scribes by superior 'mes
sengers' from off the Earth-or, at least, from somewhere separate 
from all Earth's human cultures. 

Both the Tanach and the Vedas express a grave concern that the 
entire Creation or Universe is at risk because of a great war in the 
heavens between two factions: those of the 'light' and those of the 
'dark'.2 

The 'good guys' of these two factions represented 'order' and 
were known as "the sons of God" (Bene Elohim in Hebrew) and 
the "the gods" (devas in Sanskrit). 

The 'bad guys' of these two factions represented 'chaos' and 
were known as "the cast-down sons of God" (Nephilim in Hebrew) 
and the "anti-gods" (asuras in Sanskrit). 

Although in their written forms Hebrew and Sanskrit were vast
ly different, a number of the spoken Sanskrit words in the old 
writings had almost the same 
meaning when spoken in the w-".~.,...,.,.,~~~.=.";;:-'-'''''''~~~..,.....,.,..,.,...,..= ..~ ...= ·_=·.··.,.,.",·A,. ..=.= ..= ...=.

ancient Hebrew. 
Since both languages had many 

common word sounds, I deter
mined they had a similar origin in 
the Semitic languages (particular
Iy, Ugari tic cuneiform) from 
which the classical Hebrew was 
derived. The migration of the 
Indo- European cultwFes to 
Northern India from Iran indicates 
that both Hebrew and Sanskrit 
originated in the Mesopotamian 
Val1ey where Ithe Sumerians' and 
the Akkadians once lived some 
5,000 to 6,000 years ago. 

The problem with the written 
Sanskrit Vedas is they were nol 
taken froIlIl the older, oral traditions until many centuries later, 
which left room for a lot of hum-an embellishment of the original. 

On the other hand, the Hebrew writings have provcn to be more 
reliable because they were taken from older tablets, writings and 
carvings which preceded Moses by some 2,000 years, making 
them less subject w distortion by word of mouth or poetic licence. 
Furthermore, the Hebrew writings were more disciplined than the 
later Vedic 'enhancements which waxed poctic in the extreme. 

However, by comparing the two, ~ believe I have becn able to 
obtain the ancient 'line of truth' which spawned them both. But I 
will not cover al1 of the things I have foundl in this article, simply 
because they are not germane here; however, should you wish to 
read more on this subject, you might begin with my last book.' 

Virtual Reality Rebellion 
The Tanach and the Vedas both refer to ongoing rebellion and 

war in the heavens in some form or another, and both agree that 
the rebel1ion poses a real and present danger to the people of 
Earth. They only differ in the lime scale and duration of these 
events. 

Apparently, to resolve this rebellion with a minimum of damage 
to the Heavens, ·the Earth was created as a sort of virtual reality 
mechanism to act out the effects of the proposed rebellion on the 
real Heavens, thereby avoiding unnecessary damage to the exist
ing order of things out (or up) there in ,the real world. 

If you think this improbable, just remember that similar solu
tions to recent international conflicts have been proposed at a 
global level by several respected future-studies groups. It is sim
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ply a variant of, "Let the two best warriors fight it out on a con
fmed banJe arena to decide which side wins with a minimum of 
col1ateralloss". 

Look al the biblical account of Israel's fight against the 
Philistines in which Goliath was sent out to fight Israel's David. 
When the champion, Goliath, was defeated by the shepherd boy 
David, the battle was over and everyone went home. 

To a degree, we of the Western nations use a type of virtual 
reality to fight our battles when we send soldiers out to distant 
killing fields and view their performance by televised coverage in 
real time. If th_cy are damaged we just send more abstract 'num
bers' into the game and watch the result If they win, we rejoice; if 
they lose, we change leaders and the game continues, 

The Battleground: Eden 
In the first scroll of the Hebraic Tanach, entitled "Bereishis"6, 

Moses wrote that the Elohim (the Creator) made tJte-liuman 
species from the red earth found in Ha 

Gan Aden (the Garden of Eden), and 
that the Elohim set man down in the 
garden with the command to "tbe fruit
ful and multiply". 

In computer jargon, this was like a 
command to a self-extracting game kit 
to open itself and to put ilhe initial 
players on the board, giving theIlIl 
replacement instructions with which 
to populate the arena during the con
;flict resolution in virtual reality. 

Many ancient writers and philoso
phers have told us our reality is but a 
dream. In fact, the Australian 
Aborigines make strong use of their 
ancient Dreamtime lore which even 
tel1s them of future events. It is lore 
handed down by "Wangina" (a femi

nine dcity of sorts). 
Many people sti\} trcat the Garden of Eden tale purely as legend 

or myth, but I belicvc the Garden once was a real geographic loca
tion. It is one 'that the Jerusalem Temple Foundation and I have 
been able to trace to a triangular-shaped region which is buried 
beneath massive volcanic overburden in the Danakil Plains of 
Ethiopia.6 

It was hcre in this region, long before the Sumerians existedl, 
that the first human beings walked the Earth; and it was also here 
that the beginning of the '[mal solution' to the off-world conflict 
between order and chaos was initiated. 

A pcrfect culture was model1ed after the reality of the heavenly 
federation and was set in operation in the Eden complex.. Here, 
the leader of the rebellion was allowed to coerce the humans to 

break with the established order to stan the model in motion. The 
final l result of the virtual reality model would take thousands of 
our years to accomprish. 

As most of you might recall, the writings say the humans in the 
Eden complex. were cventually kicked out of the Garden. I think 
this was d'one to represent the casting-out of the rebels in the real 
Heavens. The humans then migrated to the Saudi Peninsula and 
eventually to the Mesopotamian Valley. A parallel event must 
have occurred whcn the rebels were sent out of the heavens to 
irthabit the Earth, where they appear to !have crossbred with the 
humans in the virtual reality 'courtroom'. And this, of course, is a 
violation of the vinual conflict model. 

In support of this view, lbe Egyp.tian chronicles" carved into s_te
las at Suez and telling of the establishment of Atlantis, spoke of 
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the landing of many "sons of god" ro whom portions of the Earth 
had been assigned by the "God of gods". They desc.cnded to vari
ous rcgions all ovcr the Earth and attended to their respectivc terri
tories, which were centred, around what is today Saudi Arabia, 
Iraq, Iran, the Persian Gulf, Oman andl Kuwait. 

Although there were sLOries told of "sons of god" in the 
Americas, Australia, Asia and in central Africa, the best-docu
mented of these regional rulers seems to have been the one who 
ruled the region called Atlantis. He was called "Poseidon" in the 
Greek account of Atlantis, and it was he whn settled the 
Mesopotamian VaHey.' Remember, the oldest hown legends of 
the Sumerian gods came from this very region. 

In agreement with the Egyptian writings, it was probably 
Poseidon's hybrid descendants and the genetically pure humans 
whom the Genesis account ealledl, respectively, the fallen sons of 
gOdl (Nephilim) and the good sons of God (Bene Elohim). They 
were gigantic and powerful men who bred into the human race to 
produce hybrid humans whom the most ancient of legends called 
"heroes" or "supermen". 

Also according to the Egyptian account, it was Poseidon's 
descendants who 'became so COmlpt and chaotic that they over
shadowed the minds of the humans at that time. And it w.as even
tually they who were destroyed by the tectonic catastrophe that 
precipitated Ithe Great Flood of 'the' Noahic passage in Genesis. 

The resulting cha.os on Eanh has been used as a testimony to the 
entire assemblage of beings in the Heavens. The rebellion could 
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not have be.en .allowed to proceed in the Heavens or it would have 
destroyed them in the samc manner it has destroyed us. 

In the Hebrew account, the rebel leader" exceeded the bounds of . 
his free will 'by trying ro seize power as the ultimate dictator rather 
than as the ultimaJe servant of the Creation. And, about one-third 
of the sentient beings in the federation of beings out there joined 
the rebel Ilead'er in a war in the heavens which is soon to finish 
here on Earth. 

In the beginning, the rebel leader's intentions were not so obvi
ously evil as those of Darth Vader or of the Emperor in the Star 
Wars trilogy, but none.theless they have eventually proved just as 
bad. The rebel leader was and still is very cwming-and, as the 
writings say, he is a beautiful being to look upon, as he shines like 
a rainbow with a subtle serpent-like skin which! is prismatic in the 
light. 

It seems the rebel leader challenged the Elohim by saying free 
will should aIlow a sentient being ro do whatever he wishes. In 
his case, he had begun to think this meant that he could take power 
from ,the Elohim and hoard it at his pleasure. As the guardian of 
the 'throne', the rebel had risen to such a lofty rank that he felt he 
could invert ,the system as his right. 

This was in direct conflict with the order the Elohim had estab
lished, for under the Elohim power was to be exchanged from one 
system to anothcr.."...not hoarded. For any fair exchange of energy, 
both the donor and the recipient had to r~ive equal amounts of 
energy in some form or another. Anything short of this would cre
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ate excesses and shonages (as we now see on the Earth). 
In summary, in addition to his other rebellious acts, the rebel 

leader and his troops visited Earth and illegally crossbred with the 
human stock which the Elohim had created from the Earth for a 
specific judicial purpose. The Elohim were greatly irritated by 
this. In fact, the legends surrounding the Great Flood and found in 
the Sumerian, Egyptian, Atlantean, Australian Aboriginal and 
Hebrew codices of the time all indicate the Great Flood was 
caused by the "God of gods" (the Elohim) whose intent was to 
destroy all the corrupted, crossbred humans who had become 
totally rebellious to any order. 

Aliens Sentenced To Earth 
Now, if we have correctly translated what the ancient prophets 

have written, and if what they have written is truly going to hap
pen, then the following words of the Hebrew prophet, John, could 
be of major importance in our understanding and dealing with the 
whole alien/UFO issue in modem times. From the Book of 
Revelation in the New Testament, written in 95 AD, we read: 

Rev. 12:7 Now war arose in [the] Heaven[s], MichaeL 
[the military leader for the Elohim] and his angels [sons of Light] 
fighting against the dragon [the rebclleader]; and the dragon [the 
rebel leader] and his angels [sons of darkness] fought [back], 
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Rev. 12:8 but they were defeated and there was no longer 
any place for them in the Heaven[s]. 

Rev. 12:9 And the great dragon ['the rebel leader] was 
thrown down, that ancient Serpent [the rebel leader], called the 
Devil [the rebel ~eader]  and Satan [the rebel ~eader],  the deceiver 
of the whole world: he was thrown down to the Earth, and his 
angels [sons of darkness] were thrown down with him. 

Rev. 12:10 And I heard a loud voice saying in [~he]  

Heaven[s], 'Now is come salvation, and strength, and the kingdom 
of our God, and the power of his Christ: for the accuser [the rebel 
leader] of our brethren has been thrown down, which accused 
them before our God day and night'. 

Rev. 12: 11 And they overcame him by the blood of the' 
Lamb, and by [the word of their testimony; and th~y  loved not their 
lives unto the death. 

Rev. 12:12 Therefore rejoice, ye Heavens, and ye that 
dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiters of the Earth and of the'sea! 
for the Devil [the rebel leader] is come down unto you, having 
great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a shon time. 

If you will allow yourself to accept 
for a moment that the unfulfilLed 
prophecies of the Bible may come to 
£ruition some day, then the preceding 
extract could very wen refer to the sce
nario which I have been relating to 
you. Satan and his followers wiU 
arrive here on Earth soon=if they 
haven't already. They win pose as 
messengers of light espousing wonder
ful things and apparently bringing 
peace to the planet; but we are to be 
aware that this first arrival of 'off
worlders' will be a massive deception. 
They will be 'hell-bent' on destroying 
Israel and all who will support her. 

An Alien Assyrian GO.d? 
The ancient Book of Daniel in the Tanach (Old Testament), 

written drca 550 BC, [tells us more detail about a terrible military 
king or ruler who will be born in the last days of this age. He wm 
conquer much of the world from a Middle Eastern power-base, but 
he apparently has help from an "alien" or foreign "god" to accom
plish this mammoth task. Danie~ tells something about this man 
who will terrify the world: 

Dan. U:36 And the king will do according to his will and 
he will exalt and magnify himself above every god, even speaking 
astounding things against the God of gods, and shall succeed until 
the fury is fulfilled. For that which is de.creed shall be done. 

Dan. 11:37 He shaH not regard the God of his fathers, nor 
the desire of women, nor love any god. For he shall magnify him
self above all. 

Dan. 11:38 But from his place he shall honour the god of 
forces; and he shall honour an Assyrian god his fathers did not 
know, with gold and silver and with precious stones and desirable 
things, 

Dan. 11:39 He will acquire the most inaccessible fortresses 
with the aid of an alien (or foreign) Assyrian god. Those who 
honour him he will acknowledge; and he will appoint them as 
rulers over many people and will distribute the land amongst them 
at a price (for a reward). 

Continued on page 82 
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that he was st1J11ned and just stepped back 
and watched. It stood on one end and sud
denly began moving around rapidly in a 
strange pattern. It suddenly shot straight 
back up into the sky and was g'one. The 
fanner described the mysterious object 'as 
resembling a piece of black PVC or plastic 
sewer pip'e, abom three to four feet long. 

Meanwhile, I had been carrying some 
Letters in my purse that were written in 
Spanish that I had not been able to read. 
Two days after interviewing the Wiltshire 

farmer, we met up with a gentleman who 
translated these yet-unread IIetters for me. 

One was from a lady we had met on a 
previobls expedition to Puerto Rico who 
ltold us she had been abducted several 
'times, beginning when she was a young 
woman. She had seemed credible enough 
that I had kept in touch with her. 

In the tetter she related that she had 
recently witnessed an object fall from the 
'sky a few days earlier when she had been 
out walking near her ihome in Cabo Rojo, 
Puerto Rico,. She described the object as 
looking like a black ltube. She said it had 
made circular panerns in the sand and then 
shot back up into the sky. 

How's this for synchronicity? Are 
reports like this happening elsewhere? 
We'lJI be following up on this story and! oth
ers when we return to the Cabo Rojo
Lagltfna Cartegena area in a few days. 
Docs anyone have any similiar experiences 
with this mysterious black tube-like object 
that you would llike to share? We'll com
pare notes. 

Incidentally, we welcome the company 
of serious researchers on our expeditions to 
wherever we go across the world looking 
for answers, and we are now setting up a 
non-profit organisation devoted to handling 
the 'travel arrangements for research expe
ditions. 
(Source: NEXUS OnLine!, via OneNet,jrom 
jmurphy@onramp.net. 27 September 1994) 
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THE TWILIGHT ZONE
 
UFOs AND THE FUTURE 

Bob Dean's talk at the Quest 
Intefltational UFO Conference, held in the 
UK during September '94, brought the 
audience to its feet. An extract follows: 

How can I begin to tell you how I got 
into this field? It's kind of strange. For 
most of my adult life I was a professional 
soldier. I spent twenty-seven years in the 
United States Army and most of those 
years were in the infantry. A big chunk of 
those years were in "special operations", 
"special forces". I was curious about the 
UFO phenomenon; it intrigued me. Fwas 
frankly a curious sceptic, which is a good 
place to begin from anywhere, I think. I 
remained a sceptic Wltil [ had the opportu
ni ty to be assigned to the Supreme 
Headquarters Allied Powers Europe in 
1963. At that time I was pleased to have a 
"Cosmic Top Secret" clearance, which was 
and still is the highest securi ty level for 
NATO. 

When I was ass,igned to SHAPE 
Headquarters in 1963, [ ended up being 
assigned (0 the operations division and my 
place of work was a place called SHOC 
[Supreme Headquarters Operation Centre]. 
I learned at th at tiime that a study was 
underway. This study was classified 
"Cosmic Top Secret" and it was ini,tiated 
by a British air marshal by the name of Sir 
Thomas Pike, who I understand is one of 
your great World War II heroes [Air Vice
Marshal T. G. Pile-e]. Sir Thomas, at that 
time, was the Deputy Supreme Allied 
Commander of Europe and he worked 
directly with and Wlder my boss, General 
Lynham Lemnitzer, who was known as 
SACEUR (Supreme Allied Commander 
Europe). 

Apparently, this is what had been hap
pening in the '50s and early '60s. Large 
numbers of metallic circular objects of 
enormous size, flying in formation at 
extremely high altitudes at high rates of 
speed, had been sighted over Europe, 
repeatedly coming from the Soviet zone or 
over the Warsaw Pact area, circling over 
France, Germany, turning north and disap
pearing off of our radar over the North Sea. 
This was not once or twice, but six, seven 
or eight times. 

These 'fly-overs' very nearly triggered 
World War III between us and the Soviets 
several times! 

For a long time the Soviets thought that 
these objects belonged to us. We thought 
they belonged to the Soviets. As you 
know, we were 'eyebalI to eyeball' in those 
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years. The Cold War was very cold, 'bUi it 
had a chance of being very hot very soon! 
We almost started shooting at each other 
several times. 

This study took three years and it 
involved some of the top people in their 
fields in the world. This study was one of 
the most thorough and complete analyses 
that I have ever seen, and I must tell you 
honestly and very bluntly, it changed my 
life! 

The study itself was approximately one 
inch thick. h was supported by ten sepa
rate annexes-<1ocuments that were about 
eight inches thick altogcther-and h was 
classified "Cosmic Top Secret". I will just 
run down the list of annexes that supported 
this study: 

Radar and electromagnetic effects; opti
cal and light analysis; photographic and 
holographic analysis; historical research; 
metallurgical and technical analysis; 
atmospheric physics; and biological analy
sis of autopsies. 

(In the report was the complete coverage 
of the crash and retricval of an object in 
northern Germany in 1962 where twelve 
small bodies were retrieved.) 

I have no need to tell you, I'm sure, that 
when this thing was published and 15 
copies were produced-"Cosmic Top 
Secret", only 15 were ever made~it had an 
impact on the military leaders at SHAPE 
Headquarters that was pretty impressive. 

At that time, there was an American 
four-star general attached to SHAPE 
Headquarters, whose title was Air Deputy 
to General Lemnitzer. This was General 

Robert Lee, and I have a great regard and a 
lot of respect for General Lee. He was a 
professional airman; he had served all 
through the War; he was highly decora.ted, 
highly respected. General Lee was a good 
friend of a general by the name of General 
Curtis LeMay [Major-General Curtis E. 
LeMay1who used to be the Commander of 
our Strategic Air Defense Air Command 
[SAC]. 

When the implications of this study hit 
General Lee, his aide told me that the old 
man sat there with a cup of coffee; his 
blouse (tunic) open and his hat on the table, 
'and he was looking through the conclu
sions of this thing. 

He said, "My God, do you realise what 
this means? Everything we have ever 
done, everything we've ever accomplished, 
all that we've got-our weaponry, our 
machinery, our planes, our missiles, our 
nuclear weapons-it all means nothing!" 

It made such an impact on me that from 
thai moment on I have devoted my life, alI 
those years remaining in the Military and 
all those years since I retired in 1976, to 
this kind of research. That was the begin
ning for me, but it has certainly not been 
the end. That study opened my eyes to 
infinite possibH.ities and I continue to 
research UFOs. I continue to research the 
implications. I have collected information, 
photographs, slides, reports, documents, 
testimony from people who were abducted, 
testimony from people who were contact
ed, and I am including air force generals, 
army generals, police officers all over the . 
United States. 
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THE TWILIGHT ZONE
 
The more I delved into this over the 

years, the more I got involved, the more I 
hopefully have learned. This to me is not 
simply an issue of hardware or of visitors 
from somewhere else. We have long ago 
concluded that this is indeed an interplane
tary visitation, it is an interstellar visitation, 
it's an intergalactic visitation, and there is 
evidence that it is even multidimensional. 
There is evidence that some of these visi
tors travel in time, so I will share with you, 
at the end of this, my personal view and 
why I personally think it is the major issue 
of our time and why I personally urge you 
to inform yourselves to study and learn for 
yourselves. 

Don't take my word for it: I am not on a 
crusade, I am not prophesying. I am sim
ply trying to stimulate your curiosity. Get 
into the research, get into the material that 
is available for it and come to your own 
conclusions. It's imperative that you do 
that; it is imperative that you prepare your
selves for what is going to happen on this 
planet in a few years just ahead. We are 
going to be in for some very difficult times. 

As the Carpenter from Nazareth said, "Seek 
the truth, because the truth will indeed set 
you free". 

I have concluded, after thirty years of 
study into the UFO phenomenon, that the 
UFO and all of its related events such as 
sightings, landings and abductions repre
sent the obvious in Qvert manifestation of 
an ongoing interrelationship between the 
human race and extremely advanced intelli
gent interplanetary, interstellar and multidi
mensional overt entities that have been 
deeply involved with us for several thou
sands of years. 

In closing, I want ito leave with you iliis 
idea that we are facing an unlimited future. 
A door is opening for the human race lO a 
new world, a new life, a new future, an 
infinite and limitless future that I believe to 
be a golden future. We have got to lbe pre
pared to step through than door when this 
invitation ,is given to us to hopefully 
become a part of this vast interstellar, inter
galactic civilisation, this vast community. 
We've got to be ready for iL 

(Source: OVNl Magazine, October 1994) 

UFO BEAM SHOT AT
 
DURING CATTLE
 

MUTILAT'ION
 
Las Vegas, NM - A cow 

was found bizarrely munilated 
and another wa~ reported miss
ing in Luna Canyon. Tuesday 
evening, s_aid Mora County 
Sheriff's Deputy, Greg M. 
Laumbaeh. 

Larry Gardea said he wit
nessed a strange oecur.rence 
Tuesday evening. He was tak· 
ing care of cattle belonging to 
Estevan Sanchez of Chacon 
Canyon. Gardea said he was 
out about 5.30 pm checking on 
the cows when he heard a loud 
hum. "At first I just thought it 
was someone working nearby 
or something," he said. 

Gardea said all the cows 
began running away from the 
noise, but three appeared to be 
struggling, pulled by a strange 
beam through the trees toward 
the sound. "Tl1ey were strug
gling and bawling and wen: 
pu Iiled through the trees," 
Gardea said. "I 8110t at lnhe 
beam with a 30.06 rifle, and 
the hum stopped and tllle cows 
stopped bawling." 
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The ordeal left one row dead and muti
lated, one cow injured and the other one 
missing, he said. He became frightened, so 
he returned to the house and called the 
Sheriffs department, Gardea said. 

Laumbach responded to the call and told 
Gardea to take him to where the attack 
occurred. Laumbach said they examined 
the dead cow andl discovered the jaw to be 
skinned on the right side, and the animal's 
tongue removed. Also removed were the 
anus and reproductive organs. The rest of 
the animal was intact. 

"The wounds looked like they were done 
with a really sharp instrument or some
iliing," said Laumbach. "There was no 
hlood or anything. They (the woun:ds) 
weren't jagged. U Deputy Laumbaeh said he 
saw no sign of a gunshot wound. He had 
no comment about Gardea's strange 
account. "] haven't heard of anything like 
this since the late '70s or early '80s. I have 
heard of th_e same kind of things being 
reported, but not recently," said 
Undersheriff John Sanchez. 

S_anchez said there have been reports of 
cow deaths but no mutilations. "Lightning 
and things like that have been common 
recently," said Sanchez. 

"There were no tracks around the cow or 
any sign the cow had bee_n dragged any
where," Larry Gardea said. 

"II just wanted to warn ranchers around 
the Chac_on Canyon arca to be aware of that 
sound," salid Gardea. "It sounds like a 
transformer or the sound an arc welder 
makes-a dull hum." 
(Source: Andrea L. Buchanan, The Daily 
QJ21i.c., 15 September 1994, Las Vegas. NM, 
USA, via NEXUS OnLine!) 

UFOs OVER WASHINGTON, 1952 
The drama began at Washington, DC's 

National-Airpon, just a few miles from the 
White House, at 11.40 Pm on the night of 
19th July 1952. 

Air conltrollers at National pic~ed  up 
seven Slow-moving objects on two radar 
scopes. According to the senior controller, 
Harry G. Barnes, lthe radar showed the 
objects to be about 15 miles from the air
port and travel'ling between 100 and 130 
miles per hour. 

Upon calling the aitport tower, Barnes 
llearned that the local radar operator was 
picking up the same images. Fifteen miles 
away, across the Potomac River in 
Maryland, controllers at Andrews Air 
Force Base were seeing the identical b'lips 
on their radar. 
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At 3.00 am, ~ames officially notified me 
us Air Force Air Defense Command. It 
took the air force half an hour to respondl, 

but finally a pair of radar-equipped F-94 
night fighters roared in and found nothing. 

As soon as the jets departed, the blips 
magically reappeared on the radar screens 
and remained there, moving slowly until 
daybreak. 

The air force said nothing, but the news 
leaked out and the stOI)' broke like a thun
derclap in the morning papers. The tight
lipped air force refused to admit to clam
ouring reporters that it had actually scram
bled jets to intercept the UFOs. 

Professor Menzela, a professor of 
astronomy at Harvard University, called 
the incident a case of temperature inver
sion. He correctly pointed! out that in such 
cases, ghostly blips have been known to 
appear on radar scopes-something that 
most people did not know. 

But Barnes rebutned the explanation. 
"Inversion blips are always recognised by 
experts," he declared. "We are familiar 
with what weather conditions, flying birds 
and such things can cause on radar." 

A week later, on 26th July at 10.30 pm 
that evening, the air traffic radar at 
National Airport again picked up blips of 
five or six objects which seemed to bc 
moving south. Once again, Barnes 
checked with the Andrews tower in 
Mal)'land: the controllers there also had 
unknown targets showing on their scopes. 
As well as this, pilots of departing and 
arriving airliners radioed reports of strange 
sightings near the airport. 

At 11.00 pm, Bames called the Pentagon 
which responded! with no more alacrity 
than before. At 11.25 pm, a pair of F-94s 
arrived over Washington and' again the 
UFOs instantly disappeared from the radar 

scrccns. 
After ten minutes of fruitless search, the 

interceptors headed home. Back came the 
UFOs. At 3.20 am, with the UFOs con
stantly on radar, the air force sent in anoth
er pair of F-94s. But now the UFOs 
remained visible on the scrcens, and onc of 
the jet fighters reported a visual sighting of 
four lights. At one point, the pilot radioed 
that the lights were surrounding his plane. 
W,hat should he do? he asked 'the ground 
controllers. Before the controllers could 
respond, the lights sped away. 

Next morning, the Pentagon was inun
datcd with queries. Even President Harry 
Truman asked an aide to find OUt what in 
the world-or out of it-was going on. 
Finally, on 29th July, Major-General John 
A. Samford, Director of Air Force 
Intelligcnce, held a press conference. He 
told reporters he was convinced that all the 
sightings over Washington in the past two 
weeks had been caused by temperature 
inversions. 
(Source: The UFO Phenomennn, Time-Life 
Books) 

THE VillAGERS WHO 
OISAPPIEARED WITHOUT TRACE 

In the winter of 1930, a profoundly dis
turbmg incident took place in Canada. 

Trappcr Arnauld Laurent and his son 
observed a strange light crossing the north
ern sky. It appeared to be headed for the 
Lake Anjikuni area. The two trappers 
described it as being bullet-shaped an.d 
cylinder-shaped. It can be assumed from 
this that it was an object of irregular con
figuration that was tumbling as it moved. 

Another trapper named Joe Labelle had 
snowshoed into the village of the Lake 
Anjikuni people and been chilled to discov
er that the normal1ly bustling community 

was silent and not a. soul was moving in the 
streets. Even the sled dogs which would 
normally have bade welcome were silen,t. 

The shanties were choked with snow, 
and not a chimney showed smoke. The 
trapper found the village's kayaks tied up 
on the shore of the lake. 

Inside the shanties ,the trapper found a 
further surprise: there were meals left. 
hanging over fires, long grown old and 
mouldy, apparently abandoned as they 
were being cooked. The men's rifles were 
still standing by the doors. This... really 
frightened the trapper because he knew that 
·these people would never leave their pre
cious weapons behind. 

He reported his discovery to the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police who investigated 
further. They discovered that the town's 
dogs had died of hunger, chained beneath a 
tree and covered by a snowdrift. More dis
turbingly, the town's graveyard had been 
emptied. The graves were now yawning 
pits. Despite the frozcn ground, the graves 
had been opened and the dead removed. 

The RCMP continue to leave the case 
open to this day. A check with their 
record's deparunent indicated that the mat
ter remains unsolved, and despite a search 
of the whole of Canada and enquiries 
throughout the world, not a trace of the 
missing 1,200 men, women and children 
has ever been found. 

I[From a National Board of Estimate doc
ument by the Office of Research and 
Analysis (CIG) on "Intelligence Estimate' 
on Flying Disk Motives" t dated 8 July 
1947, as quoted from the book, Majestic. 
by Whitley Soieber.] 
(Source: NEXUS OnLine!, via OneNet, by 
density4 @aol.com in peg:alt.paranet.ufo. 
23 October 1994) 
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THE HOPI EAR·TORCH 
Price: AUD$1 0.00 + AUD$2.00 p&h 
Available: Hopi and Associates, PO Box 
1648, Mitton Qld 4064, Australia; phone 
(07) 367 3579 (see ad on page 73). 

In the Chinese system, tbe use of heat on 
acupuncture points with burning moxa cones is 
familiar to many of us. Did you know that the 
Nonh American Hopi Indians have a similar 
healing device caJ.led an eal"-'torch? 

The Hopi Ear-Torch consists of a rolled tube 
of beeswax containing a pulverised mix of tra
ditional medicinal herbs. You place the tube 
in your ear and burn off. Sounds strange? 

It felt a EtLle strange, too, as I lay on 'a pillow 
with my partner holding the burning ear-torch 
in my ear, balancing it delicately between her 
thumb and forefinger. It takes a short time to 
bum down, and leaves a warmish to hot feel
ing illside the ear, with a small deposit of pow
dery yellow herb residue. Your partner clears 
the residue out and then it's over to the other 
ear. Any toxic material comes out a dark 
brown discolouration in the powder. 

The Hopi Ear-Torch is repuledly beneficial 
in treating pre.$sure in the ears, hearing weak
ness, sinus, lymph glands, headache, blood cir
culation and ear infection. Try it yoursdves! 

THE CURE FOR HIV AND AIDS 
With 70 Case Histories 
by Hulda Regehr Clark, Ph.D., N.D. 
Publis-.hed by ProMotion Publishing (1993), 
San Diego, CA, USA 
ISBN 0-9636328-3-3 (430pp pbk) 
Price: AUI[i)$39.00 + ols p&h 
Available: Natural Therapy Products; Inner 
Glow Health Products (sec ads on page 80). 

This is the sensational book from which 
we've extracted the article starting on page 15 
of this is-sue. American biophysicist Dr Hulda 
Clark has concluded from extensive research 
that the common factor in all HlV and AIDS 
cases is benzene and human intesrmal, fluke 
infcstation of the thymus gland. She MSO 

makes Ithe startling revelation that HIV is a dis
ease of the parasite itself. 

By taking three herbs=wormwood, black 
walnut hull and cloves~according to pre
scribed instructions, and by removing petro
chemical·'based solvents from one's system and 
immediate environment, all trace of HIV and 
AIDS can be climinated within six weeks. 

In a;o. casy-to-absorb style, Dr Clark presents 
just what you necd to know ~o  get rid of HIV 
and AIDS. Areas covered include dietary 
guidelines and food preparation tips; parasite 
maintenance programs; advice on removal of 
toxic metal residues; instructions for making 
an electronic self-diagnosis device for testing 
white blood cell counts; and much more. Dr 
Clark's advice is backed up with evidence from 
seventy case studies undertaken through her 
clinic. 

Dr Oark includes an extensive list of prod
ucts to avoid, e.g., flavoured food. cold cereals, 
shampoos, cosmetics, peLroleum-based person· 

allubricants, and much more. 
From the ca.~e histories included, it seems 

obvious that Dr Clark's simple treatment is 
achieving dramatic success, so it's wonhy of 
urgent attention from the medical profession 
and general public alike. 

WHEN THE EARTH NEARLY DIEO 
Compelling Evidence of a Catastrophic 
World Change 9,500 BC 
by D. S. Allan & J. B. Delair 
Publ ished by Gateway Books (1994), UK 
ISBN 1-85860-008-1 .(370pp pbkl 
P~ice:  STG£10.95 + ols p&h c. ..:-"
Available: Gateway Books, The Hollies, 
Wellow, Bath BA2 8Q), UK; phone +44 
225 83 5127, fax +44 225 84 0012. 

This is a scholarly study into a great cata~  

clysm which nearly wiped out life on Ea.n!'I 
about I 1,500 years ago. The Earth was in 
tremendous upheaval from extraordinary seis
mic and volcanic activity. Land masses sank:, 
the Earth's crust warped, the planetary axis tilt
ed, storms and floods abounded. 

Geological researchers David Allan and 
Bernard Delairlhave amassed abundant biolog
ical, climatologicaJ. and geologicaJ. evidence 
qu-es.rioning the assump.tions about the last 
great ice age, supposed to have lasted until 
around 9,000 BC, and suggesting a cause for 
the catastrophe: a supernova fragment explod
ing into the solar system. 

More thanl myth, the researchers have con
cluded that the whole solar system was affect· 
ed by this cosmic event. It was bigger than 
could possibly have eventuated from comel, 
asteroid or meteQr impact At least one plan
et-between Mars and! Jupiter-was destroyed, 
and both Mars and IEarth were severely devas
tated. 

The authors present their fin.dings from vari
ous perspectives, including the study of terres· 
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trial organie remains. the nature of present 
land-forms. the evidence of astronomy and 
geophysics, and accounts from traditional peo
ples around the world. 

This book is bound to change your under
standing of our Earth's recent geological histo
ry. There is so much evidence for cata
strophism that the the orthodox 'gradualism' 
explanation pales in comparison. Compelling 
reading. 

LUCKY BE DAMNED 
by John Camming 
Published by Boolarong Publ ications 
(1993), Qld 4006, Australia 
ISBN 0-86439-162-5 (231pp pbk) 
Price: AUD$19.95 + AUtD$3.00 p&h 
(AUD$6.00 p&h to NZ) 
Available: PANART, 1/37 Duke 'Street, 
Sunshine Beach Qld 4567 (see ad on p. 81). 

Mind pollution is the l11O.st seriQus threat fac
ing us today, says John Cumming, a retired 
adman well placed Ito know. Over time, the 
communications explosion has compromised 
our clear thinking, our personal and national 
identities and ultimately our freedom, by 
encouraging us to accept the unacceptable. 

One such unacceptable thing in Mr 
Cumming's view is the huge level of foreign 
ownership in Australia. His concern prompted 
him in 1990 to form AUSl'AND who publish 
the AusBuy Guide. In mid-1993, AUSTAND 
published revised figures suggesting that for
eign companies make and take a barely-taxed 
A$loo billion annual profit out of this country. 

Their statisties for the level of foreign owner
ship in various economic sectors are alarming: 
100% of the pharmaceutical and' motor vehicle 
industries; 98% of the chemical and electrical 

sectors; 97% of mining and minerals; 95% 
proces.sed foods; 92% oil and gas..,the list goes 
on. interestingly, AUSTAND started compil
ing their figures when the Australia.n Treas\lI)' 
discontinued publishing theirs. We await fur
ther news.. 

Meanwhile, the media certainly doesn't seem 
to be getting to message to the masses. which 
takes the pressure off our politicians to act 
before we are gagged, ringbarked and bled dry. 
Mr Cumming's tum of phrase is colourful, and 
his message couM malce you see ,red. The so
called "lucky country" is a myth. thus the 
author's title for this thought-provoking book. 

SUPPRESSED INVENTIONS AND OTHER 
DISCOVERIES 
Edited by Jonathan Eisen 
Published by Auckland Institute of 
Te:chnology Press 0994), New Zealand 
ISBN 0-95833'34-7-5 (417pp pbkl 
P~ice:  AUD$29.95; NZ$29.95 
Available: AUS-Dellasta, Reply Paid AAA 
393, PO Box 777, Mount Waverley Vic. 
3149 (see ad' on page 52); NZ-AIT Press, 
Private Bag 92006, Auckland 1020. 

This book is a must-read if YOU've ever won
dered why certain promising inventions and 
techniques are suppressed-or, indeed, if 
you've ever doubted that anything can be sup
pressed ill a world of increasingly accessible 
infonnation. 

Editor Jonathan 'Eisen sets the tone: "Any 
technolQgy gets developed when, there are 
enough interests to see that it gets developed, 
and suppressed when those championing the 
technology are not powerful enough to make it 
past the 'vested interests"'-which just about 
sums it up. 

This compilation covers how the 'suppression 
syndrome' works (the mass media gets some of 
the blame here). It details how it oper<l,tes in 

medicine/health, e.g., in withholding cures for 
cancer and AIDS. Included are contributions 
from Christopher Bird on Gaston Naessens, 
Harry Hoxsey, on medical conspiracies, Ed 
McCabe on oxygen therapies, Barry Lynes on 
Rife's breakthroughs. 

NeM on the hit list is suppression of scientific 
discovery, highlighting luminaries like Tesla, 
T. T. Brown. Reich, Velikovsky. UFOs and 
Mars Mission cover-ups rate a mention with 
articles from Dr Brian O'Leary and Prof. 
Stanley McOaniel. 

Finally, conspiracies in alternative energy 
systems are considered, e.g., Pacheco's hydro
gen technology and Peter Nielsen's mechanical 
fuel vaporiser. 

These and .other great ideas may well see the 
clear light of day. but the fIrst step in gaining 
acceptance in consensus reality is to dissemi
nate the knowledge. Suppressed Inventions... 
goes another step in encQuraging self-empow
erment and achieving success against the odd's. 
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OUT OF THE SHADOWS 
Mystery Animals of Australia 
by Tony Healy and Paul Cropper 
Published by lronbark (1994), Pan 
Macmillan Australia Pty Ltd 
IsBN 0-330-27499-6 (200pp pbk) 
Price: $AtJD19.95 
Distributor: Pan Macmillan Australia, Level 
18, SI Martins Tower, 31 Market Street, 
Sydney NSW 2000, Australia; available in 
most local booksh.ops. 

Have you ever wondered whether the yowie 
or bunyip really exist? Do you doubt that the 
Tasmanian tiger was actually wiped out in 
1936? 

Out of the Shadows is the first book to docu
ment Australia's own mystery creatures, from 
the seJ:Tri.-mythical to the all but real. Evidence 
for the existence of bunyips, yowies. marsupial 
lions and tigers. giant cats and even mainland 
thylacines (Tasmanian tiger). is pulled together 
from Aboriginal legend, pioneers' ltales and lat
ter-day eyewitness accounts, photegraphs and 
illustrations, The painsta,king investigations by 
researchers like' Rex Gilroy are also given due 
credit for their input into these mysteries. 

With more than twenty years' joint research 
effort behind them, authors Tony Healy and 
Paul Cropper still want readers to make up 
their own minds about the information they 
present The ,fact that ibunyips are so integral 
to south-eastern Australian Aboriginalilegend 
and, allegedly, were sighted by modern set
tlers, points to their being more than mere 
myth; and, yet minimal physical evidence for 
bunyips and. indeed, yowies. may hint at ori
gins beyond our mundane 3D reality. 

Fact or fantasy, the existence of Ihese myste
rioys animals is part of Australian folklore and 
thus our heritage. For those who want to 
expfore further, the authors have provided 

some useful ,maps and source material as a 
basis for fieldwork and ihistorical research. 
Perhaps this book will inspire a few more sci
entists out there to consider cryptozoology in a 
more serious light 

WE, FROM MARS-Qld and New 
Hypotheses about the Red Planet 
by Walter Hain 
Published by Mars Findings (1992), PO Box 
19, 1218 Vienna, Austria (originally 
published 1979 by Ellenberg Verlag, 
Cologne, Germany) 
ISBN 3-921369-53-3 (125pp pbkl 
Price; AUD$20.00 + p&h 
Available: 1heosophLcai Bookshop, 126
128 Russell Street, Melbourne Vic. 3000) 
phone (03,) 16503955, fax (03) 650 4894. 

This is a translated and revised version of 
Walter Hain's book, originally published in 

Germany in 1979 as Wjr, Vom Mars. As such, 
it was the first book to be written about the 
mysterious Face on Mars and the possibility of 
an ancient civilisation having existed on the 
'red planet'. 

Walter Hain fIrst noticed the Face on Mars in 
Viking 1 p.hotographs released by NASA in 
December 1976. He requested and eventually 
was sent some of the relevant Cydonia photos 
in late 1977 by the Jet Propulsion LaboralOl')' 
despite their having no knowledge of what 
Hain had described. 

ThU$, Hain's self-published work preceded 
Vincent DiPi~tro  and Gregory Molen.!l.lfT's 
"Unusual Martian Surface Features" report by 

oil year-andl public awareness of the Cydonia 
Face and pyramids was still along way off. 

In t!<Jis 1992 revised edition. Walter Hain. 
includes appendix updates on the Phobos mis
sions, on Richard Hoagland's research into the 
monuments of Mars, and on the SETI ,program. 

This is a fascinating record of ona man's jour
ney into lthe unknown. It's supported by photo 
documentation, maps and references but is also 
highly speculative about the Mars surface fInd
ings and their implications. A classic book 
Which .naturally raises more questions than it 
answers. 

AL.PHABET OF THE HEARl 
by IDanie'1 Winter 
Published by Crystal Hill Farm, Daniel 
Winter and Friends (1993), Eden, NY, USA 
ISBN nfa (252pp pbk) 
Price: AUD$55.00 inc. local p&h 
Available: Cliff Pound, PO Box 202, 
Bangalow NSW 2479, Australia; phone 
(066) 87 1387. 
If you love delving into sacred geometry, 

Platonic solids. hannonic resonance and ener
gy grids, you11 be trUly inspired by Dan 
Winter's explnrations. His basic thesis is that 
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we can empower our creativity by understand
ing \he pripciples of creation right in our own 
nervous systems. 

Our bealth, emotional well-being, and envi
woment are all linked in th-e language of 
geometry. Even the ancient alphabets such as 
Hebrew were derived from light geometries as 
frequency fingerprints. 

These and many other forms, por,trayed as 
computer-generated designs, are lavishly fea
tured throughoutlthis book. This material will 
send you soaring. The representation of the 
DNA helix as a wratcheted dodecahedron 
wavefonn is awesome. 

Dan Winter and Friends' forays into the land
scape of the lJ~ are groundbreaking. Using 
an EKG, they can chart the heart's electricity as 
a coherent pattern dlJring moments of love and 
compassion. Through the electricity of our 
emotional field, we braid feeling into our envi
ronment in a sacred symbiosis. 

'['his Alphabel of lhe Hearl strikes a sweet 
chord. Its language is a synthesis of vortex 
symmetry and sacred geometry. It makes 
sense and it feels right. This anthology is a 
rare gem. 

ENTlTlES-Parasites of the Body of Energy 
by Dr Samuel Sagan 
Published by C1airvlsion School (1994)
 
ISBN 0-646-17882-2 (184pp pbk)
 
Price: AUD$23.95 + $2 p&h,($3 to NZl
 
Available: C1airvision School, PO Box 33,
 
Roseville NSW 2069, Australia (see ad on
 
page 82); or Sydney Esoteric Bookshop (see
 
ad on page 55).
 

Western science and medicine has paid scant 
anention to the entity phenomenon. yet it is so 
age-old tha~  mos~  traditional cultures recognise 

it and h·ave developed techniques for dealing 
with ,it. 'Entity' in this c.on.text refers 'to a non
physical being, energy, pr.es.ence that attaches 
itself to a human being in parasite-like fashion. 

Author Dr Samuel Sagan, a medical doctor, 
has amassed intriguing case examples of pe0

ple who have been possessed to varying 
degrees by discarnate spirits. Entity interfer
ence can create a range of emotional, menta} 
and physical problems ,including eating disor
ders, uncontrollable outbursts and severe dis
ease-all the more reason for a ntional aoal'y
sis of the subject 

Dr Sagan has a frest, easy-to-comprehend 
approach, presenting key facts about entities 
that we must know in order to explore their 
mechanisms and motivations. 

He also outlines a powerful technique for 
developing inner vision to see the source of 
emotional and psychological biocks and clear 
them with minimum trauma (with help from a 
qualified therapist). 

Dr Sagan's perspective deserves serious 
attention for it fills important holes in our 
understanding of the whole person and its evO" 
lutionary progress. Captivating reading! 

MAN-MADE UFOs, 1944-1994 
50 Years .of Suppression 
Iby Renato Vesco and David Hatcher 
Childress 
Published by Adve.ntures Unlim.ited Press 
(1994), Stelle, Illinois, USA 
ISBN 0-932813-23-2 (43Spp pbk) 
Price: AUD$34.00 + p&h 
Available: Sydncy Esotcric Bookshop (see 
ad on page 55). 

A comprehensive and in-depth lo.ok at the 
early "Oying saueer~ tcchnology of Nazi 
Germany and the genesis of early man-made 
UFOs from the captured German scientists and 
escaped battalions of German troops, to secret 

communities in South America and Antarctica, 
to today's state-of-the-art "Dreamland" flying 
machines. 

The book uorovers and ex-amines a lot of 
information that emerged after Warld War II 
relating to anti-gravity and man-made flying 
saucer research. These were the years when a 
lot of information 'slipped out' into the public 
arena, an era which lasted until the mid.1950s 
when a 'clamp-down' on such discussion 
appears to have been put in place. 

For those interested in UFOs, anti-gravity 
research, mysterious Naz~  and US experiments 
ilil the Antarctic, secret societies or conspira
cies, this is your nex4: Christmas presem to 
yourself. 

This weighty rome is heavily illustrated with 
maps, photographs, charts and technical dia
grams and is highly recommended reading. 
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TH EALTERNATIVE 
by Dennis lee and Better World 
Technology 
Published by Better World Technology 
(1994), Sussex, 'Nj, USA 
ISBN (applied for) (173pp pbk) 
Price: USD$24.95 (surface Ito Aust/NZ) or 
USD$37.75 (airmail to Aust/NZ) 
Available: Better World Technology, PO 
Box 196, Sussex Nj 07461, USA; phone +1 
(201) 87:5 3400, fax +1 (201) 875 2588. 

This is an eye-opening book by American 
free energy researchcr Dennis Lee. NEXUS 
readers should know a Httle of his story and his 
innovations from the article published in vol
ume2, no. n. 

Dennis Lee calls himself an "accidental 
felon", having been sentenced to three years in 
prison on a civil code misdemeanour for not 

filling out a form he was unaware of, and for 
which he was not actually convicted. Now a 
'free' man, Lee maintains that 'the systcm' con
spires on a regular basis to erode--and elimi
nate-the freedoms of all citizens, even the 
law-abiding. 

The ruling elite, in his view, have made a 
mockery of the 'justice' systcm, replacing it 
with a 'just us' systcm. Thc extcnt of thcir con
trol spans the entire judiciary, law cnforcemcnt 
agencies, legislature, mass media, the tele
phone and post companies and the energy utili
ties. In an ,economy where cnergy equals 
power, we can undcrstand why certain groups 
would not want the public to have clean, safe, 
chcap and independently produced energy. 

The AllernaJive presents documentation 
which proves Dennis Lee was the victim of a 
dirty tricks campaign. It's aimed at many of us 
who don't believe conspiracies exist merely 
because we've not been directly exposed to 
them. We need to wisen up. 

MORE PRECIOUS THAN GOlD 
by Ray Pendergraft 
Published by Borderland Sciences Research 
Foundation (1994), Garberville, CA, USA 
ISBN 0-945685-15-7 (352pp pbk) 
Price: USD$13.95 + o/s p&h 
Available: Borderland Sciences Research 
Foundation, PO Box 429, Garberville, CA, 
USA, phone +1 (707) 986 7211, fax +1 
(707) 986 7272, 

What could be more precious than gold? 
Clay! This is thc story ofPascalite, a unique 
clay with powerful health-enhancing proper
ties, known to lhe nalive Americans as ee-wah
/cee, the Earth that heals. 

Pascalite is found only in an eighteen-foot 
vein wiuhin lhe Big Hom Mountains of 
Wyoming. It is a cream-coloured, cheese-like 
substance, super rich in organically assimilable 

minerals and trace elements. The clay is hand
mined underground, sun-dried in the moun
tAins, then powdered as a preparation for inter
nal and external use. 

First introduced to European settlers by a 
French trapper, Emile Pascale, after whom the 
substance is named, Pascalite has been distrib
uted since the 1930s as "Life Mud". It reput
edly has great health benefits for humans but 
also for animals and plants. 

More Precious Than Gold reads like a novel 
you can't put down. It relates the Pascalite 
saga from the viewpoint of two pioneers,_Ray 
(the author) and Peggie Pendergraft, wht>Se 
lives bccame inextricably linked with this mag
'ital material. You won't be able to resist 
exploring Pascalite further, once you become 
absorbed in this story. 

CRYSTAL MISSION
 
by Dr Cornelius van Dorp
 
Published Iby RSVP Publishing Company Ltd
 
(1992), PO Box 47-166, Ponsonby,
 
Auckland, New Zealand
 
ISBN 0-9597948-1-6 (419pp pbk)
 
Price: AUD$29.95
 
Available: Banyan Tree Book Distributol"5',
 
PO Box 269, Stirling SA St52, Australia;
 
phone (08) 388 5354, fax (08) 388 5365;
 
an.d selected bookshops.
 

This is an adventure story with a difference. 
It is told by an Auckland-based doctor whose 
journey kicked off when he joined thc 1987 
Grccnpeace Antarctic expedition. During that 
year he became the link: on Ithatlonely conti
nent for the global harmonic convcrgence 
cvcnt, and from there his life took on a new 
meaning, rich with synchronistic happenings. 

Dr Cornelius van Dorp's explorations are all 
about what happens when you give up nonna! 
patterns oflogic, and trust in the synchronous, 
the power of coincidence. He's found that this 
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power has helped guide him in his travels to 
people, places, artefacts and scientific evi
dence he may not have otherwise discovered. 

The scope of this unique traveller's 'tale 
inel udes the ancient history of planet Earth
from Australian Aboriginal. New Zealand 
Maori and North American Hopi SOYIces; the 
planetaty electromagnetic gridl system with its 
interconnection points at key sacred sites 
around the world; ancient healing techniques 
using crystals and electromagnetism; and the 
importance of age-old archetypes in assisting 
us to frnd our own potential within--our indi
vidual crystal missions. 

Dr van Dorp's journey is a mystical one 
which continues to this day. We here at 
NEXUS who appreciate the joys of syn· 
chronicity weren't surprised when, out ofthe 
blue, we received an unrelated fax from the 
good doctor just as, unbenown to him, we were 
about to start reviewing his book. May the 
force be with you, ltoo! 

THE DREAM AND LIE OF tOUIS PASTEUR 
by R. B. Pearson 
Published lby Sumeria Press (1994), 
Collingwood, Viotoria, Austral\a 
ISBN 0-646-19541-7 (107pp pbk) 
Price: AUID$12.75 inc. local p&h 
(AUD$3.00 p&h to NZ) 
Available: Sumeria Press (see ad oh page 
77). 

In NEX US vol. 2, no. 15 we reviewed a 
reprint of the 1942 R. B. Pearson classic, 
Pasteur: flagiarjsl, Imposter!-The Germ 
Theory Exploded! Here is another reprint of 
this title to remind you that the germ theory of 
disease as we've been Laught is wrong. 

Today, more than 50 years aftcr PeMSOn's 
book came out, the truth ,is still not aclmowl
edgcd by the medical profession at large who 
are pushing serums and other biologicals hard
er than ever. 

The au thor presents detailed proof that 
'germs' do not cause disease-they may be pre
sent solely as scavengers of waste products in 
the systcm. 

Pearson's work is an excellent entree to 
Pasteur's theory and practice, detailing fIrst of 
all how Pasteur deliberately appropriated and 
falsified ,the work ofanother scientist, Antoine 
Bechamp. Clearly, Pasteur had not understood 
Bechamp's mycrozyme explanation of disease; 
nor did he undcrstand ,the consequences of the 
vaccines that he and' his followers created. 

This book is of particular benefit for those 
investigaliIrg lhe effeqjveness (or not) of vac
cinations. Let's hope we won't have to wait 
another 50 years for all this information to sink 
into the medical profession's collective psyche. 

EXTIRATERRESTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY
 
with David Hatcher Childress
 
Produced by Network 23 Productions 
(1994), Valley Heights, INSW, Australia 
Pricc: AUD$40.00 (60mins PAL/yHS) 
Available: NEXUS Magazine, PO Box 30; 
Mapleton Qld 4560, Australia; phone (074) 
429280, fax (074) 42 9381. 

This is a very ,thought-provoking video! J
 
was quite amazed! at the variety and extent of
 
material presented by Childress, especially the
 

'photographs of strange markings on the Earth's
 
Moon. There are some photographs which 
have to be seen to be believed! 

Over half of the video is dedicated to a 
plethora oJ mysteriou.s anomalies to do with 
our Moon. The other half looks al some inter
esting titbits pertaining to Mars and its moons, 
Venus, Jupiter and its moons, and more. 

This video has inspired me to allocate an ani
de on the subject in an upcoming ~sue.  

Great video, and great viewing! 

A GUIDE TO FENG SHUI FOR YOUR 
HOME 
with Eric Dowsell 
Produced by Broadcast Media (1994),
 
Nambour, Qld, Australia
 
Price: AUD$34.00 inc. p&h (45mins
 
PALNHS)
 
Available: Broadcast Media Television &
 
Video Productions, PO Box 289, Nambour
 
Qld 4560, AustraLia; phone 1 800813999,
 
(074) 78 1704 (see ad on page 78). 

Feng Shui is the Chinese art of environmen
tal! energy balancing. It integrates elements of 
house design, siting, building and even furni
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ture layout ro obtain smooth Qi (Ch'i) or ener
gy now throughout a house. 

Environmental energy consultant Eric 
Dowsen shows you areas where Qi nows 
smoothly and where it is stagnant, and prob
lem areas of Sha Qi, where Qi is moving too 
fast in too straight a line. 

He demonstrates simple, inexpen"sive ways 
to improve the feel of your home using the 
principles ofFeng Shui. Each ,individual area 
is taken into consideration-for example, the 
entrance, stairs, kitchen, etc. 

By s.tudying this video and applying the 
information, you should be able to bril\g a new 
balance into your home. After all, the goal of 
Feng Shui is complete harmony with your 
immediate environment and the achievement 
of prosperity, health and happiness in your 
life. 

PALMISTRY-Teaching the People 
Produced by Enneagram (1994) 
Price: AUD$35.o.0 + $5.00, p&h ($7.00 
p&h NZ) (90mins PALM-dS) 
Available: Halo, PO Box .744, IKogarah, 
NSW 2217, Australia; phone/fax (02) 588 
6691 {see ad on page 65). 

This is an illfdTmalive, 'hands on' introduc
tion to the princ.iples, practice and bcncfits of 
palmistry. For those who enjoy the video 
medium, this is a great way to grasp the basics 
of palm-reading. 

Instruction covers hand shapes, all the major 
lines and many minor ones, and other key 
areas of the hand. It explains al~  the different 
line shapes, and the personality traits or types 
of events that correlate with these. 

Some of the interpretations could be consid
ered rather judgmental, ie., either good or bad, 
but they're easily understood if you renect on 
what is being presented. 

As you explore the art of palmistry, the more 
you come to realise the key to self-understand
ing is literally ,in the palm of your hand. 

PROF. JOHN R. R. SEARL-Munich 
Lecture 1989 
Price: AUD$60.00 inc. p&h (o/s p&h 
phone for quote) (4hrs PALNHS) 
Available: Searl Group Australia, PO Box 
6, Cunderdin WA 6407; phone (096) 35 
1540. 

Atlast we got a PAl'../yHS copy of the Searl 
1989 Munich Lecture that we could sec to 
review-it was worth the walt. ~ was keen to 
watch this video to see if I could! understand 
further what drives the Searl Effect Generator. 

"Mad scientists", as I affectionately refer to 
them, can often !be so focussed on their work 
and research that they forget how to effective
ly communicate to the rest of the world what it 
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is they have discovered. Sear~  nearly falls into 
this category a few times when be dives ipto a 
level of discussion that goes way over my 
,head. But I have to say Ithat I feel he is onto 
something valid, and any Searl fans out there 
should definitely get this video. 

V & V: THE FINAL BATILE
 
Produced by Warner Bros (1983-4, 1992),
 
USA
 
Price: AUD$90.00 (Parts n-5,3 tapes,
 
7.5hrs, PALNHS)
 
Availab'le: WA Texas TradLng, PO Hox 71,
 
Kalamunda WA 6076, Australia (se-e ad on
 
page 83).
 

This reviewer has fond shock-horror memo
ries of seeing Von tv in the mid-'80s. With 
th'e video now available, I was keen to see it 
agllin fIom a 1990s perspective. 

Tbe verdict? V is still a gripping drama, full 
of pathos and hope, struggle and victory 
against overwhelming odds. It is a morality 
playas wcll as an allegorical tale. 

V camc uncomfortably close to some secret 
truths back then, but it seems closer to the 
truth and even more relevant now in the light 
of revelations about various UFO scenarios in 
recent years. 

(L's the story of an invasion of Earth by rep
tilian alicns who look human on the surface 
and who claim to come in peace to obtain our 
assistance in saving their home planet. Their 
intentions and deceptive fa~ades  are eventually 
exposed and small groups of resistance fight
ers go on to thwart their plans. 

V ,is a warning to us all not to be fooled by 
appearan.ccs and plat.itudcs-whether they be 
Earth-based or extraterrestria1l.1y-sourced. 

Far out, essential viewing! 
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OF DREAMS AND DISCOVERIES 
by Tony O'Connor 
Produced by Studio Horizon Productions 
Pty Ltdl (1994), Nambour, Qld, Australia 
Price: AUD$18:95 (cass.), AUD$25.95 
(CD) (50mins) 
Available: Steve Parish Publishing! PO Box 
2160\ Fortitude Valley Qld' 4006, Australia; 
phone (07) 254 19141, fax (07) 358 4612. 

The latest album from Tony O'Connor repre
sents a very personal journey of rediscovery 
for him It's a musical interpretation of Tony's 
exploration into the change.s, dreams and con
frontations that have shaped his life. These 
"musiclrl emotions" as he calls them, opened 
doors for Tony. He shares his interpretations 
with us in the hope that we, too, will be 
inspired by the joy of constant self-discovery. 
Of Dreams and Discoveries is a collection of 

soul-stirring reflections on youth, on sharing 
moments and dreams, on broken dreams, hope 
of friendship and glimpses into hidden worlds. 
Tony O'CQllnOr weaves his web with haunting 
acousJic; guitar, gently soaring piano and 
orchestral arrangements, airy pan flute notes 
and the oceasionalJ pluck on the old harp 
str'ings. 

TI1is musical voyage is designed to let the lis
tener drift into inner, intimate worlds where 
time stl\nds still. An absorbing yet very relax
ing album. 

DRUM SONGS
 
by John Orlando
 
Produced by John Orlando (1994) for
 
Culmination Music, Cofarado, USA
 
Price: USS9'.98 (cass.), US$ 114.98 (CD) +
 
USDS5'.00 o/s p&h (43mins)
 
Available: Culmination Music, 6154 S.
 
Meadowbrook Drive, Morrison CO 80465,
 
USA; phone/fax +1 (303) 697 1150.
 

A preference fOF natural sOlmds has led musi
cian John Orlando to record this album using 
alV drums and percussion instruments indige
nous to many lands. He has done so without 
the use of drum machines which he maintains 
are destroying the natural response of the 
human ear to percussion. 

We have come, he says, "to expect that per
fect, regimented sound" and become condi
tioned to respond to its beal He suggests it's 
our right to know whal is entering our bodies 
and all music with artificial 'ingredients' ought 
to be labelled appropriately. 

This album, Drum Song, combines natural 
sounds with exotic and nJj.tive inslruments to 
produce a per.cussion sound easy on the ear and 
rhythmically satisfying to drum enthusiast and 
ordinary music fan alike. A friendly, energis
ing music experience. 

THIS IISLAND EARTH 
by Mark Nine 
IProduced by Mark Nine for Underworld 
Records, California, USA 
Price: USD$1 I) (cass.), USD$12 (CD) + 
USD$4.,00 o/s p&h (451T'1ins) 
Available: Underworld Records, 6312 
HoBywood Blvd, #145, Hollywood, CA 
90028, U5A; phone +1 (213) 4625453, fax 
+1 (213) 4661035. 

Perhaps one way to describe this album 
would be as an innovative, acid-rocky.l~y
hazy, psychedelic col~tion  ofreminaers of 
.the 'sixties thrown into late 'ni.neties-to-corne 
futurism. ~'ve  managed to listen to it several 
times now and the musio really grows on one. 

Mark's top tracks include a wonderful sooth
ing cover of the Moody Blues' "Tuesday 
Afternoon" and a beautifully layered version of 
th.e Beatles' "Tomorrow Never Knows". Up 
with them is his magical "Lifting the Ol'ouds 
over Venus", 

Mark describes h.ijnself as being from the 
'sixties generation that was promised an unlim
ited, bright future----hut all he ended up with 
was a crummy t-shirt! 

He's reefed the album with a few recorded 
hjsmricJY quotes from Martin Luther King, Jr, 
Jimmy Swaggart and others. 

A non-linear array of new (and yet old) 
experimental music, with some references to 
the CIA, Jonestown and mind control thrown 
in. 

Warth hearing. 

THE DRfAM OF iTHE CURRAWONG 
by William Bowden 
Produ.ced by Alex 5vends for lerra 
Australis Records (994), Chippendale, 
NSW, Australia 
Price: AUD$19,95 (cass), AUO$29.95 
(CD) + p&h (60mins) 
Availahle: GLD Music, 79-81 Buckland 
Street, Ohippendale, NSW 2008, Australia; 
phone (02) 310 1866, fax (02) 319 0097; 
and selected music stores. 

A pleasant, a!Tlbient recording captming the 
feel of the Australian landscape's timelessness. 
Combined ibirdsQng and water sounds add to 
the atmosphere of floating t.ones that capture 
places of secrets in the bush. 

Among the tracks that impress are "Dawn 
Becomes Day", a re-creation of the beginning 
of a forest morning with the awakening of day
light and warmth in the trees, and "The Dream 
of the Currawong" which holds the magic of 
this black bird encapsulated in the rippling 
wave of a synthesiser. Others include "Light 
Rain at Stoney Creek" l!,!Jd "kady of the Lake" 
which carry th'eir softly haunting strains 
through the listeners' mind. 

Recommended for sharing the quiet of a 
peaceful evening. 
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- The Cause and Cure of HIV and AIDS?

Continued from page 20 

Another tip for reducing benzene 
buildup: vitamin B2 is known to help 
detoxify benzopyrenes. Make sure you are 
taking at least 50 mg of v,1tamin B2 
(riboflavin) with each meal, and don't visit 
tanning booths! Ultraviolet light destroys 
the B2 already in your body. But don't 
rely on vitamin B2 alone. Stick to all the 
rules carefully. 

Throw out these benzene-polluted prod
ucts (your health is worth more than the 
fortune you spent on them!): 

• flavoured food (yoghurt, jellies, can
dies, throat lozenges, store-bought cookies 
and cakes); cooking oil and shortening 
(use only olive oil, butter and lard); ice 
cream and frozen yoghurt; hand cream, 
skin cream, yogurt moisturisers; toothpaste 
including health brands; tea tree oil prod
ucts; beverages including bottled water and 
store-bought fruit juice; Vascline™ prod
ucts, lip balm, hand cleaners; cold cereaf; 
chewing gum; personal Ilubricant; amyl 
nitrate, butyl nitrite, and simjlar products, 
commonly caUed "Rush"; marijuana; 
flavoured pet food, both for cats and! dogs; 
bird food made ,into cakes; cattle and poul
try feeds, except simple grains. 

Throw them all out now! 

Footnotes: 
1. T-cells are actually made in ,the bone marrow, 
but go to the thymus to be given instructions as 
immunity-defenders. 
2. C. H. Barlow, "The Life Cycle of ,the Human 
Intestinal Fluke, Fasciolopsis buskit', Am. J. Hyg. 
(Lancaster), Monog. no. 4, i925. 
3. Perhaps it is the changed electrical charge O~ 

magnetic force of these damaged organs that per
mits further development of the fluke stages. 
Perhaps it is merely low immune-surveillance. 
Perhaps the dying cells of a damaged organ pro
vide fO.od for the baby stages. Only further scien
tific ,study w,j,(( reveal the truth. 
4. Tfle brain lacks the enzyme ornithine carbamyl
tr·ansferase which is essential fo~ making ammonia 
harmless by changing it into urea. .:. 

5. I published this discovery in Townsend Leller 
For Doctors, July I99I,p.554. 

For more information on where
 
to obtain the books and herbs
 

mentioned by Dr Clark, we
 
suggest you contact the
 
following companies:
 

Natural Therapy Products, or
 
Inner Glow Health Products,
 
both of whom we talked into
 

advertising on this page. 
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Letters to the Editor (continued) 

Continued from page 5 

Meanwhile, NEXUS is printing infonrration 
and it's hard-to-get infonnation. You won't find 
it in every daily newspaper. That's probably 
because no one dares print it. It upsets the sys
tem. Brings out the truth. It's too hard to bear 
for that reason and may bring up fear. But the 
fear must be worked through because the infor
mation is ultimately empowering. 

We don't want to see the world as manipulated 
by groups with hidden agendas because it brings 
up all our fears. That's why NEXUS is contro
versial. People accuse it of spreading 'fear'. 
The fear is actually within. 

That's the key. When you work through your 
fears you are empowered because you see them 
for what they are. Empty! Based on nothing! 
Inherited patterns! And you're then free. Free 
to be a more complete Ihuman being. Think 
about it. Yours sincerely, 

Roger T., Doonan, Queensland, Australia. 

Re: Knowing the Truth 
Dear Duncan: My mother once told me that 'I 

was "big enough, old enough and ugly enough 
to make up my own mind". 

I have always been very open-minded-nei
ther gullible nor sceptical. My congratulations 
to you and your staff for the courage to publish 
infonnation which always stimulates intelligent 
discussion and healthy personal reassessment of 
years of propaganda from those who we were 
led to believe had our ibest interests at heart 
.(e.g., the govelTlment, the local water board', the 

media,lour doctor, our bank manager). 
Your article in the Aug-Sept '94 edition on 

"Exposing the Myth of the Genn Theory" and 
"Modem Medicine and its Military Links" (vol. 
2, nos. 20, 21) demand reading and re-reading 
with a highlighter pen. Brilliant st.uff! 

As rheard recently on a tape, "Know the truth 
and the truthl shall set you free". More such 
truthful articles, Duncan. 

Alan H., Bowen Mountain, NSW, Australia. 

Re: Education Agenda 
Dear Duncan: As a teacher I was very inter

ested to read the article, "Educating for the 
'New World Order'" (NEXUS 2/22). The ques
tions raised appear to be quite legitimate, cer
tainly for the American system. Yet I feellthatl 
should point out that there are some very posi
tive developments in Australian education. 
r have recently been attending some work

shops by the Hunter Accelerated Learning 
Initiative. This organisation is funded by the 
Department of Education. Its central motif is a 
values-based education. One of the key phrases 
is "Learning accelerates as judgment dissolves". 
Indeed, this is truly a spiritual and 0llen-minded 
process which is being advocated, One of the 
pieces of correspondence that I have received 
from the Initiative refers to "the spiritual path~ 

way" in bold type! 
Education is changing. We have the opponu

nity to create l!I more tolerant, open-minded and 
humane education system. 

Keeping this in mind, I was horrified at the 
letter by Karin Knittle-Small you published in 

relation to the education anicle, a letter whicA 
was apparently published in a local paper in the 
States. Mrs Knittle-Small criticised objectives
based education because it "wasted valuable 
academic time" by emphasising "feelings, self
esteem, acceptance of oc.hers, and famJly living 
programs". 

Wake up, Mrs Knittle-Small! We ar.e' not 
teaching robots in our schools! The mechanical 
paradigm which dominated education for most 
of the twentieth century produced people who 
could read, write and count (generally) but who 
had no interpersonal skills, no capacity for 
empathy, who effectively had their humanity 
drained from them. Surely the objective of edu
cation is to produce human ibeings who are 
capable of learning across a broad SP~t.IUlIl of 
human endeavour? - . 
" Yes, the single most important factor in edu

'cation, and for the future of this planet is love
and you will not find that in any 'academic' cur
riculum! 

Mark G., New Lambton, NSW, Australia. 
(Dear Mark: Your point is valid, The main 

concern with OBE (OUlcome-Based EducaJion) 
is thaJ although these values of esteem and tol
erance ofothers are being taught, the result is a 
decline in personal self-esteem, a rise in intoler
ance of other races and religions, and an 
increase in the dependence by the student on 
'the group', While it sounds nice in theory, the 
results are heading the opposite direction. The 
research presented by the parelllS indicaJes thal 

1 

this is a deliberaJe campaign and is fIOt a result 
... 

1 ofany educaJional bureacracy gone mad. Ed.) 
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Continued from page 64 

(Note: In the translation I made of the 
preceding two verses, the word nonnally 
translated as "whom" I translated as 
"Assyrian" in deference to an older usage 
of the word.) 

Nostradamus:
 
Terror From The Sky In 1999
 

Surprisingly, I have found that 
Nostradamus, the Judaeo-Christian seer 
from France, seems to have predicted a 
similar event to the 'throwing down' of the 
rebel leader to the Earth. From the 
Prophecies of Mic'hel de Notredame 
(Nostradamus) in 1568 AD we read: 

10:72 
L'an mil neufcens nonante neufsept mois, 
In the year 1999 and seven months, 
Du ciel viendra un grand Roi deffraieur. 
From the sky will come the great King of 
terror.9 

Resusciter le grand Roi d'Angolmois. 
He will bring back to life the great King 
of the Mongols.'" 
Avant que Mars regner par bonheur. 
Before and after War reigns happily. 

- Pro hetic Translations 

Here again we see the mention of the 
arriva~  of a terrifying evil from the 
Heavens; however, in this case, the date is 
within the next five or six years. 

Nostradamus' words tell of the arrival of 
a "great King of terror" out of the sky. 
This figurative "King of terror" will appar
ently rev,ive a world leader who will rival 
th.e Mongolian Ghengis Khan (Chingis 
Khan to the Chinese) for his bloodthirsty 
murder,ing rampages and his deceitful 
wa,ys. Remember that ilt was the 
Mongolian conqueror, Ghengis Khan, who 
invented polo by using the leather-wrapped 
heads of his vanquished victims as the ball!. 

Furthennore, the empire of the Chingis 
Khan included all of China, all of the for
mer Soviet Union cast of the Danube and 
north of the Indus, and all the Middle 
Eastern countries located east of the 
Euphrates which included pan of modem 
Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Afghanistan 
and Pakistan. 

In later articles, this will become more 
important as we expl~He  the Hebrew 
prophecies concerning the Assyrian birth
place of the last and most Inerrible "anJi
Christ" who is now alive somewhere ill! the 
Middle East. 

"V" Stands For "Visitors" 
Do you remember the te~evision  movie 

called V which first aired in !. 9867 The 
movie told about aliens landing on the 
Earth en masse. Now I agree this is not a 
new plot, but these aliens were human
looldng except that it was only skin-deep. 
Their real skin was reptilian and their real 
eyes were snakelike or were vertically ori
ented elliptical pupils. 

These "Visitors" ostensibly came in. 
peace to share their technology with Eai1h 
in return for our water. They wore dark 
sunglass.cs because the sunlight apparently 
hun their eyes (i.e., they were cr~atures of 
a darker place). They infiltrated and con

-trolkd the governments of the world and 
th-c broadc.ast media before the people 
realised anything was wrong. 

As lthey integrated! into the communities, 
their true nature slowly leaked out. 'lihey 
were serpent beings; they hated humans 
except as a fQod and were abducting and 
packaging them on the quiet! A resistance 
movement formed to try to defeat the bad 
guys, but all appeared lost unul they dis
covered that a synthetic compound made 
from the blood of a half-alien, half-human 
child kiiled the aliens on contact. 
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Strangely, with the help of we 'good 
alien' section of the Visitors, the Eanh was 
delivered from the clutches of the 'bad 
guys'. Hints of an ancient alien legend per
meated the movie, telling the viewer that a 
star-child hybrid would eventually restore 
peace in the Heavens and the Earth. 

Is it just a coincidence that so many 
ancient cultures have a dragon mythology? 
They attribute the ability to fly Ito this drag
on, and they attribute to the dragon reptil
ian features such as a forked or fiery 
tongue, vertical pupils and a scaled skin. 
Some see the dragon as a winged snake; 
others as a winged lizo/d with legs. In fact, 
China has long revered the image of the red 
dragon. 

If you have been raised in a quasi
Christian or !Jewish community, you will 
see the parallels in this movie to those 
ideas expressed in the Bible. Who wrote 
this movie? Who knew enough about our 
future to make such a thing? Has someone 
been trying to warn us? 

Summary 
If you have not entirely dismissed my 

assertions and beliefs, then investigate 
what I have told you. If I am right, we all 
have very little time left to make the appro

- Pro hetic Translations 

priate decisions. If I am wrong, then you 
will only have been entertained by my tale. 
Regardless, I shall have more to say about 
t,be future in forthcoming issues of this 
magazine. Either enjoy or deploy. Until 
next time, may you fare well. 00 

Footnotes: 
1. The readings of Edgar Cayce tell of this same
 
phenomenon.
 
2. The Shrine of the Scrolls in Israel is dedicated to 
the War between the Son of Light and the Sons of 
Darkness as rec.orded in one of the recovered ii)ead 
Sea Scrolls. 
3. It is imponant to remember that the ancient gods 
in both the Hebrew and Sanskrit writings were prob
ably the same Sumerian gods or anti-gods mentioned 
in many of the hundreds of thousands of Middle 
Eastern clay tablets-most of wh.ich are still untrans
lated You might h\:ar whispqed mentions of the 
return of the Sume.rian gods io the dark hallways of 
the Pentagon if you listen at the right ilnd recently 
opened doors there. 
4. Stan Deyo, TM Vindicator Scrolls, West
 
Australian Tcxas Trading, Kalamunda, Western
 
Australia, 19.89, Part I.
 
5. "llereishis"" meaning "beginnings", is the Hebrew 
narne for the Book of Genesis in the English 
Pentateuch. 
6. This would appear 10 be a II'ot closer to the truth 
than many evolutionists would like to bcJieve, 
because it was near this same area, of Ethiopia in the 
Orm Valley thalilhe boDes of the oldest known 

humans were fOood and verified by archaeologists in 
juslthe last few years. And, it was from !bis same 
area as well that the origin of cattle and elephants 
was traced; and, funhermore, the so-called "milO
chondlial Eve" gene was als.o traced 10 Ethiopia as 
the bllthplace of the \mt.ire human gene pool. See 
TM Vindicator Scrolls, Pan L 
7. See my discussions on the location of Atlantis in 
Mesopotamia and!h~ Persian Gulf in TM VjndicaJor 
Scrolls, Pan I. 
8. His name in the old Hebrew records was, fiteral
Iy, "Satan". 
9. Is this "King of terror" the rebel leader or Satan 
himself? 
10. Is this king 06 the Mongols the third anti·Christ 
who willi rise up in wha~ was once ancient Sumeria 
10 begin a bloody reign Qf conquest and terr~~. 
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- Electricit out of Thin Air? 
Continued from page 51 

their hdp, left and have not seen them 
since lO have a good yarn, though we' keep 
in touch. I will not name them. This 
whole report might nun out to be a fizzer 
and they have their hard-earned reputa
tions. I don't have that problem. 

The only problem I have is to mal<e this 
report as clear as I possibly can so you can 
take over. 

I then figured out that a multidirectional 
coil might be the besl way lo go for the 
Earth's magnetic field electron accelerator. 
It struck me that a vehicle powered by the 
work-up from the knowledge base I had! so 
far gathered, or an electric train, trolley bus 
or other public transport electric vehicle 
harvesting by hardware on top and feeding 
the harvest into the existing electricity dis
tribution grid, would of course be continu
ally changing direction and tne flat coil 
wouldn't be correctly orientated' except now 
and then. 

I bought two aluminium rods, I m x 5 
mm x 2 mm, costing $5. I wound them 
around a bottle to make two coils th.e shape 
of a small barrel-loaf of bread. I attached 
them at right angles to each other on a 

smali ,plank and nailed two pieces of wood 
to the underside of the plank. Thus I made 
a slot between th.em so the rig would sit on 
the passenger window of my car. When I 
wound the window up, the rig jammed in 
position like one of those indicator anns on 
the old car I used w drive in my youth. I 
connected a diode to one. end. A packet of 
10 cost me about $2 at Tandy's. Next, I 
connected the two coils together with a bit 
of flex wire. Then I hung the yellow multi
meter on the passenger side interior sun
visor where I could easily see it while dri
ving. I connected from the car battery to 
the muhimeter to ,the double coil back to 
the battery. Parking the car in my drive
way so the passenger side was in the sun, I 
took the rig off the window and moved ,it 
around to find the lowest reading: about 8 
millivolts. Didn't bother ab'out amps 
(wouldn't be any). Just a simple direction 
test. I stood in front of the rig to block out 
the sun. About 4 miltivolts, heat factor 
established. To eliminate extraneous fac
lOrs of power lines, media transmissions et 
aI., I drove into the middle of several 
school playing fields, several miles apart, 
taking a couple of my sons with me in case 
these tired old eycs deceived themselves. 

Driving around in circles, the volts climbed 
astonishingly in some directions and dived 
equally startlingly jn others. I found the 
highest reading lO lbe in a generally south
ern orientation, moving OJ stationary. The 
volts read 180 millivolts-an increase in 
percentage too mind-boggling for me lO 

say more. 
I have tried to make this report as accu

rate as] can but I'm only human, just as fal
libfe as you. I've figured it out the best I 
can. I can offer no qualifications-I left 
school as a scholastic disaster when I 
turned 15 more than forty years ago and 
have had no schooling since. ~gazine  

reader-land is choc-a-bloc with minds 
"much bener than mine. If you see hope in 
it, if you think it might be something more 
lhan the dreams of a bored, stiff old 
bludger and want to investigate it fuJther in 
a proper sc.rentific manner, fine. It's all 
yours. I seek no money and tess fame. I 
couldn't proceed any further if the world 
gave me a blank cheque, the best electronic 
laboratory on the planet and the rmest sci
entific minds to help me. I believe those 
things are you. 

I would be pleas.ed to receive mail direct
ed via this magazine. 00 
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